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iABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with theoretical studies in two areas 
related to the noise of modern turbofan aeroengines. In the first 
case, we are concerned with the propagation of internally g-enerated 
sound though the propulsion nozzle to the farfield, including the 
effects of diffraction by the jet pipe, refraction and Doppler 
amplification by the mean flow and the exchange of energy between 
acoustic and hydrodynamic modes at the nozzle lip. Both low and high 
frequencies are discussed. In the low frequency case, the essential 
aim is the derivation of simple analytical expressions and their 
interpretation in the context of various forms of acoustic analogy, 
and the analysis is continued to second order in a frequency parameter 
or Helmholtz number, giving predictions of the farfield directivity 
and of the magnitude of reflected waves in excellent agreement with 
experiments, and yet expressible in simple analytical fashion. An 
essential element of the solution of these problems is the satis­
faction of a Kutta condition at the nozzle lip. In the high frequency 
case, two approximate theories are formulated, and compared with each 
other and with exact solutions. The theories we handle are Kirchhoff's 
approximation and the geometric theory of diffraction. The aim is 
again to provide a theoretical framework in which as many effects as 
possible can be handled in a rational manner.
The final two chapters are concerned with a particular aspect 
of compressor noise - the buzzsaw field generated by blading non­
uniformities. This field is determined by the variation of shock 
strength of a non-uniform cascade. This is achieved by a combination 
of analysis of the detached shock waves ahead of a non-uniform
i i
cascade and a linear examination of the outflow from the cascade 
showing this to depend on area alone, at typical operating conditions, 
'The upshot is a relation between the pressure rise across the shock 
wave ahead of the nth and (n - l)th blades. This relation is in 
significantly better agreement with experiment than relations using 
attached shock waves, and provides a theoretical basis for blade 
shuffling procedures designed to alleviate buzzsaw noise.
The aim throughout the thesis is to take the calculations as 
far as is possible and sensible by purely analytical means and to 
provide simple physical insight into the mechanisms involved.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
2INTRODUCTION
The noise of a modem aero-engine is made up of contributions 
from a large number of different sources. The chief among these are 
jet mixing noise, internally generated combustion associated noise, 
turbine noise and fan noise. This thesis addresses itself to two 
problems that are of importance in the generation and propagation 
of this noise. They are the propagation of internally generated 
sound out of the propulsion nozzle and the generation of sound by a 
supersonic fan. The aim throughout is to take the calculations as 
far as is feasible and sensible by purely analytical means, and to 
provide simple physical insight into the mechanisms involved. The 
purpose of this introduction is to set the work described in the 
main part of the thesis in some sort of context with respect to both 
the noise of modern aero-engines and the academic confines of the 
subject of aeroacoustics.
We begin by discussing the relevance of the work presented 
here to a modem aero-engine, showing how this differs from that of 
early engines, for which only jet noise was important. We then 
discuss the features of the interaction of sound with a vortex sheet 
such as will exist behind any sharp edge in a mean flow. Examples 
of such edges lie in the nozzle lip in the jetpipe problems dis­
cussed here, and in the trailing edges of turbomachinery blading. 
There follows a description of some of the important aspects of 
supersonic compressor performance, and also of the interaction of 
sound with a cascade, finally, we list other work done under this 
Science Research Council Industrial Studentship, but which is not 
included in this thesis.
When the first jet engines appeared, their noise signature was 
dominated by sound of the jet mixing with its environment. This was
3first explained by Lighthill (1952 v 1954)» who showed the .jet to 
be acoustically equivalent to a distribution of quadrupole sources 
and thence, by using simple scaling laws for the turbulence intensity, 
and its associated length and time scales, derived his famous eighth 
power law. This asserted that the noise increased with the eighth 
power of the jet velocity, and showed that the most direct way to 
reduce jet noise was to use engines with a lower jet velocity. When 
engines with lower jet velocities went into service (initially the 
low bypass ratio engines like the Rolls-Royce Spey and Conway, and 
Pratt and Whitney JT3D and JT8D, and later the high bypass RB211,
JT9D and CF6), it was found that the jet noise had not been reduced by 
as large a margin as had been expected. Usually the jet noise is 
found to vary more nearly as the sixth power of the jet velocity.
A useful survey of these differences between engines and model jets 
was given by Bushell (1971 )• Collating data from a great number of 
different sources, he showed that cold model jets did indeed follow 
a U® law, but that hot jets were noisier than this at low jet velo­
cities. This difference has become known as the "excess noise" 
problem. It can be split conveniently into two parts: the increase 
in noise in going from a cold to a hot jet, and the difference 
between the noise of a hot model jet and that of an engine.
Considering these in turn, it seems to be generally accepted that the 
low Mach number noise of a hot jet does scale on a sixth power law, 
this being caused by the scattering of "pseudo-sound" or turbulence 
pressure fluctuations, by density gradients. This was first demons­
trated in the context of aerodynamic sound by Morfey (1973).
Besides this, there is also a much weaker monopole component, scaling 
as the fourth pov/er of jet velocity, but this can be shown to be small 
(Kempton, 1976), depending on the variation of the specific heats of 
the exhaust gases with temperature.
4On an engine, a great many other sources have now been disc­
overed which can increase the level of "jet-noise". The first and 
probably most important of these is combustion noise. Certainly, 
tests on isolated combustors produce levels which are comparable to 
those measured on engines (Mathews and Itekos, 1976) and the major 
component of the excess noise, with around 500Hz peak frequency on 
the larger engines, appears to correlate well with combustion 
parameters. As a result of the combustion process a turbulent flow 
of non-uniform temperature is produced. This can generate noise as 
it passes through any pressure drop, examples of which are the 
turbine rotor and stator blade rows (Pickett, 1974* Cumpsty & Marble, 
1974)» and the final nozzle (e.g. Ffowcs Williams & Howe, 1975). It 
remains unclear, though, how important such indirect combustion noise 
is, although Cumpsty (1975) has shown that theoretical predictions 
of its levels are consistent with observations on engines.
Other internal noise sources that may be important are the 
radiation of sound when the flow separates off the exhaust struts 
(e.g. Bryce & Stevens, 1975) causing them to radiate as dipole sources 
in the manner first described by Curie (1955), and the convection of 
turbulence past the nozzle lip. While this latter source was once 
thought to be important, this now seems unlikely, on account of the 
discovery that no sound is radiated from turbulence convected with 
the mean flow, when a Kutta condition is satisfied at the trailing 
edge, Howe (1976). We shall return to the issue of the Kutta 
condition later on in this introduction, and discuss that noise 
generation mechanism in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Outside the nozzle, the jet noise may be further increased by 
so-called "jet noise amplification" (e.g. Moore, 1977, Bechert & 
Pfizenmaier, 1975). In this mechanism, the internal noise propa­
gating down the jetpipe interacts with the nozzle lip to produce
an instability wave in the jet which grows downstream, and causes 
the level of turbulence and hence of broadband jet noise to be 
artifically increased. The detailed mechanism by which energy is 
transferred to the instability wave will be discussed at length in 
Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Another mechanism that can increase jet noise in flight is 
what has come to be known as "installation effects" (see Bryce, 1979» 
for a general summary and Southern, 1930, for detailed experimental 
results). These are of two sorts, the first, important in flight, 
is that aerodynamic disturbances, such as wakes and the nacelle 
boundary layer, may distort the jet flow and raise the jet noise.
The second, is that internally generated noise may be reflected or 
scattered by the aircraft control surfaces to give an enhanced 
level of low frequency noise. This level, which is small in rela­
tion to the jet noise statically, may be important in flight when 
the jet noise is reduced by the external flow.
In any event, it is now generally accepted that low frequency 
excess noise (other than the hot jet noise referred to above) is 
the result of some internal noise source. Now, any internal noise 
source must produce propagating sound waves that interact with the 
propagation nozzle in some way. It is this interaction that forms 
the subject of the first two chapters of this thesis.
Thus far, we have described the sources of low frequency noise 
Ve now come to the high frequency noise, generated by turbomachinery 
The most important element of this is fan noise, followed by turbine 
noise. The latter, which we shall discuss first, is not well under­
stood. This is largely the result of the large number of stages 
that are important to the generation mechanism, and also the relat­
ively small amount of research devoted to it as a result of its 
lesser importance. Ve only remark here that, like other internal 
noise fields,the noise of the turbine has to propagate out of the
6jetpipe.
This topic of high as opposed to low frequency propagation forms 
the subject of the next chapter of the thesis. As compared with low 
frequency propagation, we find that the application of the Kutta 
condition has less bearing on the radiated sound field, and the 
latter has the same character as it has in the absence of a mean 
flow, but modified by refraction, according to the rules of ray 
theory.
The main source of high frequency noise on a modern high by­
pass aero-engine, the fan noise, may be split into a number of 
different components. The first of these is the noise directly 
associated with the pressure field of the fan (steady in rotor co­
ordinates) and is only significant when the fan rotates at supersonic 
speeds so that the flow field ahead of the fan is composed of shock 
waves which propagate non-linearly (Hawkings, 1971) away from the 
fan face. At first sight, this would be expected to give rise 
to a field whose spectrum consists of tones at multiples of the 
blade passing frequency only. However, in practice the blades are 
not identical, so that the shock waves have different strengths from 
blade to blade, and thus propagate at different speeds. The result 
of this is that the wave-form is distorted and the initial period­
icity is lost, so that its spectrum now contains all the harmonics 
of the fan rotational frequency. This gives the characteristic 
sound of buzzsaw noise. On modern engines, it is only significant 
at the take-off condition, and even there is not terribly important. 
Besides being radiated into the air outside the aircraft, however, 
buzzsaw noise can also be an important source of cabin noise. It is 
this aspect with which the last two chapters of the thesis are
concerned
7The other sources of tone noise on aero-engines are termed 
usually "distortion tones" and "interaction tones". The former is 
caused mainly by ingested turbulence interacting with the fan, and 
is most important statically; when the aircraft is in flight, the 
ingested turbulence is relatively negligible, this source is no 
longer important (see e.g. Cumpsty & Lovrie, 1973) and interaction 
tones dominate. These interaction tones are predominantly due to 
the wakes of the rotor blades impinging on the downstream stators, 
causing unsteady loading on the stator vanes, and hence sound 
radiation. The sound radiation is organised into a set of circum­
ferential modes (Tyler &. Sofrin, 1962) and may be controlled by 
choosing the blade and vane numbers so that the induct sound field 
associated with these modes is axially decaying. Finally, the fan 
is also a substantial source of broadband noise (Cinder & Newby, 1976), 
which is highly sensitive to fan aerodynamic loading.
To summarise the situation as regards the importance of the 
various noise sources, we have reproduced two figures from Barry 
(1979)t showing the breakdown of the noise of an RB211-524 engine at 
take-off and approach conditions, in terms of the subjectively 
important Perceived Noise Decibel (PNdB) units. At take-off thrust 
conditions, Fig. 1, the forward radiated fan noise and the jet noise 
are the most important noise sources, while at approach thrust, Fig.
2, the jet noise is relatively negligible, lower even than the self­
noise of the airframe. It should be pointed out, though, that the 
relative levels of these sources are still controversial. In 
particular, the internally generated combustion or "core" noise is 
often thought to be more important than shown here, especially when 
evidence from source location procedures, such as the polar corre­
lation technique (Fisher, Glegg & Harper-Bourne, 1975) and its 
devebpments (Fisher & Tester, 1981) are taken into account.
8In the following pages, we discuss some of the issues that 
are central to the modellings contained in subsequent chapters of 
the thesis. The first of these is the interaction of sound with 
vortex sheets and trailing edges. The importance of these lies in 
the fact that trailing edges and vortex sheets occur in all the 
interaction problems in this thesis, both at the lip of the pro­
pulsion nozzle, and the ensuing jet shear layer (which may be trea­
ted as a vortex sheet) and also at the trailing edges of compressor 
blades.
As befits such a fundamental problem, the interaction of sound 
with a vortex sheet has a long history. Yet it was not until 1957 
that Miles (1957) and Ribner (1957) gave the correct solution for 
the interaction of plane acoustic waves with a vortex sheet, earlier 
treatments having been in error as a result of using the wrong 
boundary conditions on the vortex sheet (i.e. conservation of velocity 
not sheet displacement). In considering the transmission of harmonic 
plane waves across a vortex sheet, one complete bypasses the issue 
of causality and of possible instabilities. It has long been known, 
of course, that a vortex sheet is unstable (Helmholtz, 1868, Kelvin, 
1871) to small perturbations. These instabilities would be expected 
to arise if the vortex sheet were impulsively excited. The first 
attempt at treating a source near a vortex sheet was that of 
Gottlieb (I960). He was, however, only concerned with harmonic 
sources and his solutions only demonstrated the effects of refraction 
by the mean flow, important in pure jet noise studies. The time 
causal problem, with impulsive excitation, was first solved by 
Friedland & Pierce (1969) and later by Howe (1970). They showed 
that when a sound pulse interacted with a vortex sheet, in addition 
to the usual reflected and transmitted sound waves, the vortex sheet 
became unstable, the instability being convected by the mean flow.
Qy
The causal time harmonic problem was solved by Jones & Morgan (1972). 
They showed that the field of the instability waves was contained 
within a wedge-shaped region close to the vortex sheet, and that the 
form of the waves for an impulsive source was highly singular so 
that the mathematical theory of ultra-distributions (delta functions 
of complex argument) had to be used.
In practice, of course, the idealisation of the shear layer 
as a vortex sheet is not really valid, and other models must some­
times be used. For example, one can idealise the shear layer as a 
laminar flow of continuously variable mean velocity. Then it is 
found that amplifying instability waves only appear for wavelengths 
greater than a certain limit. While it might be thought that this 
thick shear layer result would contain all the significant effects, 
this is not the case, for three reasons. First, the shear layer 
grows downstream so that it cannot be idealised as a parallel mean 
flow, as is usually done; some account must be taken of the increase 
in width of the shear layer downstream for that eventually causes 
the instability waves to reach a location at which they cease to 
amplify and thereafter decay. Second, any instability wave will not, 
in practice, grow linearly; when it reaches a significant amplitude, 
so that the velocity perturbations are a significant fraction of the 
mean, non-linear effects will become important. In the case of a 
thin vortex layer, this corresponds physically to the point at which 
the vortex layer starts to roll up, and the displacement of the 
vortex sheet from its unperturbed position is not small. Lastly, 
from the point of view of sound propagating through the shear layer, 
it may not be relevant to treat the vortex sheet as a perturbed 
steady flow. This has been discussed in the context of jet noise by 
Crighton (1979)* who shows that if the jet flow varies on a time 
scale less than the time taken for a sound wave to cross it, it can 
never be regarded as steady, and the problem might best be handled
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by considering the propagation of sound through an ensemble of 
possible jet states.
. Having discussed the interaction of sound with an infinite 
vortex sheet, we now go on to discuss what is more important for 
this thesis, the interaction of sound with a semi-infinite vortex 
sheet. This has numerous applications in the whole field of aero- 
acoustics, and unsteady aerodynamics. In particular, we are inter­
ested in two cases, that where there are two different flows on 
either side of the vortex sheet, as in, for example, the lip of a 
jet pipe, and that where the two flows are the same, as in the 
trailing edge of the wing or compressor blade. In either case, a 
critical issue is what sort of condition should be imposed at the 
trailing edge of the splitter plate dividing the two flows. In the 
steady aerodynamics of incompressible flows, it has long been con­
ventional to assume that there will be a Kutta condition: i.e., 
that the fluid leaves the trailing edge tangential to it. This is 
necessary for two reasons. First, if there were no Kutta condition 
the fluid would have an infinite velocity at the edge, and this would 
cause violent shedding of vorticity and flow separation. Second, 
without the application of trailing edge condition, the flow would 
be non-unique: a flow with any value of the circulation about the 
aerofoil would obey all the equations and boundary conditions (see, 
e.g., Batchelor, 1967). When the unsteady problems, such as the flow 
about an oscillating aerofoil were first studies (e.g. Theodorsen, 
1935), it was natural to apply such a condition. The consequence of 
a Kutta condition in unsteady flow is that vorticity is now shed 
periodically at the trailing edge, to keep constant the circulation 
of the complete system, as required by Kelvin's theorem (see, e.g., 
Batchelor). This appears to provide a satisfactory mathematical 
solution to the problem, at least as long as the shear layer and
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the boundary layer on the splitter plate are thin. Wien this is 
not the case, the situation is more complicated as will be shown 
below.
When the velocities on either side of the splitter plate are 
different there is more scope for different approaches to the trail­
ing edge problem. Orszag & Crow (1970) discussed this problem and 
defined three sorts of edge condition; the full Kutta condition, in 
which the flow leaves the plate with zero gradient, a rectified 
Kutta condition in which the flow leaves either with zero gradient, 
or directed into the moving fluid, and the case where there is no 
Kutta condition at all, implying infinite velocities. A feature of 
these solutions is that there is usually (except for one special 
case) an unstable vortex layer downstream, which grows, at least in 
the linearised thin vortex sheet model, as it travels downstream.
This means that any solution containing the instability will be un­
bounded and special care must be taken of this in the mathematics.
One can either assume that the solution is initially bounded, giving 
no unstable wave but also no Kutta condition, and then add on the 
part of the solution containing the unbounded instability wave later, 
or one can solve a complete causal problem in which the solution is 
only required to.be causal, and may or may not be bounded. Which of 
these is more appropriate is open to doubt. One might at first 
think that causality was essential to the problem, and this is the 
approach adopted by Morgan (1974) and by Crighton & Leppington (1974). 
In their solutions, they found that the causal solution consisted of 
ordinary acoustic waves, reflected off the plate and reflected and 
transmitted through the vortex sheet, and also instability wave 
components which grow downstream. In this causal solution one has 
the option of satisfying a Kutta condition or not. Only in the 
former case is the velocity non-singular at the trailing edge.
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Another point of view is that of Dowling, Ffowcs Williams & Goldstein 
(1978)» who argue that in any turbulent flow, the question of 
causality is irrelevant, since the flow is determined by its own past 
history. This point is taken up in the context of these vortex sheet/ 
plate problems by Rienstra (1979). From the above discussion it 
should be clear that the Kutta condition is crucial to the response of 
a trailing edge to a disturbance, but that this does not necessarily 
have anything to do with the causality issue (although it may have 
ramifications as regards boundedness).
One nov; asks the question: does the real flow obey a Kutta 
condition? The answer to this appears to be that it does, at least 
at low frequencies. Crow & Champagne (1971) were the first to study 
this problem in the context of a jet. They applied a measure of 
unsteady forcing to the jet flow and observed that a definite coherent 
structure was formed in the jet. This corresponds to the instability 
waves predicted by theory and is responsible for the increases in the 
broadband noise of the jet with internal forcing observed by Moore 
(1977) and Bechert & Pfizenmaier (1975a). Thus it is clear that the 
instability waves are produced, consistent with a Kutta condition. 
Further evidence of the satisfaction of a Kutta condition was pro­
vided by Bechert & Pfizenmaier's (1975^0 measurements of the actual 
behaviour at the edge of the shear layer. When interpreted correctly 
(see Crighton, 1981) these measurements are indeed consistent with 
the Kutta condition.
This far, we have only discussed the question of a semi-infinite 
vertex sheet. In practice the splitter plate or nozzle will have a 
boundary layer. The simplest way of accounting for a boundary layer 
is to assume that the mean flow, while still unidirectional, will vary 
with distance from the plate, and to then consider perturbations of 
that flow. This has been done by Goldstein (1979) who showed that
13
non-zero boundary layer thickness had little effect on the basic 
physical phenomena. While this solution referred specifically to a 
splitter plate one could equally well apply his ideas to a nozzle.
Then, the major change is that the instability waves are not those 
of a plug flow jet but of a jet with continuously variable velocity
(see Michalke, 1971).
In reality, of course, the comments made earlier about the 
infinite shear layer, with regard to non-linearity, spatial spreading, 
and unsteadiness, apply equally well to the semi-infinite shear 
layer, and we will discuss them no further. In any event, it appears 
unlikely that these effects have any bearing on the interaction of 
unsteady flows with the trailing edge. In the thin vortex layer 
models we are still left with the ambiguity at the edge. This can 
be resolved at least for laminar flow, by the use of the triple deck 
type of solution (see, e.g., Daniels, 1978)« In these, the flow 
around the edge is split up into several different regions, the solu­
tions in which are obtained separately and matched together. From 
this this it appears that except when the unsteady flow is of very 
low amplitude, the flow outside the boundary layer does obey a Kutta 
condition in the parameter ranges where the theory applies. The 
acoustical implications of this theory have been discussed by Hienstra 
(1979) and more recently by Crighton (1981) who shows it to be wholly 
consistent with Bechert and Pfizenmaier's (1975b) experiments.
In these nozzle/vortex sheet problems it is always the case 
that only the simplest geometries can be handled analytically, for 
example, a cylindrical pipe and top-hat profile jet. Even this 
analytical solution becomes very cumbersome at high frequencies 
where many duct modes are propagating. In this regime other 
approximate methods are appropriate, as explained in the chapter 
on the propagation of high frequency sound out of a jetpipe. The 
oldest approximate method is that based on Kirchhoff's theorem,
14
in which the solution to the governing wave equation is expressed 
in terms of the fields on the surfaces bounding the sound field.
This is related to the classical theory of pistons in baffle 
plates dating back to Rayleigh (1096). We use that Kirchhoff 
theory to determine the radiation from a pipe, when a mean flow is 
present. A more accurate method is the geometric theory of diffrac­
tion (see e.g. Keller, 1957 & 1962). In this, the solution to a 
high frequency diffraction problem is shown to be made up of two 
parts: the geometric acoustics field neglecting scattering, and 
the fields diffracted by any edges and corners. 1 The essence of the 
theory is that it is only necessary to treat diffraction on a local 
basis, so that the diffracted fields may be calculated using the 
theory of plane wave'diffraction. After diffraction, any acoustic 
waves are assumed to propagate according to ray theory. Applications 
of this geometric theory of diffraction to aero—acoustics are 
discussed by Jones (1976) and Broadbent (1976) who show it to be 
inherently more accurate than the Kirchhoff solution. Fortunately 
the difference between the two is negligible at the peak angle of 
radiation, in these duct radiation problems. The geometric theory 
of diffraction is extensively used in optics and other electromag­
netic wave propagation problems.
We turn now to the other main topic of the thesis, dealing with 
a cascade of non-uniformly staggered supersonic compressor blades, 
having detached shock waves. Aero-engine fans are usually designed 
so that they have supersonic tip speeds at the design condition.
This means that a system of shock waves exists ahead of the fan over 
a considerable portion of the flight envelope, in fact everywhere 
but at the approach condition. The basic aerodynamic features of 
these fans are described in a recent review article by Kerrebrock 
(1931). We concentrate on the details of the shock waves. Typical 
flow patterns in the tip section of a fan are shown in Fig. 3 from
1Dunker & Kungenburg (1980). The measurements were made using a 
laser anemometer. Three conditions are shown, representing different 
blade leading. When the blade is lightly loaded, the shock waves 
ahead of the blades are attached to the leading edges, and there is a 
complicated shock system in the passage. At the maximum efficiency 
condition, the shock waves are just detached and the in-passage shock 
stronger. When the fan approaches its highest loading (just below 
surge) the shock waves have become completely detached from the blade 
leading edges, and the passage shock is now strong, dividing subsonic 
and supersonic flows. This is most similar to the fan flow we model 
in the last two chapters of this thesis.
As we noted above, in practice the blades are non-uniformly 
staggered as a result of manufacturing tolerances. Thus, the shock 
wave strengths differ from blade to blade, so that they propagate 
forward at different speeds. 'This non-linear propagation can be 
handled by weak shock wave theory (see Whitham, 1974) as described 
by Hawkings (1981), and results in a distortion of the waveform seen 
in the fan duct, with the appearance of engine order tones, and the 
rapid decay of the harmonic of the blade oassing frequency. In the 
past, the initial amplitude of the blades have been calculated on 
the basis that they are attached to the blade leading edges (e.g.
Fink, 19 71). But at the conditions of most interest this is 
certainly not the case, and as shown by Stratford and Newby (1976), 
that results in a quite different dependence of the flow on the 
blading parameters. When the flow is attached, the shock wave 
strengLhs only depend on the angles of the fore part of the blades, 
but when they are detached, the shock strength depends on the spillage 
of air around the leading edge of the blade which is governed by the 
mass flow at the exit of the cascade.
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In this thesis we produce a model for the flow field in such 
a compressor with non-uniform blading, showing it to produce results 
in acceptable agreement with experiment. A key feature of the 
analysis is a calculation of mass flow out of the cascade. We show 
that when the flow is steady and the blade to blade differences 
small, the flows out of the individual blade passages depend on their 
area alone. The theoretical method we use to tackle this is the 
Wiener-Hopf technique (Noble, 1958)» a method that we have also used 
in the jetpipe problems earlier in the thesis. It has also been 
used in other analyses of the unsteady flow in turbomachinery (e.g., 
Koch, 1971, Mani & Horvay, 1970, and Goldstein et al, 1977). Of these, 
the Goldstein paper, which is concerned with flutter, is the most 
relevant. They considered a fan with a supersonic entry flow separ­
ated from the subsonic exit flow by a strong shock wave. The blades 
are perturbed from their initial positions, in a similar manner to 
that used here, but the flow is unsteady. In addition to the problem 
examined in this thesis the concept of calculating the exit and entry 
flows to the cascade separately and then matching them together has 
more general application to turbomachinery noise (see below).
Besides the topics described in detail in subsequent chapters 
of this thesis, a number of other topics have been studied during the 
period of the Science Research Council Industrial Studentship. We 
now list these, giving a brief description of the work done in each 
case.
(1) Some existing work (Cargill& Duponchel, 1977) on the 
acoustics of inverted velocity profile coannular jets 
has been written up and accepted for publication in the 
Journal of Sound and Vibration, (to appear provisionally 
in Volume 78, No. 3)» This.work was concerned with the 
claimed advantages of inverted velocity profile jets in
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an advanced supersonic transport aircraft. It showed 
that the benefits were considerably less than had been 
claimed as a result of various American research progr­
amme s.
(2) Work has begun on examination of ways of improving the 
resolution of source location schemes (e.g. Polar 
Correlation, Fisher et al, 1977) currently used on aero­
engines. This resolution was thought to be limited to 
around a wavelength, but studies drawing on experience 
in such fields as spectral analysis, geophysics and radio- 
astronomy, mostly using the maximum entropy method, have 
shown that the resolution is, in fact, only limited by 
the 'noise' in the system. The first stage of the work 
was a review of the available methods of resolution 
enhancement, and formed the subject of a presentation to 
the 1980 British Theoretical Mechanics Colloquium, and 
in shortened form to the Rolls-Royce Noise Panel. 'The 
second stage of the work will involve a trial of the 
best of the methods using simulated data. It is intended 
that on completion of this work it will be written up and 
submitted to the Journal of Sound and Vibration for 
publication.
(3) The first draft of a comprehensive critical review of aero­
engine turbomachinery noise has been written. This review 
had two main objectives; to guide future Rolls-Royce work 
on turbomachinery noise and to provide an up-to-date 
review of the state of aero-engine turbomachinery noise, 
highlighting weaknesses in theoretical and experimental 
knowledge. It is intended to publish the review in 
Progress in Aerospace Sciences, with whom it is currently
10
under review. Some of the work has also been presented 
to the Rolls-^oyce Noise Panel.
(4) A substantial amount of work has been put in to lay the 
groundwork for a new attack on the problem of the 
generation of sound by turbomachinery. This has involved 
theoretical studies of the generation of sound in 
rotating flows and a new method of calculating the sound 
emitted from a cascade has been devised. This has invo­
lved solving for the cascade outlet and inlet flows, 
using the Wiener-Hopf technique, the two flows being 
matched together using slowly-varying duct theory. This 
allows the effect of blade loading to be accounted for in 
an elementary manner. Some three-dimensional effects are 
allowed for by allowing the blades to have a non-zero 
span, thus making the model quasi-three-dimensional.
This, we argue, is the best method of treating the problem 
at the moment. All the available analytical methods 
involve unloaded blades, or complex numerical procedures 
that are not feasible at high frequencies. We maintain 
that in a practical turbomachine the effects of loading 
can never be completely ignored acoustically, as to do 
so would result in the wrong types of waves propagating 
at infinity and the erroneous predictions of acoustic cut­
off. It is hoped that this method will be programmed in 
due course and will eventually be written for publication.
(5) Some work has been done to assist with the existing
Rolls-Royce fan noise source location programme. This 
involved experimental work using a multiple microphone 
array and theoretical studies. It is described in an 
AIAA paper (Cargill 1930a). The work was instrumental
19
in highlighting a number of fundamental shortcomings 
in the technique.
(6) Some work has been done, aimed at understanding further 
the features of scattering by unsteady jet flows. This 
built on the work of Howe (1976b) and was presented in 
preliminary form in an AIAA paper (Cargill 1930b). The 
material in that paper also forms the basis for the work 
presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis and shows how 
energy is scattered into different frequencies by the 
unsteady flow so that tones are spectrally broadened. It 
is intended that this work will eventually be written up 
for publication.
(7) A limited amount of work has also been done to support 
other Rolls-Royce work on modelling installation effects, 
applying the geometric theory of diffraction ideas set 
out in Chapter 4* It is complementary to the experimental 
work described by Southern (1980).
In addition we note that, of the work in this thesis, the 
Chapter 2 has been accepted for publication in somewhat abbreviated 
form by the Journal of Fluid Mechanics, and appeared in summary form 
at the Conference on the Mechanics of Sound in Flows held in 
Gdttingen in 1979 (Cargill, 1979). The two noise propagation papers 
have been submitted to the Journal of Sound and Vibration and the 
two fan noise papers to the Journal of Aircraft.
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LOW FREQUENCY SOUND RADIATION AND GENERATION DUE TO THE 
INTERACTION OF UNSTEADY FLOW WITH A JET PIPE
ABSTRACT
In this chapter we examine the low frequency sound radiated 
when various types of unsteady flow interact with a jet pipe. In 
each case we solve the problem exactly by the Wiener-Hopf 
technique, producing results valid for arbitrary internal and 
external Mach numbers and temperatures, discuss the importance of 
a Kutta condition at the duct exit and provide an interpretation 
in elementary terms of the radiated sound field using the Lighthill 
acoustic analogy.
When low frequency sound propagates down the jet pipe, little 
of it reaches the farfield and the major disturbance outside the 
pipe is that associated with the jet instability waves. At subsonic 
jet speeds and low enough Strouhal number these waves transport 
kinetic energy at a rate precisely balancing the loss of acoustic 
energy from the pipe, restating in a net attenuation of the sound 
power. For supersonic jet conditions a further wave motion, the 
unsteady flow counterpart of the steady wave structure of an 
imperfectly expanded jet, is present in addition to the instability 
wave. We use the Lighthill acoustic analogy to show that for high 
enough jet Mach number and temperature, the sound radiation is 
largely caused by quadrupole sources arising from the jet instabil­
ity waves. An alternative interpretation uses the acoustic 
analogy incorporating a mean flow due to Dowling, Ffowcs Williams
and Goldstein and expresses the farfield sound as the sum of 
contributions from monopoles and dipoles distributed over the 
duct exit. The directivity and power of the calculated farfield 
sound are in good agreement with experiments.
We also calculate the sound scattered by the jet pipe when 
there is an incident external sound field, and show a previously 
published result to be in error. In general, the flow phenomena 
produced by internal and external incident sound fields are similar.
When vorticity is convected past the pipe exit we find that 
the imposition of a Kutta condition is of crucial importance in 
determining the radiation. Indeed, if the vorticity is convected 
at the speed of the flow, no sound is radiated when a Kutta 
condition is enforced, confirming for the jet pipe flow a result 
given by Howe for two-dimensional unsteady flow past a splitter 
plate. However, in both this and the other problems discussed in 
this chapter all fields are causal, whether or not a Kutta 
condition is enforced.
Finally, we discuss the effects of nozzle contraction. We 
find that the radiated sound field is little changed in character, 
but that the reflection properties of the nozzle may be drasti­
cally altered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we examine the interaction between a number of 
types of unsteady flow and a jet pipe. The motivation behind this 
study was the so-called "excess noise" problem on jet engines. It 
has been found that when the noise of an engine is measured 
statically, it is somewhat greater than would have been predicted 
on the basis of tests on model jets. This discrepancy is even 
greater in flight and has been the subject of a great deal of 
research (Bryce 1979). In this paper we model some of the possible 
mechanisms of excess noise: the transmission of internally 
generated noise out of the jet pipe to the farfield, the scattering 
of external sound fields by the jet pipe, and the convection of 
turbulence past the end of the jet pipe. We consider only the low 
frequency limit, but unlike many other authors we allow the mean 
flow both outside and inside the pipe to have arbitrary Mach 
numbers and temperatures. This is important since at the conditions 
of interest (typically jet Mach number 0.8, internal to external 
temperature ratio 2.5) the effects of flow may be considerable. For 
example, Goldstein (1976) shows that placing a low frequency 
acoustic source inside a jet flow has a dramatic effect on the field- 
shape of the radiated sound.
The problem we solve first is the propagation of acoustic 
waves out of the jet pipe to the farfield; in this as in the other 
problems we idealise the propulsion nozzle as a serai-infinite rigid 
cylindrical pipe. The mean flow outside the pipe consists of a 
uniform semi-infinite jet bounded by a vortex sheet. We confine the
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discussion to low frequencies, where the incident sound field in 
the pipe is in the form of plane waves. In the absence of a mean 
flow this problem was first solved by Levine & Schwinger (19L8) 
using the Wiener-Hopf method. Their solution was extended to 
include the same uniform mean flow both inside and outside the pipe 
by Carrier (1956). The first attempts to include the effects of 
different mean flows inside and outside the pipe were made by Mani 
(1973) and Savkar (1975), for plane and circular pipe geometry 
respectively, who used an approximate method. The exact solution 
to the circular pipe problem was found by Munt (1977) who, again 
using the Wiener-Hopf technique, allowed for arbitrary internal and 
external Mach numbers and temperatures and obtained fieldshapes 
for the radiated sound in excellent agreement with experiments.
Munt later extended his work to calculate both the amplitude of the 
sound reflected back up the pipe (l9$1»a) and to examine the 
variation in the total power radiated with jet conditions (1981b). 
The power radiation has been studied experimentally by Bechert et al
(1977) who observed that the power radiated to the farfield could be 
substantially less than the net power flow along the pipe, so that 
there was a net loss of acoustic energy. Munt's paper (l98lb) is 
consistent with these results, as is the work of Howe (1979) who has 
studied the sound transmission problem in the low Mach number, low 
frequency approximation. Bechert (1979) also explains this net 
power loss using a simple theory similar to that of the present work 
only at very low Mach numbers.
In this chapter we use the low frequency asymptote of Munt1s 
theory to obtain simple expressions for the sound radiated to the
far-field, that reflected back up the jet pipe, and for the unsteady- 
motion of the jet column. The latter consists mainly of a spatially 
growing instability wave. This is an important feature of all 
problems involving the interaction of unsteady flows and jet pipes.
In the limit of vanishingly low frequency this instability wave 
grows only very slowly and is convected with the mean flow. In 
addition to the usual low frequency limit we also discuss the case 
where the jet is very hot compared with its surroundings, so that, 
as it were, it is hotter than it is acoustically compact. Here, 
there is a dramatic change in the nature of the radiated sound 
field, similar to that found by Dowling et al (1978) in their study 
of jet noise. In Munt's paper it is assumed that the sound 
radiated is causally related to the incident sound field and that 
a Kutta condition is obeyed at the duct exit. We discuss the effect 
of relaxing the Kutta condition while still insisting on causality, 
and establish that the jet instability wave can then be made to 
vanish. In that case, there is no loss of acoustic energy, and «11 
the power in the incident wave is reflected back up the duct, apart 
from an 0(k2a2) fraction which is lost to the far-field. We further 
use an idea of Howe (1979) to provide an alternative modelling of 
the instability waves.
Munt's solution only allows for subsonic jet speeds. We extend 
his theory to cover supersonic jet conditions, using concepts due to 
Morgan (197*0 and show that an additional physical phenomenon is 
present at these speeds; the unsteady counterpart of the periodic 
steady wave structure of an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet.
Using methods similar to those of Munt we determine the sound
scattered when an external sound field is incident on the pipe. In 
the absence of a mean flow the solution is known (see e.g. Noble, 
1958) and may be deduced from that for incident internal sound by 
reciprocal arguments. There is no existing exact solution when a 
mean flow is present, the only published work being the approximate 
solution of Jacques (1975)* We show that his solution is in error, 
although the scaling laws he deduces are substantially correct when 
the incident sound waves are due to some near-by aerodynamic 
disturbance.
We model the generation of sound when turbulence is convected 
by the mean flow past the end of the jet pipe, by idealising the 
turbulence as convected vortex rings. The published work on this 
low frequency problem is limited to two cases. Leppington (1971) 
models the turbulence as non-convected quadrupoles, whose near field 
is scattered as sound by the end of the pipe, resulting in farfield 
sound levels which scale as the sixth power of the jet velocity. 
Crighton (1972) models the problem as the scattering of the energy 
of a jet instability wave by the pipe exit and finds the same 
overall scaling laws as Leppington. Related to these problems is 
work by Howe (1976) on the sound generated when vortices are 
convected past the trailing edge of a flat plate. He finds that 
the sound radiated depends critically on the imposition of a Kutta 
condition at the edge of the plate. When a Kutta condition is 
enforced and the vortices are convected with the mean flow, then no 
sound is radiated. In our study of the semi infinite cylindrical 
pipe, we find that a similar result holds.
A useful way of examining sound radiation problems is by use 
of acoustic analogies. These ascribe the sound radiation to 
monopole and dipole sources on bounding surfaces, and to quadrupole 
sources distributed throughout the flow field. We use two different 
acoustic analogies; that of Lighthill (1952) as reformulated by 
Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings (1969), which does not explicitly include 
the fluid shielding effects of any mean flow, and that of Dowling 
et al (1978) which does. In each case the source terms are 
determined using the lowest order asymptotic low frequency solutions 
for the flows in the jet and the pipe. We show that the sound 
fields determined in this way are precisely the same as those 
obtained exactly by the Wiener-Hopf method.
Thus far we have idealised the end of the jet pipe by a 
cylindrical pipe. On real engines the end of the jet pipe contracts 
to form a nozzle. We analyse the transmission of sound through such 
a nozzle, and the sound generated when entropy waves are convected 
through the contraction. We use the methods of Marble 8s Candel 
(1977) and Cumpsty & Marble (1977), who were concerned with 
variable area ducts and the transmission of acoustic waves across 
turbines, respectively. Our results for the transmission problem 
are in good agreement with the recent experimental results of 
Bechert (1979) and our expressions for the sound generated by 
entropy waves are essentially the same as those obtained by 
Ffowcs Williams & Howe (1975) using another method.
Finally, we discuss the practical significance of our results 
and compare them with the limited experimental evidence.
2. RADIATION OF IRTERML NOISE FROM A JET PIPE
In this section we consider the radiation of low frequency- 
internal noise from a Cylindrical pipe with both internal and 
external flows. We first solve the problem for a subsonic jet in 
the low frequency limit, subject to the condition that it satisfies 
a trailing edge Kutta condition. Then,we discuss the implications 
of relaxing the Kutta condition and finally modify the analysis to 
allow for supersonic jet conditions.
2.1. Subsonic Jet with Kutta condition
The mathematics in this section largely follows the work of 
Munt (1977)* For convenience, and to aid comparison with his 
papers, we use his notation. While this problem has been solved 
in some detail by Munt we repeat the steps in the mathematics 
since the analysis forms the basis for both the rest of this 
section and for sections 3 and k of this paper. The major 
difference between our analysis and Hunt's is that we choose to 
work with pressure rather than velocity potential as the fundamental 
variable.
We consider a cylindrical semi-infinite rigid tube of radius a,
from which issues a jet of density p., speed of sound c. and velocityJ J
U. = M c., occupying the region x > 0, r < a. The jet and pipe are J J
assumed to be immersed in an infinite region of velocity U = a M c ..
° J
density p = Y p. and speed of sound c = c./C. We assume that a o J o j “
covers the range 0 < a < 1.
The non-dimensional q u a n t it ie s  Y. C, a  express the r a t io s  o f  the
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mainstream to jet value of density, reciprocal of sound speed, and 
velocity. When the jet and mainstream are perfect gases with the 
same specific heats, we find that y  = C2.
The waves in the pipe are assumed to have the time dependence 
e1Wit, and this factor is suppressed throughout the analysis. The 
equations satisfied by the pressure fluctuations in cylindrical 
coordinates are:
32P , 1 3  3p. 1 3zp , g . s
3x 34»'
P = 0, r < a ( 2 .1 )
1ÏE + I
3xz r
3_
3r
ÜE
3r
1 32P 
r2 3r2
C2(ik + M a | ^ )  p = 0, r > (2.2)
where k = u/c.. From the assumption that the cylinder is rigid, one 
derives the boundary condition that the normal gradient of pressure 
vanishes on it,
(a,<|>,x) = 0, x £ 0. (2.3)
The boundary conditions on the jet vortex layer are the continuity 
of pressure, so that
p(a“,<j>,x) = p(a+ ,<j>,x), x $ 0
and the kinematic condition of equal particle displacement on both 
sides of the vortex layer. Let n(x,4>) denote the displacement of 
the vortex layer from its mean position, r = a. Then this latter
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condition implies that n satisfies
c.2(ik + M -|^ ) n(a,<J>) - - — - $  (a ,4>,x)
j
Cj2(ik + a M-|^) n(a,<|>) = - (a+ ,(J>,x)
J
(x > 0) (2.5)
J
Two other conditions are important in determining the sound field: 
causality, and the Kutta condition. Causality is defined to he the 
requirement that the sound field shall vanish for impulsive 
excitation before the source is switched on. As Jones & Morgan 
(197^) have shown, if a time harmonic solution is used, this must 
then obey certain constraints on its behaviour in the lower half 
plane for complex k. The Kutta condition concerns the requirement 
to be satisfied by the displacement of the vortex layer at the edge 
of the cylinder. The usual Kutta condition is that the layer should 
leave the end of the pipe with zero gradient. The solution found 
by Munt satisfies both causality and this Kutta condition. We 
shall later discuss solutions that are causal but do not satisfy a 
Kutta condition.
Accordingly we now require for our solution that
f  (o+,*) = o (2 .6 )
We split the total field into two parts, an incident field which is 
assumed to be known and the additional term arising from its 
interaction with the pipe. We assume that the incident field has 
the form of an acoustic duct mode with
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Jm^mn r/^p ^ r . ^ x )  = — — ^p-j—  e x p t - K u ^  x — ni<j)) ], r < a 
m “mil
= 0, r > a,
(2.7)
which satisfies (2.1) and (2.3) and where
[k2 - (1 - M ^ j ^ / a 2]* - kM 
^  (1 - M 2)
with Im v < 0. Here is the nth zero of ~  Jm (y) and Jffl(y) is
the Bessel function of order m. Since the primary wave has the 
im<bdependence e , we further assume that the diffracted field has the 
same dependence.
To assist the analysis we assume that k has a negative imaginary 
part, so that any waves produced will decay as x ■* ± 00. In 
particular we define k = k^ + ik^ = |k| exp(- id), where 0 < 6 < ir. 
At the end of the analysis we shall put 6 = 0 to obtain the solution 
for real to.
We define the half range Fourier transforms of any quantity ^ , 
say, by the formulae
rXu)
14.00
iKx) exp(+ ikux) H(± x ) dx,
. .00
(2 .8 )
where H(x) is the unit step function with
H(x) =1, x > 0,
H(x) = 0, x < 0.
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The inverse of these transforms is given correspondingly
j^(x ) = f 'i'(u) k exp(- ikux) du
/  — CP
(2.9)
where
Y(u) = ¥+(u) + Y~(u).
After Fourier transformation the equation of motion, (2.1), (2.2) 
become
v2(u) = ((1 - Mu)2 - u2), (2.12
v2(u) = ((1 - Mau)2 - u 2). (2.13
The branches of w, v are taken to be those where Im(v,w) < 0 as 
u The dependence on u of the transform P(k,r,u) will some­
times be omitted, as in (2.10), (2.1l), while elsewhere it will be 
the dependence on (u,r) which is explicitly displayed. The branch
(2 .10)
(2.11)
in which we have defined
cuts are taken to be from
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U = (1 'V' M) t0 + “ and Tl~-~M) t0 " ” f°r V(u)’
and from
It therefore follows that the ± Fourier transforms have the regions 
+of regularity, R“ shown in Fig. 1. In that diagram we have shown
C 1the branch cuts drawn with j -  + ^  , and
^  _ cMC~)~ * ^  con^-ti°n is not satisfied the
order of the branch points on the real u axis should be reversed.
Both half range transforms can be seen to be analytic in the 
region of overlap between R-, and the integration path in (2.9) is 
taken to lie in this strip, and specifically along the line 
arg u = 6.
The solutions to (2.10), (2.11) are Bessel functions of order 
m. We require that the solution be finite at r = 0 and decay as 
r -*■ 00 for u in the strip.
Hence
P(u,r) = A(u) Jm(kvr) r < a
= B(u) (kwr) r > am '
(2.13)
Defining, further, the half range transforms of the boundary dis- 
+
placement as Z , the boundary conditions (2.3), (2.4) become
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pt(u,a ) + pt(u,a ) = P*(u,a+)J » w
and
Z"(u) = 0,
in which Pj, PQ are the transforms of the pressure in r < 
and P^ is the transform of the incident pressure
P^u.a )
r°° " a") -iy x + ikux .m 11111 -inn dx,
J (j' a) eo m ran '
i(y - ku) ’-mn
for u in E .
We solve (2.1k) and (2.15) by noting that
P.(u,a ) - PQ(u,a+) + pt(u,a ) = P.(u,a ) - Po(u,a ),
= F ,
a function regular in R .
Using equation (2.5) we find that
Z(u) p.c.2k2.D? J (kva)
P.(u,a") = ------ lLJ----- J— 1 -----
J kv J "(kva)m
P.(u,a+)
J
Z(u) p.c.2k2YD2 (kwa) ______ J J 0 m_______
kw H 2 (kwa) m
where D .2 = (l J Mu) , D2 = (! - ctMu)2.
(2.1U)
(2.15) 
a, r > a,
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
Whence, substituting
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(2.18), (2.19), (2.16), in (2.19) and noting that, from (2.5), 
Z (u) = 0, we find that
K(u) Z+(u) + ^1* " ku) ' F (u)>mn ( 2 . 20)
where
K(u) p.c .2k2 
J J
r D. 2J (kva),1 m
. kv J^(kva)
yD 2 H ^ ( k w a )  -» 1 o m
(2 )> . .kw n ‘ (kwa) J m
(2 .21)
We solve (2.20) by the Wiener-Hopf technique, described, for example, 
in Noble's book (1958).
We factorise K(u) as K(u) = K+(u) K_(u) where, ir(u) are 
analytic and non-zero in the two half planes R+ and R~. Then 
(2.20) gives
Z+(u) K+(u) + — ------ -------  =
K (u) i(y - ku) K (u) (2 .22)
This may be rewritten as
Z+(u) K+(u) ________ 1 = F (u)
K~(^) i(p - ku) K~(u)
(K"(u) i f ^ / k ^  iiV ~ ku> * (2*23)
The left and right hand sides of this equation are analytic in the 
respective half planes R+ . By an extension of Liouville's theorem 
they must therefore both equal some function C(u), which is regular
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over the whole u plane, except at infinity. The only form of 
C(u) which has the required properties is a polynomial in u.
We consider now the edge conditions on n> and the. resulting 
constraints on the behaviour of Z(u). From Munt (1977), we find
that if k 6 A , where A is a region of the k plane determined by
°  ° * + 3 / 2the instability zeroes u , u of K(u), then K (u) = 0(u ),i/2 o o
K~(u) = 0(u~ ) as lui -► °°, but if k ( Aq, then
l/a
K+(u) = 0(u ),
V aK (u) = 0(u ) as u
The region A^ is shown in Fig. 2.
Then if k € A, we find that if n(x) is 0(xn ), then Z(u) is 
0(u- n^+1b,  and the left hand side of (2.23) is 0(x’^n_^). This 
means that C(u) is a polynomial of order ( V 2 ~ n). For instance 
if n = 3/2 and the solution obeys the Kutta condition, we are 
restricted to C(u) = 0. If the solution is the least singular one 
not obeying a Kutta condition, then C(u) must be a constant. The 
procedure for obtaining a causal solution in either case is to 
solve equation(2.23) for some k f A, for example with 6 = ,
and then argue the result for real k by analytic continuation.
Hence we find that
_+, X r -1 . C(u)z (u) = i------------------------- — —  +
i(y - ku) K (u) K (W/k ) K (u)
as Z~(u) = 0, this is also the value of Z(u).
n(x,k) =
f+°°exp i6
k du.
' -°°exp iô
; (2.24)
Then hence by(2.9) 
(2.25)
7TAs 6 passes from 6 = ■£" to 5 = 0, the pole at u = is passed over 
by the integration path for u. For a causal solution we require,
from a theorem of Jones & Morgan (197k), that n(x,k) is analytic 
in the lower half plane, and that
exp[(ib + d)k] n(x,k) = 0(jkjp) as |k| ~
where b, d are real numbers and b > 0. Therefore there must be no 
discontinuity in n sis the contour passes over uq. Therefore, we 
must add on a residue contribution from the pole for 6 < arg uq, 
and thus for a causal solution we have
n(x,k) l2tt
/■+<»exp i<5 
•'-»exp i6
Z*(u)e’ilnl* kdu
+ H(arg u - 6) lim 
u-+uo
i Z (u ) (u - u )k
-iku x o (2.26)
With reference to Morgan (197M it can be seen that the solution is 
causal whether C(u) = 0 (Kutta condition) or C(u) is a constant (no 
Kutta condition).
Then the causal solution subject to a Kutta condition is given 
by:
Z(u) = — --------- ------------
K (u) K (y/k ) (y - ku) (2.27)
P,(u)J
ip.c.2l^D.2J (kvr)_____¿lj___a__s__________
kv J^kva) K+(u) K (p/v ) (y - ku) m x
(2.28)
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ip.c2 k2Y D2 (kvr)
P (u) = ---- rfjf------ ------- :---------------- . (2.29)
kw IT ' (kwa) K (u) K (^/k ) (y ~ ku)
The general properties of the split functions have been given by 
Munt. We list them in the low frequency limit in Appendix I.
We consider first, and in most detail, solutions for an 
incident plane acoustic wave. In this limit the split functions 
axe
K (u) = -
2Mza(u - u*) (u - u )p.c2k2d_J_
(ka)‘
K"(u) = (2.30)
The pressure perturbation, for r < a, is given by
Pi(x) = 2ir
°°exp i6 p.c.2k2D2 J (kva)ke _J_■]____J
-°°exp i6 kv J^(kva) i (y - ku) K+(u) K (V/.)XU £
In the limit of very low frequency,
(2.31)
. -2a(1 “ Mu)2p.c^k2
K (u) = ------------- ^ --
(ka)2 (1 - (1 + M)u)
U^k (1 + M) » (2.32)
K-(V /fc) .  ,
and therefore,
po (x) * » .
-ikux , ___e du
(1 -  <» -  t r h r >  ( » *  t i ^ ) )
. (2.33)
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The value of this integral is equal to one or other of the pole 
residue contributions according as x is greater than or less than 
zero. The pole at u = 1/(1 + M) cancels out the incident field 
for x > 0, while the pole at u = gives the reflected field
inside the jet pipe. This has a value p. = - exp[ikx/(l - M)], and 
therefore the reflection coefficient R for incident plane waves is, 
in the low frequency limit
R = -1 • (2.34)
The result (2.34) is the basis for Bechert's (1979) simple theory of 
nozzle flow sound attenuation; it is entirely dependent on the 
satisfaction of a Kutta condition at the nozzle lip (see later).
It is clear that in this low frequency limit there are no 
contributions to the pressure from instability waves. This follows 
from our approximation to K+(u) in which we set the instability 
poles, uq, uq, at rather than the more exact value (see
Appendix) of ^  ± icr. If the latter value had been used in K+(u), 
there would have been contributions to the pressure from these two 
instability waves, growing and decaying exponentially along the 
jet. The value of the contribution to the pressure from these two 
poles is 0(cr2) which is negligible for low enough frequency. The 
axial velocity in the jet does, however, contain contributions 
corresponding to the instability waves, and it is given exactly by
P-c? k2tf J (kva)e"lkux ku du ____ J J .1 m_________;________________________
“® kv J'(kva) i(y - ku) K+(u) K - O V J  (1 - Mu)p.c.*• o o
Ux = 2iTi
(2.3?)
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which, in the low frequency limit, becomes
.+ 00
U = X
-ikux , u e du
Y i u  • M')iu " Iï 4-5T,(u * ( T ^ m T)(1 - Mu)
The contributions from the poles u = ^  ^ ^  , are the 
acoustic waves discussed above. The contribution from the pole at 
u = 1/^, gives the velocity fluctuation
ux = P^c“  exPC-ikx/M]* (2.36)
0 j
We see that this represents a convected instability wave albeit of 
vanishingly small growth rate. If we had used the more complete 
form of K+(u), ux would have been given by
u =x
_i_ r
2 n  J_co
2u (1-Mu) e~lkux du
»  p .c . mj (i - m2)(u -  -(j^yK u + - (¿ ijK u
M M U  M
(2.37)
and the instability wave contribution to this gives
-ikx/M 
0 J
akcrx/M + -kax/M
which tends to the previous result (2.36) for x «  1/ but displays 
clearly the amplification and decay factors of spatial instability waves 
convected with the jet speed.
We can also derive the jet displacement due to these
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instability waves: it is
- + C O
n(x) = 27ri
- (ka)2 (1 - (l+M)u)e-ikux k du
2 liU  (u - (u - -  u)
(2.38)
-ikx/M ae _____
p.c.2M2 0 J
sinh (kjxQ/M) 
20/M. (2.39)
For small x, x < M/ka, this expression shows that the shear layer 
displacement grows linearly with distance from the end of the pipe. 
This expression is only valid for x »  a, however, since our 
expression for K (uj was only valid for uka «  1 and the behaviour 
near x = 0 depends on the value of K+(u) as u -*■ 00. Despite this, 
however, the approximate form of ri(x) does at least give zero 
displacement at x = 0, even if the slope of the shear layer is 
non-zero; the exact equation for h(x) does of course have zero 
slope at x = 0.
The linear growth of the amplitude of the instability waves 
with distance has a simple physical explanation. Consider a jet 
with an instability wave of negligible growth rate whose axial 
velocity fluctuation is ux = u exp[iw(t - x/lh)]. For this wave, 
the pressure fluctuation is zero. Therefore the continuity equation 
can be written
1_ 3vr 3u
r 3r 3x
where v is the radial velocity, and hence
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v = u exp[iio (t - x/lK)].
Wow the displacement of the jet boundary is related to the 
velocity v, by
in  , tt in
9t Uj 9x ‘ v *
We assume that n is the form n = fi(x) exp[iw(t - xAj.)] and then
J
it is clear that if ri(o) = 0,
a _ u_ itor 
n ~ U. * 2U. ' X * ( 2 .1*0 )
This is precisely the same relation (2.39) obtained from the exact 
analysis.
We consider next the sound field outside the jet. The 
pressure fluctuation is, from (2.29),
po “ 2tfi 4
, ,*» p . c . V  Y D 2H(2) (tar) e'“ ™*1 .1 .1 o m _______ kdu
kw (kwa) (li-ku) K+(u) K~(p/V )
(2.U1)
m *—  ■ ” -- " •' 'vis.'
and in the farfield this expression is best evaluated by the 
method of stationary phase. The stationary point is at
u = C cos0/(l + aMC cos8), (2 .1*2 )
so that
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-ike.R/cQ. t)
Po " ln®(l+oMC cos0) Li
k p.c. 
JLA
2 k 2 '' T' 2Y D
kw 2^(kva)(y-ku)K+(u)K (p/, ) m k.
— »
evaluated at u C cos 6 (l+MaC cos0) (2.U3)
where (R , 0) is the position of the farfield observer in so-called
"emission-time" coordinates (Fig. 3). The bracketed term becomes,
+ '
on substituting for K~ from Appendix 1,
[k kp.c.2k 2y(l-aMu)2a(l - (l+M)u)_____J-------------------------------X ( ¿ )  . 2(l-Mu)2 - u> k ]
2 ka.ira y , _ , , »= ---------- ----- - • (2.UU)
(l-MC(l-a) cos 0)2
By substituting for y , C, M we can then rewrite p aso
A. iw p ,(2p./p.c.) exp[- iwR/qj]
P ----2-------J-J--------------------- , (2 .U5 ;
0 (1 + aMC cos0) (1 - MC(l - a) cos0)2
where A. is the duct area, and (2p./p.c.) may be recognised as theJ 1 J J
velocity fluctuation at the exit of the duct, u^. The significant 
features of this formula lie in the scaling of the level (for a 
given u ) on the farfield density rather than the jet density, 
and the field shape. The field shape is determined by the product 
of a Doppler factor based on the external flow velocity and the 
square of a Doppler factor based on relative flow velocity. This 
latter dependence is characteristic of low frequency acoustic
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sources placed inside infinite jets (Goldstein (1976), Dowling
et al (1978)). For angles close to 90°, (M cos0 « 1 )  the effect
of "flight" (i.e., external flow) is represented by a factor 
- 6(1 - aMC cos0) on the intensity which is identical to that found 
experimentally by Pinker & Bryce (1976).
We now discuss the flows of energy in this problem. In the 
jet pipe the net power flow is given by
A.p.2
Ww = r^-r- [(1 + M)2 - |R|2 (1 - M)2], (2.U6)IN M-C.
where p^ is the strength of the incident wavefield, and R is the 
reflection coefficient. In the limit of low frequency we have 
shown that R = ~1, so that
A.p.
Ww = hn. -J-i- N P .c .J J
(2.U7)
This implies that there is a net flux of acoustic energy along the 
pipe, proportional to the Mach number, and independent, to a first 
order, of frequency. This is in contrast to the case of zero 
flow where the net energy flux is of order
A.p.
WM*TN p .c.J J (ka):
In the jet the only significant motion is associated with the 
convected instability waves. Since there is negligible fluctu­
ation in pressure associated with them, the only energy flow is a 
flux of kinetic energy. This is the product of the fluctuations
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in kinetic energy and mass flow so that the net energy flux in the 
jet is
"i - (P0 Ui V  (U0 •
A. p.z
= 4m -A— —p .c.J 0
(2.48)
where we have taken the velocity fluctuation as u„ = 2p./p.c..N i J j
It is clear that in this low frequency limit there is a total 
conversion of acoustic energy into kinetic energy associated 
with the instability waves. We shall show later that this 
conversion of energy is critically dependent on the imposition of a 
Kutta condition.
The power radiated to the farfield is found to be (Munt
19T9)
fir
WR = 2tt R
2 P2(8 ,R)
P c 0 o
. sin0(l + aMC cos0)2 d0 (2.49)
ïï 2ttR2 sin0 iu p (2p./p.c.)2 A.2d0 _________ ________ 2 J J
o (4ttR)2 p q c q (l - aMC(l-a) cosG)1*
(2.50)
for a farfield pressure level of p(0,R).
Putting A. = 7Ta2 and integrating gives J
p. 2 w2p a2(l + M*/3 )w_ = (-^ -) — 2-----
0 o V  (1 " Mr )
= A V  (1 + W
PjCj Co ‘ Pj Cj ‘ ( l - M ^ ) 3
(2.51)
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where
\  = MC(1 - a) = (U. - U0)/c0 .
This expression is the product of the net incident energy in the 
pipe in the absence of flow, the square of the compactness ratio 
ka of the jet, the ratio of the impedances of the jet and ambient 
medium, and a factor which depends on the velocity of the jet 
relative to the surrounding fluid and which causes the power 
radiated to increase rapidly as -*■ 1. When the jet and ambient 
fluid have the same velocity the power radiated is unaffected by 
Mach number. The singularity in the radiated power when = 1 
could have been avoided by using a more accurate expression for 
K+(u); then the Doppler factors [1 - MC(l - a)cos6] would have 
been replaced by [(1 - MC(l - a)cos0)2 + C2M2]^  and the singularity 
at the Mach angle removed.
In their study of jet noise, Dowling, Ffowcs Williams & 
Goldstein (1978) have shown that when a low frequency acoustic 
source is placed in a jet, the radiation from it changes 
dramatically if the temperature of the jet increases to such an 
extent that "it is hotter than it is compact", that is when
p
—  »((ka)2 i-n(ka)). We analyse the propagation of sound out of a
Pj
jet pipe in this limit.
The sound pressure outside the jet is, from (2.Ul),
Po
_1_
27T
-400 p.c2 k2YD 2H ^  (kwr) ke_lkUX du 
_J_J_____ 2— 2________________________
(kw) H^2 ^(kwa) i(y-ku) K+(u) K (y/ )m it-C O
(2.52)
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When the jet is very hot, we have shown (Appendix l) that the form 
of the split functions changes:
K+(u)
ira2(-y) S-n(ka)(ka)2(u + ie)k2P.c.J *3
(ka)2 (1 - (1 + M)u) (2.53)
K_(u) (u ~ ie)(1 + (1 - M)u) * e = ^ 2 h _____________^
ka[£n(^) + 6 + fj]3 '
Therefore, the sound in the farfield is equal to its previous value 
multiplied by the factor
________ 2(1 - Mu)2 ________________
TT Y(ka)2 An(kaC). (u ie) + i£)
evaluated at
u = C cos0/(l - Mac cos0) ,
that is, multiplied by
2 P . (1 - MC(l-a)cos0)2 (l+MCacos0)(l+M) --- i------------------------------------  ,
u p  (l - MCcx cos0)2 (ka)2 ¿n(kaC) cos6 o
Therefore, the farfield pressure is given by
-imR/c
A. ito p . (l * M) e___________________
P° 2tt2R (1 + MaC cos0)2 (ka)2 Jln(kaC) cosG
( 2 . 5k)
(2.55)
Compared with the previous result, the field shape for the light jet 
does not show the downstream Doppler amplification, but is
infinite in the sideline (90°) direction. We see, therefore, that 
the "light jet" condition always fails at this position, which is 
indeed the Mach angle for disturbances transmitted along the jet.
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The field in the jet is given by (2.31)
= = ^ - fJ 2ui J
+00 p.c.2k2 D.2 J (kvr) ke ^kux &u .1 .1 .1 m_________________
(kv) J'(kva) i(y-ku) K+(u) K (y/k ) 
substituting for K+(u), K (y/fc) from (2.53), we find that
(2.56)
= _1 r  2 e2e~ikux (l-K 
3 2771 J-oo TT(-%- + ie)(u-*i
Mu)2 du
^1+M + + (i-m ) " (l+M) ^
The integral is thus the sum of the three pole contributions at
.(2.57)
-1 ,-ie. The first of these, does not, unlikeU (l+M) * (1-M) 
the case considered earlier, cancel the incident field, which now
continues to propagate along the jet. In this limit the jet
behaves, to first order, as a semi-infinite rigid tube. The
pressure due to this pole is given by
Pj ~ ^  . e2(l + M) e"lkx/(1+M) (2.58)
and the level in the jet due to the pole at u =-ie is given by
pj * f  e~ekx(U * A ^  . (2.59)
Both these fields (which arise for x > 0) are small in the light 
jet limit (e small).
The reflected sound field in the jet pipe is given by the
contribution from the pole at u = 7-— - ^. , namely
(l - M2)e2 eikx/(l-M) (2.60)
ÏÏ
Clearly then, the reflection coefficient is of order 
[y(ka)2 in  (ka)] 1 , which is small in this light jet limit
We have thus shown that if the jet is sufficiently hot, then 
there is a radical change in the acoustic behaviour of the jet pipe 
system. The majority of the sound is no longer reflected back up 
the pipe, but continues trapped inside the jet. The reason for this 
is seen by examining the relation between the pressure gradient and
clear that if PQ is greatly increased, and tends to infinity, then 
for a given value of pressure gradient, the boundary displacement 
must tend to zero. In the farfield the radiation is reduced 
compared with that for the non-light jet case, except for angles
ponding to the Mach angle), the compactness condition of the light 
jet does not hold, as already observed. An additional feature of 
the light jet limit is that the instability waves on the jet column 
are suppressed.
We now consider, in less detail, the radiation from higher 
order spiral duct modes. In the low frequency limit, it is well 
known that in the absence of a mean flow sound radiates very 
inefficiently. Substituting for the split functions lC(u), 
(Appendix 1, Al.l6) in the expression for the sound field outside 
the jet, we find that
displacement on the jet boundary, 0. From this it is
close to the sideline direction. At this 90° position (corres­
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P0 2TTi
+00 Up.c2. k2YD2 (f H^(kwr))ak e”lliU du.1 .1_____o  ^ m _____________________ (2.61)
Using stationary phase we find that the farfield sound pressure is
Po
-iu)B/co yD2
— ^ -------------------- { [ — - — ]
UttR (l+aMCcos9) D2+YD2J o
(kwa)11^  8u \
i(u -ku)m m C cos9 (l+aMCcos0)
(2.62)
For these spiral modes,
y -M + /(I - (1 - M2Xj”* 2/(ka^ 
k (1 - M2)
so that the bracketed factor becomes
_________ y (ka)m(sin9)m 87r/m________________ _______________________
((1 - MC(1 - a)cos9)2 + Y)(l + aMC cos0)m_1 (£ (l - MaCcos©)- cos0)’
and hence the complete radiation field is given by 
-iwR/c
_______a_e______ ° (ka)m (sin9)m (8lT/m) V_____________________
0 VirR(l+aMCcos0)m (j(l+aMCcos0) - cos0)[(l-MC(l-a)cos0)2 + y ]
(2.63)
This formula shows that as the mode number m increases, the power 
radiated at a given (low) frequency progressively decreases. The 
radiation is predominantly in the sideline direction, and the 
effect of flight is largely that of the Doppler factors (l+aMC cos0) 
which shift the field further forwards for higher values of a. For
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sufficiently low frequencies, U/k becomes ij^/kail-M2 ^  which is 
much greater than unity, so that the farfield pressure can be written
a e ° (ka)m+^(sin6)m 8tt/(1-M2) r________][_________ ,P  ^ L - j ^
°  Uttr (1-kxMCcosQ) mi j ^  ((1-MC(1-<x)cos0 )2+y )
(2.6k)
The radiation from all of these higher order modes varies as a 
higher power of ka than that from the plane wave mode. Further, for 
a given pressure level at infinity upstream, the pressure level at 
the nozzle, on which this radiation scales, is exponentially small. 
The field in the jet and pipe, r < a, is given by
, f+°° p.c2 k2D2 J (kvr)(-l)e k^uX k ¿LU
= _1_ J J____ H__S_______________________
j 2Fi J ky j '(kva) (U/k-u)kp .c2.k2a(D2+YD 2) m s j j j o
(2.65)
In this expression the pole at kva = j ^  cancels out the incident 
field. Expanding the Bessel functions yields
Pi =j 27Ti J
+ 0 0 rvm
(r>
D._a_ -ikuz
- 0  a' D.2+YD 2 * (y/k"u)0 O
du, (2.66)
.- 1and noting that the instability poles of (D2 + YP2) * are 
’ this6ives
p.i " 2iri
+00
. m
-ikux , e du
(2.67)
The contribution to p^  from the instability pole u = ^  is
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P; =
m a-ik(l+iy)x/M(l~iay)
[- mn
ka/(l-M2)
- I ilti-Y) i [m2(i+a2v2) i r- . I (i-iv)-M (l+iay) (i+iay) + M (i-iay)-
and for low Strouhal number «  1) this is
e -iK l+ iY )x /(l+ laY )M  w
2 M (1 + ay2)
( 2 .68 )
(2.69)
Unlike the plane wave case considered earlier, the instability-
wave does now have a pressure disturbance associated with it, which
increases in proportion to the Strouhal number for a given initial
amplitude. The growth rate is given by ~ , which vanishes
M(l + a2y2)
when there is no velocity difference across the jet boundaries. 
Further, these non-axisymmetric waves are amplified with distance 
downstream even for the lowest frequencies, although there the 
initial disturbance level is very small, due to the aforementioned 
dependence on frequency, and the exponentially small level of the 
sound at the pipe exit due to the spiral acoustic modes being cut 
off in the pipe.
2.2. Subsonic Jet with No Kutta Condition
We describe here two types of problem relating to a jet with no 
Kutta condition. First, we consider the case where a jet 
eigensolution is added on to the Kutta condition solution, by 
taking C(u) in (2.2U) as constant. Second we adopt an approach due 
to Howe (19T9)* Instead of assuming the existence of an 
instability wave, in the jet, he assumes that the jet motion consists
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of some other neutrally stable wave which is convected at a Mach 
number vM, less than the jet Mach number M. He then finds the 
field due to this and matches it to the nozzle flow. -He adds 
this field to that found with no Kutta condition, and forces the 
total to satisfy a Kutta condition.
We examine first the case where c(u) is a constant Cq , say. 
Then equation (2.27) to (2.29) become
Z(u) = — [E + C ] , (2.70)
K+(u)
P.(u)J
- p.c.2 k2 D2 J (kvr) .1 .1______ J m
kv J ' (kva) K+(u) m
[E + C ] o 9
Po (u) =
- p.c2 k2 D2 (kwr)
- J J   ___2 2_______
kw H (kva) K+(u)m
[E + CQ ]9
(2.71)
(2 .72)
where ve have defined
Cj ----- :----------  •
i(p-ku)K'(y/k )
By choosing different (non-zero) values of CQ , we can obtain a whole 
range of solutions, none of vhich obeys a Kutta condition. One of 
these is of special interest: that where Co is chosen to cancel the 
instability pole uq. We choose
0 . — ---- i----------
° K (y/k ) i(U - ku )A O
(2.73)
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and then
E + C =
- k(u - u )______  o
iK (y/k )(u - ku )(y - ku) ( 2 . 1 k )
Clearly, the net effect of this is to multiply the Kutta condition
u - u
solutions in u by ( ^ — In the Barfield, whereu
u = Ccos9/(l - aMCcosô), and for the plane wave case {—  = — -—
k 1 + M *
u = — ), this factor is o M
[ CcosQ 1.(1+ctMCcosQ ) “ M J
r— ±___
l(1+M)
_ (1 ~ (1 ~ a)MCcos9)(l + M) 
(1 + aMCcos9) (2.75)
The formula for the farfield sound, (2.1*5), then becomes
-iwR/cp u_ • A. (l + M)e °_ XW ,1 _______________ _
p° hirR c 0 (1 + aMCcosQ)2 (l - MC(l - a)cos9) (2.76)
The major difference between this and the previous result is the 
removal of one of the relative velocity based Doppler factors, which 
results in a considerably less directional sound field.
The corresponding multiplier for the field inside the pipe is 
obtained using u = */(l - M), giving
(- 1(1-M)
f V a + M )  - 1/li)
(l + M) 
(1 - M)
Therefore, the reflection coefficient has changed from - 1 to
- -7% • 16 is of particular interest that the(1 - MJ power flow in the
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duct, which is proportional to [(l + M)2 - ¡R|2 (l — M) 2], is
now precisely zero. Therefore, we conclude that the imposition of
a Kutta condition is essential for a transfer of power from acoustic
to hydrodynamic fields to take place. With no Kutta condition, and
no generation of growing instability waves, almost all the
incident energy is reflected back up the duct, a negligible 0(k2a2)
fraction being diffracted to the farfield.
Howe proceeds by adding on to this non-Kutta-condition
solution the field due to a jet motion convected at a speed vMc..J
We assume that in the absence of the pipe this wave would induce 
a jet displacement Z^ e . 'Then the transform of this over
x < 0 is Zq , where
Now from (2.lU) and (2.13) with Pq = 0 (since there is no driving
Z
0 ik(u - 1/VM)
(2.78)
pressure) we have
(2.79)
and
Z + Z = 0. o (2 .80)
Hence
K(u) (Z+(u) - Z;j = F ( 2.81)
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so that
K+(u) Z+(u)
Z, (K+(u) - kV v ^) )
ik (U ' 1/VM>
F~(u) + Zi K  ^ A jm  ^
K (u) ik(u - 1/VM)
(2.82)
The left and right hand sides are regular in the regions R+ and R- 
and are, therefore, equal to the same constant Cx, say. Then the 
displacement Z(u) is
Z(u) 1
K+(u)
t -  Z 1 k * (1/v m > 
i k ( u  -
+ c > =1
Ei___
K+(u)
say, (2.83)
which must now be combined with the non-Kutta condition solution, 
which has
Z(u) ______(u ~ V ____________
K+(u) ik(y/k - u) (y/k - uq) K"(y/k )
( 2 .81+)
We require that the total Z(u) due to (2.83), and ( 2 . 8 k ) must not 
have any instability pole, there being instead a real pole at 
u = 1/VM representing the neutrally stable convected wave in the 
jet.
To remove the instability pole at u = u^ we set
Cl
Z1
ik (u - 1 o
(2.85)
and then
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Z(u) = ~ r —  p
k (u) i£
(u - uo ) Zx K+^ ^ - V
k(£  - u)(£ - uo) K“(u/V ) ik(u„ - 1/vM)(u - V „ ) JVM'
( 2 . 86)
The correct behaviour at the edge then requires that the bracketed 
factor is 0(L/U ) as u -*• °°. This may be obtained by choosing
Zi K ( ___________1__________ (2.8T)
(uo - X/VM> K' W  W k  - “o>
so that now
Z(u) _______1_______________
K+(u) K~(u/k )ik(y/k “ u)
•(u - u q)(1 - vMy/k) 
<U/k " uQ)(l - VMu)
(2 .88)
The square bracketed term is clearly the factor multiplying the 
original solution obeying a Kutta condition.
In the farfield, therefore, the radiation field is multiplied 
by this factor with
u = Ccos0/(l - aMCcosQ), u = 1/„* u = 1/ ,o M* M '(l + m ) ’
giving a factor
(1 + M(1 - v)) (l - MC(l - a) cosQ) (1 - MC (v - a) cos0)
Thus we see that as v is varied between 0 and 1 the solution changes 
continuously from the non-Kutta-condition solution to the Kutta
condition solution. The major change in the farfield, as compared 
with the Kutta condition solution, lies in the replacement of the 
(1 - MC(l - a)cos0) Doppler factor by one based on the.convection 
speed of the waves. This results in a less directional radiation 
field, with a corresponding reduction in the acoustic power 
radiated.
The reflection coefficient is obtained by substituting 
u = - 1 / ^  _ giving a multiplier
1.
^ l + M  “ +
VM %
U K .  - (l + (1 -
_VM_. (1 - (1 - V)M) 
(l-M)
(2.89)
The reflection coefficient varies again from its Kutta to non-Kutta- 
condition values as v is altered. This is only to be expected, 
since with V = 1, the convected waves are indistinguishable from the 
instability waves, while with V = 0 there is no spatial variation, 
and the wave is effectively absent.
In this derivation of the radiation the existence of the waves 
convected at speed.VMc^ is only an assumption. There are grave 
doubts over its validity, since thewave is not in fact the solution 
of any equations governing the motion of the fluid. Nevertheless, 
the idea remains a plausible means of representing in some way the 
characteristics of the real jet flow.
2.3. Supersonic Jet
When we come to the supersonic jet the basic equations are the 
same; the difference in the solution concerns only the position of
the branch cuts of the u plane. When M -*• 1, the branch point at
goes to - <» for subsonic flow, but when M > 1 it reappears on 
the other side of the diagram at / ^ _l)* is a consequence of
the impossibility of waves propagating upstream against the super­
sonic flow. The resultant branch cuts and positions of R+ , R~ for 
M > 1, are essentially as described by Morgan (197*0 and are shown 
in Fig. 3. It is assumed in this diagram that -y
If this is not so, the order of these points on the real axis is 
correspondingly changed.
We consider the case of an incident plane wave propagating down 
the jet pipe towards the exit,
= exp[- iyx], y = k/(l + M), ( 2 .90)
and confine the analysis to plane waves purely for simplicity.
There is no other reason for doing so here since all modes are cut
on in supersonic flow. The derivation of the field due to the
higher order modes follows in an altogether similar fashion.
As ka •+• 0, it is shown in Appendix 2 that (unless u »  Vka,
a  * 0); K (u) = 1, K+(u) = K(u). Then the formulae used
previously may be applied, with the previous value of K+(u)
J (kva)
multiplied by --- , the factor K~(y/k) multiplied by
v”(y/k). Consequently, all the Fourier transformed quantities 
P.(u), PQ(u), Z(u), are multiplied by
v~(u)
v” (u/k)
1
* J (kva) o
= Q (say). (2.91)
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In the above discussion we did not mention the edge conditions to 
be satisfied near x = 0, and on which there was previously so much 
emphasis. At high kva (u «>) the kernel K(u) has a behaviour 
similar to its two dimensional vortex sheet equivalent. The latter 
case has been examined in detail by Morgan, who finds that 
K+(u) is 0(u); u -+• oo, resulting in a displacement q(x) ^ x; x o+ .
The displacement is, therefore, continuous across x = 0, but its 
slope is not, so that a Kutta condition in the subsonic sense cannot 
be applied. However, one would not expect it to hold for this 
unsteady supersonic flow, any more than it does in steady supersonic 
flows, and it cannot because of the impossibility of the downstream 
motion of the jet affecting the edge. Besides that described above, 
further solutions corresponding to the subsonic non-Kutta condition 
solutions could be obtained. These would be even more singular at 
the edge, and are physically implausible (displacement at the edge 
must at least be discontinuous).
We determine next the farfield sound level. This is given by 
its subsonic value with a Kutta condition, multiplied by the above 
factor (2.91), evaluated at u = Ccos0/(l + aMCcos0); that, is 
multiplied by
(1 + M \ 2 }
(1 - Ccos0 (M(l - a) - 1)) 
(l + aMCcosS)
(2.92)
The farfield pressure is accordingly 
-ittR/c
_ = itdAj V s ! ____:___ r(l * M) (1 - Ccos0(M(l - ot) - m  .
Po 2(1 “ M(1 - a)cos0) 2(1 + MaCcos0r* (2 *93)
The in te r e s t in g  fe a tu re s o f  t h i s  form ula are the la r g e  va lu e s  o f
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forward arc amplification (the exponent of (l + aM cos0) is 
increased) and the factor (l - Ccos8(M(l - a) ~ 1)). The latter 
causes the field to have a zero if C(M(l - a) - 1) > l.
The reflected field inside the pipe is now precisely zero, 
since the pole at u = V ( l  - M) is no longer present. In fact the 
field inside the pipe is precisely zero everywhere, since ni1 the 
poles representing cut-off waves inside the pipe are now in if, and 
cannot contribute for x < 0.
We consider the field in the jet in more detail; it is given by
j “ 2iri |
J (kvr) elkux du
-00 J (kva)(7t---- \o' 'v(l + M)- u)
(2.9M
The pole at u = 1/^1 + ^  cancels the incident field. The other 
poles at JQ (kva) = 0 are the unsteady flow analogue of the steady 
wave structure of an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet. (We did 
not consider them for the subsonic jet, since there they represented 
fields which decayed exponentially along the jet axis.) These 
poles occur at kva = j' , that is, where
-  «  ♦ A l  -  (1 -  M2 ) j ' m2/ ( t a ) 2
= (1 - M2) ' ’ (2‘95)
= + 'ora M
ka(M2 - 1)^ (M2 - 1)
+ ofe-).
Jom
(2.96)
Only the first term needs to be taken for ka sufficiently small, 
since for small enough ka these poles occur at large u. Then with 
$2 = M 2 - 1
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l
u
J (kr3u) o______
J (kaSu) o
-ikxe du, (2.97)
" - 2 J0U n  
n-1 •>“ Jo'(jn>
( 2 .98)
This formula, which is composed of contributions from the quasi-
periodic wave structure, is valid for x «  1/ka- A form valid
over the whole distance x is only obtained by use of more exact
approximations for the poles. In addition to these contributions
to the pressure in the jet, there is again an instability wave
present, which only affects the velocity (see Section 2.1).
Compared with that for the subsonic jet this wave has a velocity
amplitude v (VyJ/v (-¡-jj) greater; and the velocity fluctuation
(l + M) ?iat the exit is now u^ = --- - — L . -— -— , for an incident pressure
j j
wave amplitude pi> The contribution (2.98) alone will be referred 
to as "the coherent wave structure", and denoted by p^, with
corresponding velocity u .
We next consider the energy flows involved: inside the duct the 
energy flux is that in the incident sound wave alone and is, 
accordingly,
Wo
p . A.
•¿hr1 (i + m )2.p .c.
J J
(2.99)
The energy in the instability wave is
ff. = <PAu') (u'U) = h  * M i-  A - i  X M p.c.0 J
( 2.100)
Clearly, the energy in this wave is not equal to the net energy in
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the «jet pipe. However, there are now two additional contributions
to the energy - those due to the coherent wave structure alone, and
due to the interference field between it and the instability wave.
This may be contrasted with the work of Ffowcs Williams & Howe
(1 9 7 8 ) who considered the scattering of the coherent wave by random
shear layer turbulence. They found that all of its energy was
scattered into sound, there being no coupling of the coherent
structure and instability waves.
The energy flux across a section of the jet is given by
W = j dA ho'(pv'), where h' is stagnation enthalpy. Splitting
this into components due to the coherent wave structure, p . u ,* c’ c
and the instability wave u^ (pi = 0 ), we obtain
W =
p Up
dA (r2- + Uu + Uu. ) (— ^  + pu + pu. ).p C 1 2 C lK c
(2.101)
Now the fluctuation due to the coherent wave structure is to a first
Pcorder quasi-static, so that —  + ufiU = 0. Therefore, the contri­
bution to the integral due to this wave structure alone is negligible, 
and the only important term (apart from the instability term already 
calculated in (2 .1 0 0 ) is the interference term
P U
u. U (-7 - + u p) dA 1  z c
H p u. dA.rc 1 M (2.102)
Substituting for Pc> ^  this becomes
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wint = 1 n+°°dA M l n*o
n=-«
M2-!
M
2 J° A  r/a> A  *
i  Jo A )
iciSk /U (l+M)
M
(2.103)
Integrating over the area of the jet, and noting that
o Jo A  r / a> * ~  ' ¿a W '
Jn
_ (m 2-d  r  cosA x / M  iM!c/uj
wint j M c. L. i 2 e
'n
(2.10U)
For finite x, the cosine terms dominate, and the exponential can be 
ignored.
We now consider the flux of energy through the walls of the jet.
This is given = J dSdx(Uu..) V p  where v, is the radial velocity
in the coherent field, and x is the length of the jet, perimeter S.
3v .
The velocity in the coherent field is given by U = - - - £ £
Sx p 3x *
so that
3v _ 1 
3x ~ M
f  2 V (j- r/a’
Jo' <V 4
~  . cos (jnx/Ba)
v
B f° 2 sin (x jn/Ba) V A  r/a!
M • •— **/* \
Jo <Jn>
(2.105)
Hence
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wn
+oo ,x
£ dx 4lTa .
-00 j o
3
M *
(1+M) Pi
M p .c. 0 J
sin(xjn/3a)M
Jn
+oo
- l—OO
to. iMj-DiM-lj
“V
[cos(jnx/3a) - 1] (2.106)
This contribution, when added to the previous one, gives the total 
power through the walls and cross section of the jet up to a 
certain distance x as
S
4ap .;
p.c.
0 0
(MZ-l)(M+l) 
M. j 2
(2.107)
00
Now, it can be shown that \
i
Ap£2
P .C .J J
(M2-l)(l+M)
M
Therefore, Wj is equal to
(2.108)
Adding Wj to the net power in the jet instability wave, we 
obtain a total power of
Api
p .c.
J J
(l+M);
M ((M - 1)
Ap.
+ 1) * —p .c.0 J
(1 + M)2 (2.109)
This is precisely equal to the power in the incident wave. We 
have therefore shown that, with a supersonic jet, all the power 
in the incident jet pipe acoustic wave is converted into either 
hydrodynamic kinetic energy or into the power in the interference 
field between the quasi-steady wave structure and the instability
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wave. Indeed, in this case all the incident acoustic energy is 
in some sense absorbed, and the basic phenomenon found by Bechert 
et al (1977) for a subsonic jet applies equally for a supersonic 
jet.
3. SCATTERING OF AN EXTERNAL SOUND FIELD BY A CYLINDRICAL
PIPE WITH FLOW
We consider the same system as in Section 2.1. In this case, 
instead of assuming a plane acoustic wave incident from inside the 
duct, we consider an externally incident plane wave, which is then 
scattered by the pipe and jet. A more realistic problem would
iI
perhaps have involved a point acoustic source in the ambient fluid. 
But if such a source is in the farfield of the pipe it just
igenerates plane waves at the nozzle and the problems are equivalent. 
To some extent the alternative case of a source near the nozzle is 
really the subject of the next section, §U, where the 'source' 
takes the form of ring vortices convected past the nozzle exit.
■ i
The present problem has also been solved approximately by 
Jacques (1975). He, however, finds a formula for the farfield 
scattered sound that is different from ours. We shall show in 
Section 5 that his result is incorrect because, in his application 
of the acoustic analogy1, he omits certain source terms.
j.l. Subsonic Jet
I
We consider an incident plane acoustic wave with pressure
ikUjX-kVjy |
; in which, if the wave vector is at an angle B to the
jet axis ux = CcosB/(l + aMCcosB).
We first split thi$ up into its circumferential modes using
the result (Abramowitz & Stegun (1965))
!
-ikVj^ rcos«!) I m
= £ ej^-i) Jm(kTjr) cosmcj)
„ 111o !
(3.1)
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where e = 1, m * m = 0
em = 2, m m * 0,
to find that the incident pressure field is
p. = V EL, (-I)“ J (kv r) cos m<j) e l “ m : m l T
-ikUjX
(3.2)
where v = v(g). j* I
To apply the theory of the previous section we require the 
pressure that would have existed on the wall of the pipe had the
l
pipe been infinite. To find this, we add on to each modal term 
an extra term Am jkv^) and apply J£ = 0 on r « a+, to get
e (-i)m = - A (kv a)m ; m m  l
so that
-iku.x(2) (j\ tU 300 m i K  (¿v.a) J (kv r) - J'(kv.a) HV ;(kv.r)]er / . m 1 m A m 1 m i 'J p = j ea(-i) --------;-------
H^^ikva)m
(3.3)
To the lowest order in '¡ka we find that the plane wave (m = 0)
component is p = e
-xku1x
-lkUjX
, while the 1st spiral mode component is
p = 2e f . (- ikvxa) (J + ~) ,
- iti kvta e
-ikUjX
on r = a. (3.U)
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Component (3.*0, and the other components with m > 0 are smaller, 
by a factor at least (ka)m smaller than the m = 0 component as 
ka 0, and can accordingly be neglected. We therefore concentrate 
on the plane wave component only. We briefly repeat for this 
external forcing the derivation of the Wiener-Hopf equation, 
presented in Section 2.1.
The equation (2.17) for the pressure difference across the 
boundary is now
P.(u,a ) - P (u,a+) - P.+(u,a”) = F~.J w i (3.5)
The only difference between this equation and (2.17) lies in the 
source of P^, an external, not an internal, field. Here P.+ is 
given by _ i k ( u  y f Consequently, examining the rest of the
theory, we see that the Fourier transformed pressures and displace-
j
ments have their previous values (2.27-2 .29) multiplied by the
Ifactor |
(u - y/k) K (h/k)
(U ' ' V  ‘ K'(Ul)
j
In the farfield this must be evaluated at
(3.6)
u = Ccos0/(l - aMCcosS),
and then it becomes
(1 - Cfl + M(1 - 'Qt)cos9))(l + CcosB(l - M(l - a))) . .
2(cos9 - cosß)C ’ 3^ *T '
j
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Compared with the field shape of internal noise this has two 
interesting features. First, it is singular at 0 =6. This 
singularity is spurious, and is similar to that found in half 
plane diffraction problems on geometrical optics boundaries. It 
can be removed using an improved evaluation of the stationary phase 
integral, taking account of the fact that when 0 ^ 3 ,  the integrand 
has a pole near the stationary phase point. Second, the field is
zero at the angle 0 = cos 1[C/(l + (l - a)M)]. This is the "cone
I
of silence" angle for sound waves passing from the jet to the 
farfield.
In addition to the scattered field discussed above there is
|i
an additional field present due to the pole at u = u, . This cancels,
I 1
in a manner entirely familiar in diffraction theory, the portion of
the incident field that represented sound reflected off the duct
j
walls, but it only exists for angles less than 3 to the jet axis.
I
To obtain the fields in the jet and pipe we again use the
I
previous solution, multiplied by (3.6). The pole at ux represents
i
the sound waves inside! the jet due to the incident field. These
i
are pressure waves of amplitude equal to that of the incident
j-iUjkx
field, i.e.,p. =p. ei . The field reflected up the pipeJ 1 j
is given by the pole at u = V ( l  - M), for which the above multiplier
i
is equal to -1. Therefore the amplitude of the reflected wave is
Jequal to that of the incident wave. The pole at u = V m once again 
gives the instability waves, whose effects are felt only as an 
axial velocity surging, the pressure perturbation being absent. Then 
the above multiplier, (3.6), is
u.1  _ I 1
2 (1 - MuJ ) (3.8)
so that the instability wave has an axial velocity fluctuation
pi uiu = ----—  ( i ______1x p.c. (l - Mu )u O 1
) (3.9)
This completes our evaluation of the sound scattered when low 
frequency plane waves are incident upon a cylindrical pipe with 
internal and external flows. It is of interest to compare our
I
results with those of Jacques (1975). In his paper, he first 
derives the 'zero order* fields in the jet and the pipe neglecting 
the secondary sound radiation. Then he applies the acoustic analogy 
to determine the latter. It is clear that the zero order fields 
which we derive here are identical to his approximate solutions.
Our result differs only in the field shape of the radiated sound 
field, which is more complicated than his. The two results are 
unequal even in the low Mach number limit. We pursue the 
application of the acoustic analogy to this problem in some detail
in Section 5. |
j
In discussing the relevance of his model, Jacques supposes that 
the incident sound wavês are caused by some nearfield turbulent 
pressure fluctuation from, say, a nearby jet. Therefore he takes 
the incident pressure to scale as p^ ^ pU2 where U is some 
turbulence velocity, inserting that into either our or his formulae 
for the farfield sound 'gives sound levels scaling as
p * pir2 U a j, where it is assumed that the incident pressure
I
has frequencies proportional to this velocity U. We feel his
modelling to be inappropriate. If the pressure fluctuations do
j
scale in this way, and iare further the result of some nearby 
aerodynamic disturbaneej, then the incident sound field cannot be
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modelled as plane waves. In that case the modelling we have 
used in Section U would be more suitable. There we model turbulence 
by quadrupole sources, or by convected vortices. In spite of our 
misgivings about Jacques' problem as a modelling of these disturb­
ances it does appear, however, that his scaling laws are correct.
In our treatment of the scattering of external sound waves we 
have neglected such factors as the finite growth rate of the 
instability waves, and the light jet issue. In this problem, though, 
the basic phenomena they represent are no different from those with 
incident internal noise and the corresponding results could easily 
be derived. j
We consider briefly the effect of relaxing the Kutta
i
condition at the exit of the pipe. Generally the changes, compared 
with the case where a Kutta condition does apply, are similar to 
those for internal noise. As before we can relax the Kutta 
condition, by choosing'some constant value of C^u) in the 
Wiener-Hopf equation. When we choose C(u) so as to extinguish allj
the unstable waves in the jet, then the overall effect is to
! (u - uq)
multiply all the P(u), ;Z(u) by j------r , where u is the
| u^i “ V  °
instability pole. Tor the farfield this factor, with
u = Ccos0/(l + aMCcosQ), becomes
j
i|
(1 + Madcosg) (1 + MC(L - alcosQ1
(1 + mCcos6)(l + MC(1 - a)cos3) * C3.10)
i
i
The effect on the field shape is to replace one of the relative jet 
velocity based Doppler jfactors by one based on the relative 
velocity and incidence jangle 3. There is increased Doppler
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amplification in the upstream arc due to external flow.
The field transmitted up the pipe is given by the above 
factor with u = -1/^ _ , that is,
, CcosB_________1\
' (l + MiCcosB) M;
(l + aMCcosB) 
(l-M)(l-M(l-a )Ccos8) (3.11)
This field is usually larger than that for the Kutta condition case, 
and may become very large as M +  1. The field in the jet arises now 
only from the pole at u = 1/(1 + M), since the pole at repre­
senting the instability wave is cancelled; with u = V ( l  + M) we 
have to multiply the Kutta condition solution by the factor
i
(l + aMCcosB)__________
(1+ M)(l - M(l - a)Ccos3) (3.12)
We could now continue as in §2 and deal with jet waves convected at
i
a speed VMc., following Howe (1979)• The phenomena induced by this 
are, however, little different than those for incident internal 
noise, and we do not pursue the possibility further.
In the above discussion we have not considered the energy!
flows involved, as we did for incident internal noise. The issue 
is felt to be unimportant here, since there is no clear "incident"
energy flow to act as a reference point. The only useful such
j
reference quantity is the net acoustic energy flow inside the jet,
i
directly due to the incident waves. Then there is an interesting 
counterpart to the acoustic energy conversion discussed earlier, in
that some energy is converted to kinetic energy which is carried 
away by the jet instability waves.
3.2. Supersonic Jet
One of the most interesting aspects of Jacques' work is the 
prediction that the sound scattered vanishes when the jet is 
sonic. We have shown in §3.1 that in our solution this does not 
occur. We now examine the supersonic jet problem (M > l). Then,
l
with the same incident wave as in §3.1, and with the same 
modifications to the internal noise theory, we can use the theory 
of §2.3. Then the functions P(u), Z(u) are thus multiplied by 
the factor i
I
_ (u - Un/k) K~(u/k) 
(u - ux) K (ux) (3.13)
(u;- uo/k)
which is equal to - -,----1— r—(u- ux)
flows at low frequency.
since K = 1 for supersonic
The farfield sound level is, therefore, for a given p .,
multiplied by this factor evaluated at u = Ccos0/(l + aMCcos0)
]
giving a multiplier
(1 - (1 + (1 - a)MCcos9))(l + qMCcosB) .
C(cos0 - cos6)(l + M)
i!
j
We notice that these are factors similar to those in the sub-
!
sonic case, giving a sound field zero at the cone of silence 
angle, 6 = cos"1 (]_ + (i - a )M)C the stationary Phase
calculation failing at|0 = B. There is no hint of the fieldI
s
becoming zero when the¡Mach number approaches one.
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The field in the pipe is still zero, as it was for internal
(u - yQ/k)
noise, since the factor---(u -"~u ) finite with
u = _1/(1 ~ M). The pressure fields in the jet are also multi­
plied by this factor. For the cellular wave structure, with 
u ^ O(Vka), the pressure amplitude is changed only in sign. The 
value of the instability wave axial velocity is multiplied by the 
factor with u = 1/ n a m e l y
(1 + MaCcosg)_________  .
(1 + M) (1 - (1 - a)CcosB) * 13.15;
In all this, the field representing the incident wave is, of course,
ikUjX
p = p^ e , as itiwas for the subsonic case.
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k .  SOUND GENERATION DUE TO THE CONVECTION OF VORTICITY PAST THE 
END OF A CYLINDRICAL PIPE WITH FLOW
In this section we consider the convection of vorticity past 
the exit of a cylindrical pipe with flow. We confine ourselves 
initially to subsonic flow, and derive results that apply with or 
without a Kutta condition enforced at the duct exit.
4.1. Internal Convected Vorticity
Here we assume that the vorticity is convected at some speed 
vMc.; the pressure field induced by this vorticity is described 
in Appendix 3» The motion due to the termination of the pipe is 
driven, as it was in sections 2, 3 by the pressure difference that 
would have existed across the jet shear layer if there were no
termination to the pipe. This difference may be written in the
1
form
M -i M
P = M :' C * Q • exp[- ikX/Mc], (l+.l)
where the convection speed is Uc = c^ and Q is given in Appendix
3. In equation (2.16);we now have
M - M
po <"•*! - <— ■) Q • 7ik(u - u ) * c
(U.2)
where u = /M . 
c c
Then, compared with thé internal noise case (Section 2) the 
quantities P(u) and Z(4) are multiplied by the factor
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(u - u ) . K (u ) ______o________o
(u - uc ) K (uc)
with u = 1 o (1 + M) (U.3)
The farfield sound, for a given pressure level, is then multiplied
by this factor evaluated at the stationary phase point
u = Ccos0/(1 + aMcosd); with K (u) = (l + (1 - M)u) 1 and M = vM,
c
we have
(u ~ uQ) K = (1 - (1 + M(1 - a))Ccose)(l - Mil - v))
(u - u ) K (u ) 2 (1 - M(v - a) CcosQ)c c
so that
! -i«R/cQ(l-v) p 2ira y ka [1 - (l+M(l-o))Ccos0][1 - M(l-v)]e
P_(u) = ------------------------- "
0 UnR.(1+aMCosd).2 [l+M(l-a)Ccos0]2[l + M(v - a)Ccos0]2
I (1*.5)
A principal feature of this radiation field is that when v = 1 
no pressure signal is radiated (Q does not alter much with v (see 
Appendix 3)). This is un agreement with the results of Howe (1976), 
who found a corresponding result for the two dimensional case when 
a Kutta condition was enforced. The velocity dependence of the 
sound field is given by p ^  p U2M, since Q scales as TU which is 
proportional to U, and ,the frequency will be proportional to U.
i
There is a zero in the ;field at the cone of silence angle
i-1 !
9 = cos [(1 + (1 - a)M)C] as there was for the external sound
field, and there is an hxtra Doppler factor based on the convection
speed vMc.•
f!
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From Appendix 3, we see that
. «o J'(u r )„ -l r _ r o m o i
Q " 2ir l pjF J (ya)m=l o m
P rm o (U.6)
•bj2a2B2
■ U 2 c
In this expression, the value of Q is made up of contributions from 
the various radial eigenmodes of the pipe, the vortex ring being 
situated at a radius rQ. Substituting this value of Q into (1+.6) 
gives
P0U) l
m=l
ioR/
(1 - v) 1ra po kaf ^  e F(0)
2n 2o2
J (pa) (—---+ p 2 a2)o Hm
(U.7)
u 2c
where F(0) is a directional factor independent of u. This 
expression can be Fourier transformed to give the pressure level as 
a function of time,
p0(t)
- I
mrl
(1—v)
W R
ap ru o c a
R a3 'c. 9t J •
[exp{- V m (t-R/c> }] F(e)
r J'(u r )m o
a *J (u a) o Hm
which reveals more clearly the scaling of the pressure on U3.
In Appendix 3 we also derive an expression for the pressure 
field of § convected distribution of vorticity. Comparing that
case with this, we see jthat there is very little change in the
!
scaling of the farfield sound level with velocity.
The fields in the jet and pipe due to the convected vortices 
are again obtained from the internal noise case by the multipli­
cative factor
(u - u ) K (u )
Q(1 - v) ----- 2—
(u - u ) K (u ) c c
(h.9)
The sound field propagating up the pipe is obtained when u = 
at which condition this factor is simply
Q(1 - v). (b.lQ)
Thus the sound field transmitted up the pipe is again (-1) times
the pressure on the walls of the pipe in the absence of the duct
termination. It also varies as (l - v), vanishing when the vortices
are convected with the mean flow.
The pressure in the jet given by the pole at u = u cancels thec
incident pressure field on the jet boundary. The instability wave 
is given by the pole at u = 1/M, when the above multiplying factor 
becomes '
- 7  Q ( 1 - ; ( 1  - v )m ),
that is, the velocity fluctuation is given by
Ux = ^ (1i- (1 - V >M>J J I
-ikx/M
(**•11)
(U.12)
Unlike any of the other fields discussed so far, this does not
decrease to zero for vortices convected at the mean flow speed. A 
similar result has again been obtained by Howe (1976) for two 
dimensions. He found that there was a vortex wake present, which 
cancelled the field due to the convected incident vortex, and this 
enabled a Kutta condition to be satisfied.
We next consider the sound field generated when the Kutta 
condition is not enforced. As before we take the value of C(u) 
in the Wiener-Hopf equation as a constant. The value of C(u) is 
chosen to cancel the instability wave completely. Then all the 
Fourier transform quantities above are multiplied by
(u - 1/M)
K  - v,,) • e*-«:
In the farfield we take u = Ccos0/(l + cxMCcosO) as usual, and then 
the factor (U.13) becomes
v (1 ~ MC(1 - a) cos9)
(1 - v) ' (l + oMCcose) * (U.lU
f
This factor has two important features. First, for all u (except
1/Mv)* there is a application by .vy removing the previous
dependence on (l ~ v)* thus generated even when the
vortices convect with the flow. This effect of the removal of the
j
Kutta condition is again in complete agreement with Howe's results 
for two dimensions. Second, the sound field is less directional, 
one of the Doppler factors [1 - (l - a)MCcos6] being removed and 
replaced by the externp.1 flow Doppler factor (l + oMCcosfi).
The f i e l d  in  the p ipe  i s  a cc o rd in g ly  m u lt ip lie d  by the fa c to r
vM 1
(1 - v)M * (1 - M) * (4.15)
(4 . lit )  w ith  u = 1/ ( l  -  M), th a t  i s ,  by
The field in the jet due to the instability wave is obviously zero 
An alternative theory related to that just described has been 
given by Crighton (1972). He considered a simple instability wave 
whose energy is scattered by the duct exit. This is essentially 
given by the field due to the constant C(u) in the Wiener-Hopf 
equation. With C(u) = constant = CQ we obtain a jet displacement
Z(u) = - 2 -  
! K+(u) (4.16)
Substituting this into the formula for the pressure in the jet gives 
f+® p.c^k2D.2.C (ka)2(l - (l + M)u)e“lkxu k du
»j - afe L  J J J ; -------------------------------  • «"-IT)
kv J '(kva). -2a pc.2k2D.2 m n .1
_ -lkux ; ,/>+<» C e k du1 o______________
2ui ^  (l + (l - M)u) * (4.18)
The only pole in this expression is that representing a sound wave 
propagating up the duct, with amplitude
k C  e + ^ / U - M )  
o______ _____
(1 - M) (4.19)
j
Additionally, we find that there is an instability wave, which
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produces a velocity fluctuation
kC
Ux p .c.M * (U.20)G G
arising from the pole at 1/M * In Crighton's analysis this 
instability wave essentially drives the motion.
The farfield sound level is then given by
p.c.2k2VP2 (ka)2(l-(l+M)u)Co e~lkux H^(kwr)kdu
kw (kwa). -2p .c .2k2D .2ao G G G
(•*.21)
Following Crighton, we scale the results on the value of the velocity 
fluctuation
C k e+ikx/(l~M ) o___________
" (1 - M) at the nozzle exit,
to give
A.P_ 
,  - J L °
3u,Ki_ .1 r__ill
" i^rR H
(1 - M) (1 - (1 + M(1 - a))Ccos9) 
(1 + MaCcosQ)2(l - MC(1 - a)cos0)2
(•».22)
This sound field has several interesting characteristics. In
the low Mach number limit, M -*• 0, it reduces to Crighton's value.
While at first sight this appears to scale on Mj2, assuming to
scale as U., Crighton however, adopts a different procedure, noting
that is linearly related to the net force on the nozzle. He then
assumes that this force is driven by the unsteady flow at the nozzle
and must scale as U. , so that the sound field scales as U.3. The
J J
difference between our result and Crighton’s is in the fieldshape. 
In the low frequency limit his field shape is proportional to 
(1 - cos6) and he suggests that forward speed Uq will increase 
this sound level by two inverse powers of the Doppler factor 
(1 + aMCcosO). We see that this is incorrect, and the dependence 
on angle is considerably more complicated, except in the limit of 
vanishing Mach number. The complicated effect of external flow is, 
however, in keeping with other studies of forward speed effects 
(e.g. Dowling (1975), and Sections 2 and 3).
The field discussed above does not obey a Kutta condition, and 
any attempt to make it do so through choosing C(u) = C + Cx u (say) 
is doomed to failure, since adding the additional instability wave 
solution will just result in the pressure vanishing everywhere if a 
Kutta condition is applied.
U.2. External Convected Vorticity
The formula for the excess pressure in this case may be 
(oM - M )
written as p^ = - Qa exp[-ikx/M ], where M c . is the
c c c J
convection velocity. This velocity should clearly be scaled with 
the external velocity, so that Mc = ctvM. Then we can rewrite p. as
p. = V) Q ¿ikx/vM
and the corresponding value of P*(a) is
(1 - u) Qa
ik(u - 1/Mav)v (U.23)
This yields a multiplying factor, as introduced earlier, and 
relating the present problem to that with internal noise, equal to
,1 - v
> • ^
[u - (1'^  M)] [1 + (1 - M)/aMv]
[u - V aMv] [1 + (1 - M)/(l + M)] (k.2k)
In the farfield this factor becomes (setting u = Ccos9/(i + aMCcosQ))
[1 - M(1 - ov)] (1 + M(1 - a))Ccosei (1 + Ma(l - v ))Ccos9] (J*.25)
The major effect on the fieldshape, as compared with the case of 
internally convected vorticity, is that the Doppler factor in the 
denominator is much reduced in effect because of the lower vortex 
convection velocity.
Again, for the fields in jet and pipe we find that the pressure 
transmitted upstream is unchanged (for a given v), while the 
amplitude of the instability wave is correspondingly given by
2Q, (1 - v)a
1
M(1 - ov) ‘
UUU r m X © * v CXjTherefore, that amplitude, for given Q^,
(l — V )bigger by the factor than for the internally convected
vorticity.
The effect of relaxing the Kutta condition is again to
multiply the amplitude of the field by ^ - , which for the
M 1
farfield is given by Cc°581 . In this case
the relaxation of the Kutta condition gives a large increase in the 
sound field for vortices convected with the velocity of the external 
flow, so that the sound level is again non-zero when the vortices 
are convected with the flow.
In this section we have shown that when axisymmetric vortex 
flows interact with the jet pipe, sound is generated which scales 
in amplitude in the farfield on U.3. This is the same dependence 
as that found by Leppington (1971) who modelled the turbulence as 
non-convecting point quadrupoles close to the end of the pipe; 
we have, though, also shown that when a Kutta condition is en­
forced the sound field vanishes. This is because this sound is 
essentially driven by the pressure fluctuations induced on the 
pipe wall by the vortices, this vanishing to a linear approximation 
when the vortices are convected with the flow.
We have not considered supersonic flows here. The phenomena 
produced are not expected to be any different from those for 
internal noise, while some of the features of the flow found by 
Howe (1976) for vortices convected past a two dimensional plate, 
are also expected to be present.
5. ACOUSTIC ANALOGIES
In this section we use two forms of acoustic analogy to derive 
equations for the sound field. These enable the farfield sound to 
be ascribed to various monopole, dipole and quadrupole sources.
The results are of interest for several reasons. In the past 
these analogies have been used alone to determine the farfield 
sound. In most cases this has been done incorrectly, ignoring the 
quadrupole sources. We show that at high Mach numbers, these 
quadrupole sources are responsible for most of the farfield sound. 
Further, we show how the 0(l) fields induced in the pipe and jet 
may be deduced by simple reasoning in the low frequency limit, 
without reference to the Wiener-Hopf solution to the complete 
problem. We then use these zero order fields to evaluate the 
source terms.
We consider two forms of the acoustic analogy; that derived 
from the Lighthill (l952) equations and a different analogy, due 
to Dowling, Ffowcs Williams & Goldstein (1978), incorporating a 
mean flow. An alternative analogy is that of Howe (1975) which 
relates the sound field to unsteady vorticity. Howe (1979) has 
used it to discuss the transmission of sound out of a pipe with 
flow with results similar to those of our analysis, but restricted 
to low Mach numbers.
5.1. The Lighthill Analogy
Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings (1 969) have shown that the equation 
governing the sound field created by a moving surface defined by
f(x) = 0 and moving at a speed v is;
) H(f) (P - p ) = o
l 32 x. 3x. i J
+ 3t C(PoVi + P(ui “ V )5(f)
i
(5.1)
where u is the fluid velocity, T. . = pu. u . + p . . - c 2 <5 is the
1 J ij o ij
Lighthill acoustic stress, and p . . the compressive stress tensor.
We apply this to a surface which encloses the end of the nozzle and 
the outer walls of the pipe. To take account of the external flow, 
we express the solution to this equation in convected coordinates 
such that the nozzle is fixed relative to the observer. Then, the 
Green's function G satisfying
D'2
Dt2
C
1
3_
o 3x *
(5.2)
is
(5.3)fcirR (1 + m .r)c 2o
where r  i s  the d ire c t io n  o f  the observer r e la t iv e  to  the source
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and the result is valid in the farfield.
The sound field is, from (5.1), given by
P - P =
9yi
3y W f )  Ty) av -
J
3G
3y,- (pi- + pu (u. - V )H
+ + p(vi U£)) Zi dS (5.U]
where JL is the normal to the surface S. In the problem under 
consideration, the derivatives may be taken outside the integrals 
to give the farfield result
P _____________1_______
Uir R cQ2 (l + Mq c o s 0)3
[H(f) Trr] dV
kn R (1 Mq c o s 0 )j
3_
3t ’rn + pu <“n - » )n as
Uir R (1 M qc o s 0):
3_
3t P^ u o n P(u - V )n n dS
(5.5)
where the square brackets signify that the integrals are to be
r y_evaluated at the retarded time t - «/ + - r ----^  , M = U /c
^  ( 1  +  M C O S 0  ) 9 o  0  0o
and r and n denote the radiation direction and the normal to the 
surface S.
We now examine the quadrupole term in more detail. The stress
. dS
tensor can be written in the form T = (T + T" ) H(g) whererr rr rr
g = 0 is the boundary of the jet, and Trr and T^' are respectively
the mean and fluctuating components of T . We now take the timerr
derivatives inside the integral, and split g into g + g %  its mean • 
and fluctuating positions. Then
2 3T
H(f) H(s) Trr = fj- (H(f) - j f  H(g) * Trr 6(g) |f), (5.6)
St
and if g moves at speed v ,
Isat + V i£_i ax.i o,
so that
a1
at' [H(f) H(g) Trr] = (H(f)
ST " rrat H d )  “ Trr 6 ( i )  v£ | ^ ) ,
(5.7)
where we have ignored terms of second order in the fluctuating 
quantities. Thus the sound due to the quadrupole sources can be 
written :
(P " PJo =° Q lu R c2 (l +M cos0)3 3t i
3T'
H(i)
Trr H(f) «(¡) vi |^ ]  dV.
i (5.8)
It is clear that the source term due to the steady part of T..,
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acting over a variable volume, is equivalent to a surface source 
We may also write the sound from this quadrupole as
(p - P )n o Q UirR (l +MocOS0)3 3t J = [v.n T ] rr dS'J* (5.9)
where Sj is the exterior surface of the jet, which moves at speed
v. This is the velocity measured in free space. It is convenient
to convert this into a velocity in the jet flow. To do this we 
3n
write = "at » where D 1S the radial displacement of the jet
boundary. Then the velocity inside the jet, u , is related to then
displacement by
In
at + u In _J Sx un*
so that
_ p  ^ _ _________x______________________  3_
° Q 4irR cq2(1 + Mq cos0)(l - M^cos0)2 3t [u T ] dS . n rrJ j
( 5.10)
In this expression the change to the fluid velocity in the jet has 
caused one of the Doppler factors based on the external flow Mach 
number Mq to be replaced by one based on the relative flow velocity
<uj -  V  = “R V
For many purposes it is useful to relate the integrand of 
(5.10) to the pressure and velocity in the jet, since the radial 
velocity of the fluid in the jet is not a quantity easily 
calculated in our problems. The equation of continuity is, after
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linearisation,
D2l
Dt + p .c*J J V.u' = 0, (5.11)
so that if we consider a section of the jet flow, we find that
dV + p.c.2 
J J
u dS + 2P .C .
J J n dS
n
0, (5.12)
where Sx , are the axial cross section, and outer surface of the 
jet. Hence we find that for a section of the jet of length dx,
L Dt x
dx + P.c
J J (— ) ox' dS dx + P .c J J nn n
v_ r d0 dx = 0
(5.13)
For an axisymmetric motion of the jet it follows that the 'steady' 
quadrupole term is
( p “ P )QO Q
- Trr
UttR c2 (l + Mocos9)2(l - M^cos9) 3t J LDt •
3u
P.c.
J J
2 + 3x1 dV,
( 5 . 1b )
where the region of integration is the volume of the jet. We now 
apply the above results to a number of practical cases.
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i) Internal Noise Propagating down a Pipe with
Internal and External Flow
We consider initially the situation described in §3.1. and 
first estimate the relevant source terms. Clearly, the pressure 
and normal velocity on the surface of the pipe are both small and 
zero respectively, so that the sources on the outer wall of the 
pipe are negligible. At the nozzle exit the pressure fluctuations 
are similarly negligible, as the flow cannot respond to low 
amplitude fluctuations in velocity. Setting the pressure 
fluctuation at the nozzle equal to zero, and assuming that the 
radiation at low frequencies is relatively small (0(k2a2) in 
energy), we find that the reflected amplitude within the pipe is 
(-1) times the incident amplitude, in agreement with the exact 
solution. The axial velocity fluctuation at the nozzle is then 
given by Ujj = 2p?/p^c^, where u^ is assumed constant across the 
nozzle exit.
The motion in the jet is assumed to consist of the simple 
convected neutrally stable wave of axial velocity fluctuation and 
zero pressure fluctuation; this is the limit of the cylindrical 
vortex sheet eigenfunction for very low frequencies. We now use 
these zero order fields to evaluate the individual source terms, 
and sound fields.
The monopole is
1 3
UttR c 2(l + M cos9)2 9t o o
(5.15)
Here vn is the velocity of the end of the pipe relative to the
external fluid and is, therefore, equal to - U j the velocity u„
0 ;jJ
is then u^ + (Uj - UQ)> and with P - zero at the nozzle the 
monopole term is
P . A.
-.J. J
° M Iittr c 2 (1 + M cos6)2 3t
where A. is the exit area of the nozzle. J
The dipole term is
(5.16)
. _ . _ _______l______ _______3_
P P° D lirR c„3 (1 + cos8)2 3t tPnr + K  ~ vj] dS.n n
(5.17)
The quantities on the nozzle exit are the same as those used for 
the monopole source so that pnr = 0, pur(un - v )
= Pj (uN + u^. - u q )){\x^  - Uj). Accordingly, the dipole term is
.  P  , . P.i A.j (2Mr  * M°)cos9
0 D U m  co! (1 + M0 cosS)2 3t ’ (5.18)
while the unsteady quadrupole term is:
(p ~ po^UQ
A.
_  <J__________ -
itTTR C 3(1 + M COS0)3 o o
•00
tPur ur + (p -  co2p ) ] '  dy
(5.19)
Since the motion in the jet is dominated by the instability wave
p', p' are zero. Then with u = ^  + (Uj - UQ) we find that if
u = (t - y/U.) the quadrupole term takes the form N N J
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(p - po^UQ
= pi A i 2mr c o s2q r ru _ y(i-(Mr Mo)cose)
UuR c 3 (l+M cos0)3 J0 3t2 N U.(l+M cose) ^  ^  (5.20)
0 0  « u
Integrating with respect to y gives
(p
p. A. . ^M^M. cos28 
Po ) ~ 4ttR (1+Mq c o s0) 2(1-Mr c o s8) [— 3L3tJ
y = c
y=o
( 5.21)
and the contribution from the point at infinity must vanish for a 
causal solution, since the disturbance will not have reached 
infinity in a finite time. It follows that the contribution to the 
sound field from this unsteady quadrupole source is
(p " Po^UQ
- p A j  . 2Mp [4. cos26__________
UttR cq2(1 + Mocos0)2 (1 - Mycose) l3t J * ( 5.22)
We now evaluate the steady quadrupole term. Since there is no 
pressure fluctuation in the jet this is
(p ~ Po^SQ
rr
^ttR cq2(1+Mocos0)2(1-M c^os0)
3__
at 3u[■^ r] dy dS, (5.23)
How the value of Trr is p^. cos20 (u^ - uq)2 ~ a.q2 (p. - p ), 
that
so
P^ ” Po^SQ
(p. cos20M_-(p.-p ))J_______K - J o__________
4ïïR co2(l+Mocos0)2(l-MRcos0) -3
yCl-MpCosO)
u .(l + M cos6))^ dy dS* 0 0
(5.2b)
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and evaluating the integral as for the unsteady quadrupole, we have 
this sound field in the form
, _ . p.iA.i (mrW 6  - » v  . ,
P °° ItnR oo2(l+MocosS)(l-MEcose)2 3t ”25
Adding the four source terms ve find that the total sound field is 
then
p .A.
(p -  p0) = - 3-J- rUirRco
A iL f\4. J' 3t (l+M cos0)2 o
monopole
(2Mp+Mo)cos0
(l+MQcose)2
dipole
+ Mo)cos2e M^cos^e-^j/p^i)
(l + Mocos0)2(l-MRcos6) (l+M^oseJil-l^cose)2 
unsteady quadrupole steady quadrupole.
(5.26)
and simplification of the bracketed term gives precisely the sound 
field obtained earlier by the Wiener-Hopf method, namely
(PA.)
(p - p ) = ------------------------
UttRco2(1+Mocos0) (1-M c^os0)- A2 Lat J (5.27)
For high density ratios PQ/Pj and for high Mach numbers this 
total field comes mainly from the steady quadrupole term. In 
particular, this is responsible for the scaling (for a given u^) on 
the farfield density PQ rather than the .jet density p ., and for the 
high convective amplification observed on the fieldshape. Further, 
it shows that in problems of this kind involving coupled unstable
wave motion, it is never permissible to neglect the instahiUty 
wave when calculating the sound radiation. Indeed the sound 
from these unstable (albeit neutrally stable at low frequencies) 
waves apparently dominates the farfield sound for high enough 
Mach numbers. In some senses this last conclusion is not 
really surprising as the dominance of quadrupole sources would 
seem to be a universal feature of high speed flow.
We now consider, in much less detail, the radiation from a 
very hot jet. From the results of §3.1 we find that all the 
sound energy is transmitted out of the jet pipe. The fields on 
the exit plane are obviously p' = p u = p./p.c.. Ihese give 
dipole and monopole sound sources as described above and both 
can be neglected here since they are proportional to the jet 
density P ., which is by assumption very small. Of the fields in 
the jet, that due to the propagating guided acoustic wave is very 
small (proportional again to P.) and can be neglected. Because 
the density ratio is enormous, the boundary displacement is small 
(the jet boundary appears as if almost rigid). Therefore, the 
steady quadrupole source is negligible. The remaining term is 
the quadrupole due to the pressure wave
2e2
® ■ pi • ~ T  ---- 1--------- . (5.28)
(ka)2 I n  ka] 
j
For the essentially illustrative purpose of this section, we 
consider only the low Mach number case. Then the quadrupole 
element is dominated by the term (p - CQ2p) which in the limit 
p0/p. " ls Slmply P • Therefore, the quadrupole field becomes
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P - P = 1 3'
oicosQ
lnr R  c  * 3t2 ' o
2 2 c
7  e Si e
- ekx - wR/c
ay,
(5.29)
'v
Uir R c
ii*> c _ 2 _ ____o 2£
2 * COs8 * IT as e -*■ 0. (5.30)
Substituting for e, we obtain the result
P (2/ff)____________
[PQ/p _ • (ka)2 i'n (ka)]
(5.31)
which is precisely equal to the field calculated exactly in 
section 3.1. We have shown further that this sound arises from the 
isotropic unsteady quadrupole term.
In the above account we have only touched on the subsonic 
jet with a Kutta condition. However, since the purpose of this 
section was mainly to illustrate the principles involved, there 
seems little point in proceeding with the cases of a jet with no 
Kutta condition or of a supersonic jet.
ii) Scattering of an Externally Incident Sound Field by a 
Jet Pipe
This problem has been attempted by Jacques (1975) using an 
acoustic analogy. He, however, considered only the monopole and 
dipole terms on the nozzle exit. We shall show that many more 
source terms should be included; dipole sources on the outside 
wall of the pipe, and steady and unsteady quadrupole sources due to
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both the instability wave and the portion of the incident sound 
field which propagates along the jet, For simplicity we confine 
the analysis to a jet of the same temperature as its surroundings, 
and no external flow. We consider the various source terms in 
turn.
The amplitudes of the various sources are derived using the
following low frequency asymptotes to the unsteady flows in the
jet and pipe. On the outer wall of the duct, the pressure is
-ikuxx
equal to the ambient pressure, p = p^ e , for this compact
jet (ka «  l). The jet itself is surrounded by a pressure 
-ikUjX
fluctuation p^ e , the incident sound field, so that there is
a pressure wave of this magnitude inside the jet. The pressure
also sends a wave of amplitude p^ up the pipe, so that the 
• 4.V, • • ikx/(l-M)pressure m  the pipe is p^ e . Clearly, these pressure
waves provide an imbalance in velocity on either side of the 
nozzle exit plane. This is balanced by the convected instability 
wave (which has zero pressure fluctuation) and is accordingly 
described "by
u
u,
p .c.J J
[1 + (l + Mux)
n -ikx/M J e (5.32)
We now consider each of the source terms.
The dipole source on the outside wall of the cylinder gives 
rise to the density field
(p ' Po^DW o oUttR c (5.33)
where S is the surface of the jet pipe. If the incident wave is of
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the form
p = exp[ikx cos0Q + iky sin0Q]
we can write this dipole field as
-iwR/c
(p-pj
p. iu>el
o DW UlTR c 2 # o ' o
(2ir r00 -i(cos0-cos9 )kx
d<|> 2Tra dxsin0cos(4>-^)e 0
J r\ * ,
i(sin0o-sin6cos<ji)ka
(5.31+)
and to evaluate this integral for ka + 0 we simply expand the 
exponentials for small ka. Then
-iwR/c
(p -p _)
p. .iwe
° DW U*R c 2 o
'r2n r* ik(cos9 -cos0)x
d| dx 2irasin0cos(«|>-<j»^ )e 0
'o ' o
. [1 + ika(sin0Q - sin0cos(<J) - <¡1^ ))],
(5.35)
and the only axisymmetric term is
(P-Pj
p..im ira -imR/c nr 
1 ----------- e 0
°'EW IhtR c 2 o
p. . ituA. sin 0 e 
*1 - J____________
UirR c (cos6 - cos0 ) o o
ika sin20 e 
o
-iuR/c
i(cos0Q-cos0)kx
dx,
(5.36)
where we have assumed that k has a small imaginary part to ensure 
convergence at infinity. This is the most important of the terms 
neglected by Jacques, and is important even for vanishingly small 
Mach numbers.
The monopole on the jet pipe exit plane has strength
a
Pbjj = " \  (1 “ M), (5.37)
resulting in a sound field
iw A . p . -io)R/c
( p '  ^ ^ ( 1 ' M,e ° 'o
(5.38)
The dipole strength is
p + (PU2)' = p'(l - M) 2 (5.39)
and therefore, the radiation field from the dipoles on the exit 
of the duct is
iwA p. -iojR/c
(P " Po)DE = ^ " M)2 cos9 e ° * (5-U0)4irR co
We consider next the unsteady quadrupole due to the instability 
wave; for an instability wave amplitude u^ this is given by
iouA P. M2 cos20 u. -icoR/c
(p _ po^UQI =  ^ J 2 (1 - M cos0) e ’ (5*^1)
o
Here we have
U. = -1 p.c
p .  C O S 0-1_ (1 + _  0
J J (l - Mcos 0 )' 9O (5.1*2)
so that this quadrupole field is
-icoR/c
iu A.P. e
(p ~ po^UQI = JUirR c 2
M2 c o s26 
(1 - Mcos0)
C O S 0
(1 + — - °Cl - McosQ ) o
(5A3)
Correspondingly, the sound radiation from the steady quadrupoles 
excited by the instability wave is given by the previous result 
(5*25), with the new amplitude of the instability wave substituted
and with p = p., giving
J
(P “ Po^SQ
iuiA. p. e 
___J-li.
UttR c 2 o
- i a i R / c
M2cos20
(l - Mcos0):
(1 +
COS0
(l + Mcos6 ) o
■) .
(5.1*1*)
The unsteady longitudinal quadrupole due to the incident wave 
existing in the jet flow has strength
2M cos 0 cos 0
((PU )' * P' - 0.o P')rr = p q  M cos!0 . . (5 .1,5 )
Then using the earlier results ve see that the sound radiation from 
this source is given by
-iojR/c
A. e
(P - P j T = -jL
o . p
o'UQJ 1+TTR c
O r.,Z 2 2M COs‘0COS0- (M cos 0 + ---------- O. ,Cl ~ Mcos0 5 '* (5.1*6)
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On the other hand, the steady quadrupole due to the wave in the jet 
has strength
p.c.
+ -&) t Dt 3x rr 9
and the bracketed factor becomes, on substituting for p* and u,
iaip. cos20
7  ((i - Mc ose ) ' (1 " Mcose0n  ,
pjcj
while Trr is again just equal to M2cos20. Then the radiation from 
this steady quadrupole is given by
" Po^SQJ
-ia)R/c
• a O
l e a p .  A . e
3- J___1+ttR
M2cos20(cos20 - ( 1 - M C O S 0  )2) ,oo 
______________________o________ Q '
(1-Mcos0)(l-Mcos0 )O o
ikx(cos0 -cos0)
° jdx,
-irnR/c
A .  i ü )  p ^  e __________ °  M 2 c o s 2 0 ( c q s 2 0 o - ( 1 - M c o s 0 o ) 2 )
1+ïïR c (1-Mcos0)(l-Mcos0 )(cos0-cos0 ) o c o
(5.1+7)
Addition of these quantities, (5.36), (5.38), (5.1+0), (5.1+3), (5.1+1+), 
(5.1+6), (5.W), yields the radiation field derived exactly in the 
low frequency limit (section 3). Comparison of this result with 
Jacques’ shows that he has neglected all the quadrupole sources and 
also the dipoles on the duct wall. In the low Mach number limit 
our radiation field is
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(P ~ po} =
-i«jR/cA * OA p. ime
w T i  (cos6 " 1 +o
sin29_____
(cose - cose ) o
■), (5.U8)
of which the first two terms are those used by Jacques while the 
last is the duct wall dipole. Adding these up gives the low 
frequency low Mach number scattered field
(p - p0)
A p^ iw(l - cosS^Kl - cosQ)
inrR c (cos6 - cosà ) o o (5.1*9)
In this result, unlike that of Jacques, there is a reciprocal 
relation between the incident and scattered fields.
iii) Source Terms due to Convected Vortices
The wave transmitted up the pipe due to the vortices is taken 
ikjx/(l-M)
to be - pQ e . This allows us to estimate (again for
pj = pQ and no external flow) the magnitude of the dipole and 
monopole sources on the duct exit; the monopole source has 
strength
P. Ü' * P'U. - - (1 - M) p./=o> (5.50)
so that the monopole sound field is
A. iu -iuR/c
~ Po^M ” ltiTR c Pi ~ e ° • (5.51)o
Similarly the contribution from the internal pressure field to the 
exit plane dipole is given by the dipole strength p. (l - m )2, 
resulting in a radiated field
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-iuR/c
A. iu (l - M)2 p. cos9 e °
( P - po)E =_J k m ~ o--- -^------- ' (5.52)o
(There is no contribution to this source from the incident 
pressure due to the convected vortices since it integrates to 
zero.) The amplitude of the waves in the jet due to the incident 
pressure convected with the vortices is
P = e~ikx/Mv
which has an associated axial velocity fluctuation
-ikx/Mv- e
Ux p.c. M(l - v) (5*53)J J
where the convection speed U = Mvc..
c J
Matching the velocity fluctuations at the nozzle exit we find that 
the magnitude of the instability wave is given by
u. = (- 1 - - 71-  ) = — ïi (-1 + ~ vî)
1  p.c.  M (l-v )  ' p.c.  M(1 -  v)
0 J  J J (5.5*0
The strength of the radiation due to the instability wave unsteady 
quadrupole is, using (5•5^) and the earlier results,
-ioiR/c.
- A. iu p. e 0 M2cosz0(l + M(l - v))
(P “ Po^UQI ” UirR c M(1 - v ) (l - Mcos0)o (5.55)
Similarly, it follows that the strength of the steady quadrupole 
driven field associated with the instability wave is
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-iuR/c
(p - p0)
A ia> p. e ■*1 M cos20 (1 + M(l - v))
SQI 4ttR c q . 2(1 - v) M(1 - M cos 0)2
(5.56)
The unsteady quadrupole due to the waves convected with the 
incident vorticity is given by substituting for the pressure and 
axial velocity in the usual formula, to give
(p " Po ^ SQO
-iuR/c
A. e C— , J -
4irR c. 3t‘
,  . . 5  2 ~  2 M c o s 2 6 x iwt-ikx(l-Mvcos0)/Mv,Pi(-M2cosz0 + (Y _--y) e dx,
-iwR/c
A. e_J___
4ttR c
/. v , / „2 2Q  ^2Mcosz0 (i w ) P. (- M cos 0 + vM(1 ~ v) ' (l - VMCOS0) (5.57)
Finally, the sound radiation from the unsteady quadrupole is given 
by
^P “ po\jQ
-iaiR/c
A. p. M2cos20 e  ^ ,0°
= 1 ,...1__________________________  1_3t4irR c 2 ( 1 - M c o s 0 )  o
(I2 ♦ -i-3x 2 Dto p .C •
J 3
) dx. (5.58)
Substituting for p'=p^ and v this becomes
, -iwr/c0
, . _ A.1 S M2c o s20 . 1_
P^ ” Po UQ ^ttr c 2 (1-McosO) lü) Pi Mv M(1 - V)
+ (v“D 1 . Mv(1 - Mvcos0 ) ’v
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A. M2 cos29 (1 - (1 - vfM2)
- J — —- ----
UirR cq2 (l - M cosS)(l - MM
-iwR/c
iup^ e °
cos6) M (1 - v) (5.59)
Adding the various source terms we recover the original 
formula (U.6) for the sound radiation. At low Mach numbers it has 
the (l - cosQ) directivity similar to that for a scattered 
externally incident sound wave. For high Mach numbers the 
quadrupole terms progressively dominate and are responsible for 
the appearance of Doppler factors based on the vortex convection 
velocity.
5.2. The Dowling, Ffowcs Williams. Goldstein Analogy
Dowling et al (19J8) consider sources of sound (quadrupoles, 
surface dipoles and monopoles) immersed in a jet flow and show 
how the acoustic analogy•introduced in §5.1 must be modified to 
account for both the propagation of sound through the mean flow 
and for the presence of flow in the acoustic environment of the 
source. They do this by using a non-causal Green's function, free 
from troublesome instabilities.
Specifically, they show that for sources in a jet flow the 
farfield sound level is given by
p - P = & o W (H(f) v 4T
- 8
V 'i -j
5yT (6(f) V <Pij _ "“i (u3 - V » G+ li dS
- 6  j 6(f) Vf ¿Ip- (PQ v. + (u. - vi)p) dS. (5.60)
In this equation, G+ is what Dowling et al call the "reciprocal 
Green's function", representing an incoming wave (reverse time) 
solution and £ is ((l - M^)2 where Mr is the Mach number in
the radiation direction; but they show that 0G+ is equal to the 
more usual Green's function for a source in the jet flow with 
outgoing waves. In the expressions for the source strengths all 
the velocities and pressures are measured relative to their mean 
value in the medium in which they are situated.
We consider only the case of incident plane waves in the pipe 
Then at the nozzle p' = 0, and “ vi = uu ~ 2p^/p vh^le ‘the 
quadrupole sources vanish since they are of second order in 
fluctuating quantities.
The monopole strength is then given by
(pDt P^j + po (- Uo)} dS (5.61)
and the second term vanishes. The axial dipole has strength 
P' + Pj \  (\  ~ V *  <Ihis is Siven hy pU^ u^, so that the 
dipole source leads to the field
p^ ” Po^D 3^  \  % as- ( 5. 62)
Adding the two sources we note that the U, terms cancel
k 8yk
leaving
(p - PQ) 3G3 T Pj ^ dS (5.63)
Now for these low frequencies, it has been shown by Dowling et al
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that with no external flow
G = (|W ____
UttR (l - M cos0)2
ajr.r
6(t - t - R/ + — -) .c (5.6U)
Substitution of this in the above formula ( 5 . 6 k }  leads to the 
far-field density fluctuation
(p - p0)
p0 a . a y a t
i+irR c 2 (l - M cos0)2 o
(5.65)
This result is valid for no external flow. When external flow is 
present, the only change is that the Green's function is multiplied 
by (1 + Mq cos0) and the original result is quickly recovered.
In applying this analogy which explicitly incorporates a 
mean flow we have removed the quadrupole sources, which are now 
included implicitly in the Green's function which then accounts for 
all propagation effects. We have only given this one example for 
the purpose of illustration. The sound fields for the other 
cases discussed earlier could equally be derived with equal 
facility using this analogy. In particular, the light jet result 
follows easily if the appropriate Green's function is used.
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6. THE EFFECTS OF NOZZLE CONTRACTION
In this section we examine the change in reflection 
coefficient and sound radiation (section 2) when a contracting 
nozzle is connected to the pipe. Additionally we determine the 
radiation produced when a slug of fluid of different entropy from 
the mean flow convects through the duct.
The method of analysis we use is to assume that the nozzle 
is sufficiently short that the flow through it is quasi-static 
with no instantaneous storage of mass or energy in the nozzle. We 
need therefore only consider the conservation of mass flow or 
energy flux across the nozzle. Our method is then identical to 
that employed by Cumpsty & Marble (1977) for turbine disks and by 
Candel & Marble (1977) for variable area ducts. It is also 
similar to an analysis of the nozzle problem by Ffowcs Williams 
(1971)« That analysis though contains an error (see Mani (l98l)). 
We further assume that at these low frequencies the boundary 
condition at the end of the nozzle is that the pressure fluctuation 
p' is zero, (cf. section 2). For higher frequencies the theory 
could still be used but some sort of impedance condition at the 
nozzle exit would have to be used.
The equation of continuity of mass flow, applied at the two
ends of the nozzle, at stations 1 and 2, say, is (pUA) - (pUA) = (
1 2
Linearising this in the fluctuations in density and velocity gives
Pi' «1 ' Pz' «2'■ -«II — <f ■ ■  « * — ..
P1 U1 p2 U2
9 (6 .1 )
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an equation exact for low enough frequencies. At higher
2
frequencies it should be augmented by a term -r ^ \m dx
) x ( p U A j  a t
representing the instantaneous storage of mass in the nozzle.
For a frequency w, this term is of order wL/c smaller than the 
others, where L is a typical nozzle length, and may be neglected 
here. (Of course the argument is only valid for fixed values of
M and in particular is not expected to be uniformly valid as M -*■ 1.) 
Since p 2' = 0 and entropy is conserved, (6.1) may be rewritten
+ H^) = (Ulj
u \  (u 2 (6 .2 )
The other equation we use is the energy equation. This states 
that across the nozzle the specific stagnation enthalpy is 
conserved, so that
(CpT' = (CpT' f Uu'), (6.3)
where T" is the temperature fluctuation. Since entropy S is
conserved and TdS = C dT - dp/p, it follows that with p ' = o andP 2
V
pi
+ Uu '+ (T l l ~ T2) si U u ' 2 2 (6.4)
In this equation, as with the continuity equation, we have 
neglected, a term of relative order f -  representing the unsteady 
storage of energy in the nozzle.
Assume no» th a t  upstream  o f  the n o s t le  there  are in c id e n t and
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, -iosc/(U+c) iojx/(c-U)reflected waves e and R p, e . Downstream
of the nozzle there is a convected neutrally stable wave 
-iuEc/U2
u e . W e  substitute these forms into our mass flow and2
energy conservation equations giving, respectively,
p. u M
— ^  [(1 + R)MX + (1 - R)] = —  . —  , (6.5)
P , C  2 2
and
P- c 2 U
— -—  [(1 + R) + M (1 - R)] = M --- . —
V , 2 1 V c‘ (6 .6 )
Solving these two equations (6.5), (6.6) we find that the velocity 
is
2M2 c 2 (1 + Mx)
u =
MlCl ‘ (1 + M 2 c 2/M 0 2) ' pl °l ’1 1
and the reflection coefficient is
(1 + Mx) (1 - M22c22/MlCl2) 
(1 “ V  (1 + M22c22/MlCl2)
In these expressions, we can use
(6.7)
(6 .8 )
c 2 (1 + (Y - DM jV j)
---- = -----------------;-----  , (6.9)
c22 (1 + (y - 1) M22/2)
for isentropic flow, y here denoting the adiabatic exponent while 
for small Mach numbers, M2/Mx = \ / A z (the area ratio of the nozzle),
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so that then
(1 + m 2a 2/a x) (1 - M2A x/A2)
(1 - m 2a 2/a x) (1 + M2A1/A2) • (6.io)
It is clear from this expression that the reflection coefficient is
M2• The result is in agreement with the recent experimental 
results of Bechert (1979). In that paper Bechert presents a theory 
for this phenomenon which is similar to ours, except that it does 
not include the effects of compressibility and is, therefore, 
restricted to low Mach numbers.
A consequence of the above theory is that since both the 
radiation field and the instability wave amplitude depend only on 
the velocity u2 at the nozzle exit, the ratio of their net energy 
fluxes is unchanged and quite independent of the nozzle contraction. 
It is, nevertheless, of interest to express the radiated sound in 
terms of the upstream pressure wave p,.. The radiated sound power
2 2
zero when M2c2 /MjCj = l,that is, when M2 = AJ,/A1 for low enough
is
Substituting for = u2 this becomes
n+y/,>
u - V > ! o
c
_ü_°) (_±) ------'J:--------- .
P2C2 C1 (l+M22C22/MlCl2) (6 .12)
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where Wj is the power flux in the incident wave in the pipe.
Therefore the ratio of the farfield to the incident power, (w /W ),
c2 R I
is increased in the ratio — ------ — ----- -- by the contraction.
c ^ l  + M22c22/MlCl2)
This ratio is less than unity which shows that there is always less 
power radiated due to the addition of nozzle contraction, even at the 
condition when the reflection coefficient is zero. In that case, all 
the incident power is, to first order, transferred to the instability 
wave.
We consider next the transmission of sound out of a choked 
nozzle. Instead of assuming as the boundary condition that there is 
an instability wave downstream with zero pressure, we use a 
condition of constant non-dimensional mass flow through the choked 
nozzle. This condition is the same as that introduced by Cumpsty & 
Marble for a choked turbine. The choked nozzle condition is that
<n^oi/A*oi) = constan'fc
where m is the mass flow, A the area, and Tqi and p the 
stagnation temperature and pressure. In this case the energy 
equation cannot be used to determine the unsteady flows since the 
choked flow is not isentropic.
Cumpsty & Marble linearise the constant mass flow condition to 
obtain an extra equation relating the pressure, temperature and 
velocity at the entrance to the nozzle. In our case there is no 
need to do this. We note that, since both the choked and subsonic 
values of the reflection coefficient must be the same when M = 1, 
we can obtain the choked flow reflection coefficient for arbitrary
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upstream Mach number Mx by simply setting M2 = 1 in (6.8). Then 
■with ca2/c 2 = (1 + Mx2)/(^~), the reflection coefficient is
(1 + M.) ((Y + 1) Mx - 2 - (y - 1) Mx2)
R ---------------------------------------- —  , (6.13)
(1 - Mx) ((Y + 1) M1 + 2 + (Y - 1) M^2 )
(1 - (Y - l)Mi/2)
= (1 + (Y - l)Mi/2) * (6*lU)
For subsonic Mx (this is always the case), this reflection
coefficient is always positive and less than unity. This may be
compared with the negative value obtained for a non-contracting
nozzle. If the full anlysis with the constant mass flow relation
is used, the same result is obtained.
Another interesting result that can be obtained from the above
theory is the reflection coefficient of a duct inlet. This result
is obtained by reversing the sign of the Mach numbers in the formula
(setting M = - Mz, m2 = “ M2) and putting A2/Aj_ = 0, for a
"bellmouth" inlet. Then we find that the magnitude of the reflection
coefficient is equal to (l - M)/(l + M). This is in good agreement
with the experimental value of Ingard & Singhal (1975) who obtain a
value of [(l - M)/(l + M)] . Further, it corresponds to total
reflection of the sound energy incident on the end of the tube.
Finally, consider an entropy wave incident on the nozzle from
upstream. Again we take p2  ^ = 0 at the.nozzle exit. We assume that
-itox/icj-TJj )
the pipe contains a wave of form p e , and that entropy
is conserved across the nozzle. The continuity equation then reads
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P1(1 - Mx) U2
P x V  Mi
c2M2
and the energy equation becomes
(6.15)
Pi
(1 - M j  + (Tx - T2) s' = U2u2 (6.16)
Hence
(Tx ~ T2) s' = u 2(U2 + M1cl2/c2), (6.17)
so that
U2 =
(Tx -  Tgis-* c2M2
— W  T "(1 + -^-i-) Cl2Ml
c12M1
px =
(Tx - T2)s' p,
c7zm22
(1 - Mx) (1 + - ^ - )  
Ci2
(6.18)
We can now determine the sound radiated to the farfield, using
p - p = uz
1+uR (l - cos0)2 (l + Mo cos0)cq2
Pq Agi a) u2 F(0) 
~  UttR »say,
to give
Pq A iu) F(0) (Tx - T2)s" c2 M2 
P° U-rrH (1 + c 22M22/c^M1 ) c 12M1
(6.19)
and the energy reflected up the pipe is
Pl2 (1 - M ^ A i
pi ci
Ai(Ti " t2)2 s ' 2 p i2
Pi ci (1 + c22M22/c12M1) (6.20)
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In the above formulae Tz - T2 and s' may easily be related to 
other flow parameters. For small Mach numbers, Tj - T2 ^ AP/p 
where Ap is the pressure difference across the nozzle. (More 
generally, Tx ~ T2 = (u22 - u1a)/2G and s' = - C (~-) where P' 
is the density fluctuation due to the entropy wave). From this we 
see that, if this density varies on a time scale ^  4/ where i 
is a typical length scale, then the scaling of the sound field is, 
for low Mach number, as
- tt 2 2
<£>
2 0 P . 2 2Cj c
( 6 . 2 1 )
More generally, in this low frequency limit where additionally terms 
2
of order M are neglected,we can show that with p„ = p the radiatedz o
field is
. _ (l+2Mcos9) A2Pq 3_ . Ap> AP Ai________
P2 = k ^ R  C at Lp P A , ( l  + MA,/A )O 2 1 2
( 6 .22 )
For M -*■ 0 this result reduces to
P lnrR * p
1
c AP,
which is in precise agreement with the results derived by more 
sophisticated means by Ffowcs Williams & Howe (1975). Their 
analysis assumes that a sharp fronted slug of gas of density 
different from that of the mean flow is convected through the 
nozzle, and determines the farfield sound by a rather nore elegant 
application of the acoustic analogy.
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7♦ DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The purpose of this section is to discuss the overall features 
of the results obtained in sections 2 -6 and to compare them with 
such experimental results as are available.
There are a number of comparisons with published data that can 
be made for incident internal noise. Figure 5 compares our low 
frequency field shapes (2.U5) with the exact calculations of Munt 
(1977) for the same problem, for cold jet conditions (C = l)j the 
two agree beyond 60° to the jet axis. Near the jet axis there is a 
discrepancy which increases with frequency and Mach number. This 
might have been expected since our predicted power levels increase 
very rapidly as M nears unity, and would be expected to exceed the exact 
values. We note that, in the theory, as the jet nears sonic 
velocity one of the branch points tends to infinity and then the 
approximate factorisations which we have used are not uniformly 
valid as M -*■ 1. That would accord with expectations that the 
reflection coefficient should actually decrease near M = 1 , so that 
at M « 1 it changes gradually to its zero value for a supersonic 
jet. Therefore our solution is expected to be invalid for Mach 
numbers close to one. In Munt's (1977) paper theory is compared 
with the experimental results of Pinker & Bryce (1976) for both 
hot and cold jets. In the latter case the agreement is good, as it 
is for our theory for low enough Mach numbers. For the hot jet 
Munt's results are much lower than the experimental points close to 
the jet axis, and show a dip consistent with refraction of sound 
by the jet. A possible reason for this disagreement is the incomplete
modelling of the jet instability waves. In the mod& problem these 
grow exponentially as along the jet and have no conventional 
acoustic farfield. In reality, however, the growth is limited by 
the spreading of the mean flow downstream of the nozzle and by 
non-linear effects. Further, in Munt's theory, the region of the 
discrepancy is the one where the direct field of the instability 
is present, and limiting the growth of this instability would 
probably result in an extra farfield, dependent on the growth and 
decay rates of the instability wave, but confined essentially to 
the angular region in which the direct field of the original 
instability wave was present. In our theory, there is no such 
outside the jet associated with the instability waves, 
since this angular sector is vanishingly small for these low 
frequency waves which grow at negligible rate.
The reflection coefficient we have determined is in agreement 
with both the limited experimental data of Schlinker (1977) and 
Munt's computations (1979). However, it would appear to be valid 
over only a limited frequency range. At non-zero frequency it is 
found that for non-zero Mach numbers the reflection coefficient 
initially rises to give a peak at a nearly constant Strouhal 
number and then decreases as more sound is radiated, in accordance 
with the established theory without flow (Levine & Schwinger,
1948 ). We note though that this behaviour does not violate 
conservation of energy, since |r | is always less than 
(1 + M)/(l - M). In a subsequent paper (Cargill, 198lj chapter 3 
of this thesis) we carry out the low frequency calculation initiated 
here to higher order in ka, with results that adequately reproduce
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the entire behaviour observed experimentally and computed by Munt.
In our theory the effect of external flow on intensity has 
been shown to be nearly as (l + Mq cos6)-6 near 0 = 90°. This is 
in excellent agreement with the results of Pinker & Bryce (1976), 
which covered higher frequencies. The highly directional field- 
shape we obtain is, further, characteristic of sources immersed in 
jet flows at low frequency (Goldstein (1975), Mani (l97h)).
Of great interest is the comparison between the net power in 
the pipe and the power radiated to the far field. Figures 6-8 
compare our results with Hunt's exact theory (1979), Howe's low 
Mach number theory (1979) and Bechert, Michel & Pfizenmaier's 
(1977) experiments. For the lowest frequencies all four are in good 
agreement. As might be expected, our theory diverges from the 
experiments and Munt's theory for higher frequencies, and 
agreement is only obtained over reduced frequency ranges as the 
Mach number is increased, which is consistent with overprediction 
of the far field sound levels. We have shown, further, that the 
conversion from acoustic to hydrodynamic energy implicit in these 
relations is critically dependent on the existence of a Kutta 
condition at the pipe exit. When the Kutta condition is relaxed, 
and no jet instability wave is produced, we find that there is no 
such energy conversion, in agreement with Howe (1979). Further, we 
find that then all the incident energy is reflected up the duct and 
the reflection coefficient is - (l + m )/(1 - M). We have also 
shown, again in agreement with Howe, that if the instability wave is 
replaced by some sort of neutral wave convected at a speed vMc., 
then the radiation changes with v from the Kutta condition value 
(v = 1 ) to the non-Kutta-condition value (v = 0).
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An alternative way of looking at the power transmission ratio 
is as a function of Mach number. In figure 9 we compare our 
results with Moore's (1976). We find that at Mach numbers between
0.2 and 0.8 agreement is good despite the relatively high ka 
value (0.U6) of Moore's experiments. At low Mach numbers our 
result fails because the Strouhal number of his experiment is no 
longer low, while at high Mach numbers we probably over-estimate the 
farfield radiation.
A further corollary to this energy loss mechanism concerns the 
resonances in a tube with flow. We have shown that energy is lost 
from such a tube, and this loss would result in the elimination of 
any resonant peaks. This has been demonstrated by Ingard &
Singhal (1975). Their results, as reproduced in Figure 10, do indeed 
show a significant reduction in the relative amplitude of the 
resonant peaks of the frequency response when a mean flow is present.
When the jet is "hotter than it is compact" we find that a
quite different set of phenomena occurs. Then, all the sound
escapes from the pipe (the reflection coefficient is zero) and is
channelled along the jet, which in this limit behaves as a rigid
walled tube. There is no jet instability wave. Further, the
pressure in the farfield is reduced relative to its normal 
P P x
(_° -v o(l)) value by a factor * [—  (ka)2 in (ka)]" . This factor
J <3
is by definition large m  the light jet condition. We find, though, 
that for a jet composed of a perfect gas, the condition always 
fails around the 90° position in the farfield, where there is a 
peak in the field shape corresponding to the Mach angle for 
disturbances transmitted along this very hot jet. These results are
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entirely consistent with those established by Dowling et al 
(1978) for jet noise. Interesting though this result is, it 
appears to have little relevance in an aeronautical context, as the 
temperatures required to achieve the light jet condition are far too
high ( * 10,000k ).
Examination of our results for a supersonic jet shows 
phenomena similar to those for the subsonic jet. Again there is a 
conversion from acoustic to hydrodynamic energy. But compared with 
the subsonic jet, the reflection coefficient is now zero, since 
sound cannot propagate upstream against the flow, and there is an 
additional motion of the jet which corresponds to the steady wave 
structure of an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet. The energy in 
the pipe splits itself between the instability wave and these quasi- 
periodic waves. The field shape of the radiated sound is also 
somewhat changed as compared with the subsonic case.
Our result for the scattering of an externally incident sound 
wave by the pipe may be compared with the theory of Jacques. He 
deduces the radiated sound from an application of the acoustic 
analogy. We show this to be incorrect, firstly because he neglects 
the sources on the wall of the pipe, and secondly because he 
neglects the quadrupole sources in the jet. Our results do 
however agree with his for the "zero order" fields in the pipe and 
jet column. An interesting feature of the field shape of the 
radiated sound is the appearance of a zero at the cone of silence 
angle for waves propagating out of the jet and into the ambient 
fluid.
We have discussed the sound generated when vortices are 
convected past the end of the pipe. This sound is shown to scale
as p2 * pV mV / R 2 which is in agreement with other theories, 
for example that of Leppington (1971) who modelled turbulence by 
Point quadrupoles. The sound source due to convection of 
vortices past the end of the pipe only exists when there is an 
external flow over the jet, and could be one of the "installation 
effects" of Bryce (1979) which raise the noise level of an 
aircraft in flight above the level predicted for pure jet noise.
An important feature of our result is that, when a Kutta 
condition is enforced, no sound is radiated when the vortices are 
convected at the speed of the mean flow. This is similar to a 
result obtained by Howe (1976) for the convection of line vortices 
past a flat plate. In our model it arises because the sound field 
is essentially driven by the pressure that would exist on the wall 
of the duct if it were infinite, and in our linear approximation 
this is proportional to the convection speed of the vortices 
relative to the mean flow. When no Kutta conditions are enforced, 
the response of the sound field to this pressure is increased and 
the dependence on the velocity of slip removed.
We have re-examined Crighton's (1972) theory for the 
scattering of an instability wave by the pipe. We find a result 
which agrees with his in the zero Mach number limit, but differs 
somewhat otherwise, where the field shape is altered due to the 
internal and external flows. Then the effect of flight is more 
complicated than the four powers of Doppler factor assumed by 
Crighton.
In all these problems which we have solved by the Wiener- 
Hopf method in the low frequency limit, we have implicitly
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assumed that both Strouhal number (ka/M) and Helmholtz number are 
small. This limits the usefulness of the solutions. In an 
aeronautical context, Strouhal numbers of order one are important. 
Examination of all our formulae shows however, that as the frequency 
is changed the field-shapes are all changed by the same factor 
(/v l/K+(u)). To obtain the behaviour at these higher frequencies 
all we have to do, therefore, is use Munt's results for the 
internal noise at higher frequency and scale the other results 
appropriately. Subject to the comments we have already made about 
Munt's results compared with ours, our results for these other 
mechanisms may be directly read across to higher frequencies.
We have used Lighthill's acoustic analogy to deduce a set of 
equivalent sources for these sound fields and we find that there 
are usually four types of source: dipoles and monopoles on the 
duct exit and side walls, and two types of quadrupole in the jet 
flow. The quadrupoles involve the unsteady part of the Lighthill 
stress tensor acting over a fixed volume, and the steady part of 
the stress tensor acting over the variable volume of the jet, the 
latter reducing to a surface source on the outer surface of the 
jet. At higher Mach numbers and for high density ratios, the 
sound from the steady quadrupole dominates the far field and is 
responsible for the high convective amplification on the field 
shape of internal noise radiation. It is also responsible for the 
sound field being proportional not to the jet density as one 
might expect, but to the farfield density (for a given velocity 
fluctuation at the nozzle exit). We have also shown, in consequence, 
that in problems such as these the instability wave is an essential
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feature of the unsteady motion of the .jet. In the low frequency- 
limit, the instability- wave degenerates to a neutral convected 
vorticity pattern on the jet boundary.
We have also used another analogy due to Dowling et al (1978), 
which incorporates, explicitly, the effects of fluid shielding by 
the mean flow. Then the only sources are those dipoles and 
monopoles on the duct exit alone, while the quadrupole sources are 
negligible, being now of second order in fluctuating quantities.
Thus the field shape and density dependence appear as an artifact 
of the particular Green's function used and not of the quadrupole 
sources.
We have produced a simple theory for the effects on these 
sound radiation problems of the contraction of the nozzle. In the 
low frequency limit we find that this contraction has no effect on 
the transfer of power from acoustic to hydrodynamic energy, but does 
have a large effect on the reflection coefficient. Indeed, as the 
Mach number increases from zero, the reflection coefficient 
decreases instead of remaining constant, reaching zero when the 
Mach number is equal to the area ratio of the nozzle. This 
behaviour is found in recent experimental results of Bechert
(1979)> and figure 11 compares our result with his. The position 
of the minimum in the reflection coefficient is well predicted.
For a choked supersonic nozzle we find the reflection coefficient 
is always positive, and less than unity.
We have also used this theory to study the sound produced 
where 'hot spots' or entropy waves are convected out of the 
nozzle. Our results are in excellent agreement, for low Mach
number, with those of Ffowcs Williams & Howe (1975) and show the 
sound field to depend on the temperature drop across the nozzle.
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APPENDIX I
PROPERTIES.OF THE WIENER-HOPF KERNEL - SUBSONIC FT,DM
The purpose of this appendix is to set out the properties of 
the kernel K(u) of the Wiener-Hopf equation (2.20);
[D? J (kva)kw h£ ( kwa) - yD 2 H ^ ( k w a )  kv j '  (kva) ] , , , 9 .1 m m o m mK(u) = P;C.kz — 1i------------------------;------- ( T P --------
J J kv.kw . J '  (kva) H v J (kwa)m m
(A.1.1)
We consider first the axisymmetric case, m = 0. Then as ka 0 the 
denominator
kv kw J '  (kva)  ^ (kwa) ^ —  k 2v 2. m m it (A.1.2)
• ik + —This has the factorisation --- v .vir *
where v+ = ((l - Mu) - u),
v = ((1 - Mu) + u). (A.1.3)
The quantity
[D.2 J (kva) kw  ^L J m m (kwa) - Y D o m (kwa) vk J^(kva)) = Q, (say)
is, to second order in ka,
D.2(l - --k7—  ) kv [- ~ —  + kwa(—  i n  ) - - - -i---- —  )J *  ir kwa 'it v 2 ' 2 2tt ir '
2i wka\ tt i
- Y Do2 kv (- kva) (- f  - * 1 - ^ S _ ) ] ,  (A.1.U)
where Ye is Euler's constants, y p = * 57721 ...1»
Multiplying out the bracketed term:
Q =
2i D.
----[1na
! D.z(kwa)2-YD2(kva)
- T  [ D.‘
J
-] [to <~r) + Ye 2 2 J J'
(A.1.5)
The zeros of this expression depend on the ranges of the parameters
involved. We distinguish between the two cases, that in which y  is
0(l) as ka -*■ 0, and the light jet case of Dowling et al (1978)
where Y >> ----------- as ka -*■ 0. For the former case the
(ka)2 £n ka
zeros are near u = /M ,at u = uq, uq = —  (l ± ia) where
a
IY ,
2 • kva U n ( ~ £ ) 'E (A.1.6)
which is to be evaluated with u = 1/M.
Then it is clear that Q may be factorised as Q+.Q~, where, for 
k 6  A (Fig. 2)
+ 2iM2 , w  *>
« ’ I T  (u ' V  (u ■ uo>' u - 1. (A.1.7)
with
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u ,u*o o
= - ± =sl [£n (M
M ¿2 M2 2M
(1 - C2(l-a)2M2)^) + YE " ^  •
(A.1.8)
This expression differs from Munt's, because we have included terms 
of 0(k2a2) and not just 0((ka)2 to ka) to obtain the correct 
normalisation for the to ka term.
When Y is sufficiently large it is clear that a is no longer 
small and this approximation breaks down. This is the light jet 
limit. There, the second term in Q dominates. In Q, we have 
Y = C2 for a perfect gas, and therefore
(A.1.9)
il2 ~  2
(A.1.10)
D.2(kwa)2 - Y D 2(kva)2 = - (kau)* (d /  - Y D 2), j ° j o
12 Z
« - S  + ^  <DJ* - » Bo 2> < ¥  > *
+ 0(k3a3).
Then the zeros of Q are near u = 0, at ± ie, say, where e satisfies 
Q(± ie) = 0, or
1 + k2a2e2Y [to (^~) + Yg - “  - =0, (A.l.ll)
so that to a first approximation
= /2 / ka | to (^l^)l^e (A.1.12)
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Then the factorisation is
Q+ = (vi + ie), Q~ = (u - is). (A.1.13)
Trae2
We now consider the case of other azimuthal modes, at low 
frequency. In the limit of small ka, u finite, the mth azimuthal 
kernel function K^iu) may be expanded for small ka to give
K (u) * m
p .c.V a 2rr9/kvax,kvavm i 1 .Vm! n  2 ’ 2tt
2 Nm+1(— ) vkwa' vn2 —  /kvaxm-l,kvax i / 2 vm, T o m!  ^ 2 ;  ^ 2 } ir W '  J
kva.kwa (§*) (r^ - ) m+1 (7 SL. (^a)“"1) 2ir kwa 2 m! 2 / '
).c.2k2a2 (D.2 + Y D :2). 0 J J 0 (A.l.lfc)
The zeros of this factor are both in R so that we obtain the result
Km+ = P.c.2(ka)2 (B.2 + Y Do2),
(a .1.15)
K = 1.m
This factor (D^2 + Y Bq2) will be recognised as the dispersion 
relation describing the instabilities of a plane two-dimensional 
vortex sheet in compressible flow. The zeros are where
(1 - Mu)2 = ± iy(l - Mau)2» (A.1.16)
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i.e., at
*  _ 1 (1 ± i y )
uo* Uo M (1 ± iay) ’ (A.1.17)
where the upper and lower signs refer to the stable and unstable
modes of the jet. The factor (D.2 + y D 2) may then be written aso O
Dj2 + Y Do2 = M2 (1 + a2Y2) (u - uq) (u - uq*). (A.1.18)
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APPENDIX II
PROPERTIES OF THE WIENER-HOPF KERNEL - SUPERSONIC FLOW
This appendix examines the properties of the Wiener-Hopf 
kernel K(u) for supersonic conditions. As before, K(u) is given
For convenience we consider only the m = 0 mode and ignore the 
light jet condition.
In the subsonic case, the only poles of the numerator of
(A.2.1), that were important at low frequencies were those
representing instability waves. The other poles near the zeros of
J (kva) represented waves in the jet decaying as exp[- j /a/(l-M2) 
m an
where Jm(j^) = 0, and were unimportant. For supersonic jet speeds,
these poles produce non-decaying waves, which are the analogue of 
the wave structure of an imperfectly expanded jet in steady flow. 
We divide the range of u into two regimes for the factorisation of 
K(u). First, where u «  l/ka these poles are of no consequence, 
and we can again approximate K(u) as
(kwa) -y D 2  ^ (kwa)kv J,'(kva)]__________o m____________ro_____
(A.2.1)
m mn
K(u) =
(kv)2 a
(A.2.2)
For supersonic flow this is a plus function. This is because K(u)
depends only on the jet, not ambient, conditions, and because no 
waves can propagate against the flow. Therefore we can take 
K"(u) = 1 and K+(u) = K(u).
For values of u »  1/ka the poles of the numerator of (A.2.1) 
become significant. We only deal with the case of no external 
flow, where o = 0. Then, we can approximate K(u) as
K(u) = [
2p.c.zkzD.z J (kva) 
__iLJ____J___2_____j
kv.J' (kva) m
(A.2.
Again, we can take K (u) = 1 and K+(u) = K(u).
If there is an external flow present, we have to consider the 
full numerator, and K (u) is no longer unity.
APPENDIX III
THE PRESSURE FIELD OF CONVECTED VORTICES 
(a) Internal Vortices
In this appendix we determine the pressure fluctuations 
induced on the wall of a pipe by convected vorticity. Specifically,
in which the vortices move at speed Uc- We first solve for the 
perturbation in stagnation enthalpy due to these vortices. This 
quantity is used rather than pressure since the latter vanishes 
when the vortices are convected with the flow.
The equation governing the perturbations in stagnation 
enthalpy due to vorticity is (Howe (1975)),
for isentropic flow. For the present case, with a uniform mean 
flow and convected vorticity, this equation becomes
We transform this equation into co-ordinates moving with the 
vortices. Then, with x' = x - Uct, we have
1 ^V - V2)B = V.(m A v ) -- £^r*(w Av)> (A.3.1)
c
(A.3.2)
(u." v 2
where p = ( l ----“— z--- ) accounts for the effect of com-c •
J
pressibility. The Green’s function for this problem, satisfying
V 2 r G + BZG .. . x x 6(x' - xQ) 6(r - ro)/rQ, (A.3.U)
is
-y |x-x |/e
“ J (ym r ) J (y r) e m ° 
q  - V o • m o ~ ™
m=l
- m
2ira y 3 J (y a) m o m '
(A.3.5)
where
J ' (V a) = 0. o - m
Applying (A.3.5) to (A.3.3), we obtain the result
B = r a I -
o 1
U„ Jo(Vmr) 
2i.a‘ u 6 ’ Jo (lV l)Cl
W o 1 'Um |x-xol/B a , ,
Jo(llma) K, (ro“(ro’x))dr
(A.3.6)
If we assume that the vorticity vanishes at the walls of the duct, 
tu(a,x) = 0, then
B = I
l
r uc
2nazB
J' (y r)o m
J (y a)o m
J (y r )o m o
J (ya)o • m
e
w(r ,x)r dr dx. o o o
(A.3.7)
To use this result we need some specific form for w(x,r ), and 
consider two cases - convected ring vortices and a convected
we
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distribution of vorticity.
i) Convected ring vortices 
Here we take
ai = rô(r -  r  ) 6(x.') o (A.3.8)
representing a vortex with circulation T and radius r . Foro
convected turbulence, the appropriate magnitude of r is u'l, where 
u-" is a turbulence velocity fluctuation and l is a length scale. 
From (A.3.7) the fluctuating stagnation enthalpy is
00 U T r  J ' ( y r )  J  ( y  r) en c o o  -mo o m
B = i — -----------------------  •1 2ira2e[J0(yma)32
(A.3.9)
In this expression we have reverted to the original co-ordinate 
system. To convert to the perturbation in pressure, p', we note 
that here
1 _ DB
p 3t = Dt
so that
P -I
l
p. Tr (U - U.) J '(y r ) J (y r) .1 o c ,i o -mo o m
2rra2e [JQ(Pma ) i 2
-yJx-U t|/6 m c
(A.3.10)
We observe that the pressure fluctuations are dependent on the 
velocity of slip of the vortex relative to the mean flow, in this 
linear approximation. If non-linear terms had been included there
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would be an additional component of order p 'v* p .u'2 which would
0
not vanish for U = U ..c 0
In the problems we solve in this paper we need the time 
harmonic components of this pressure. Defining the Fourier time 
transform of p(t) by
p(«) (A.3.11)
we have
P(“ ) =
-iwx/Uc
------- • (A.3.12)
1 2«* [J0(V >]‘ UcC ^ f - +]i2 2 }
c
In practice we require the pressure fluctuations on the duct wall, 
which are
p Tr (U -U) j;(ji r )J (u r)iBy ,T o c_____o • m o o - m____■_
_2..2„2
p(oi,a) =
K  (v r ) U.-U
h  X  y  t -S
-iwx/U
-]
P r e-m o
(“W   ^,.2 _ 2 (A.3.13)
U +
An interesting facet of this expression is that there is no 
pressure fluctuation due to the zero order radial mode of the 
vorticity distribution.
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ii) Convected vorticity distribution
We next consider a distribution of ring vortices <o(r,x - U t);c
from equation (A.3.16) we find that
p(t) =
-y |x-x |
f (U -U.) P. J ' ( v r ) J j v r )  r u ( x ' r )  e m ° dr dx c j .1 o m o o m____o o o o o
^  ß [Jo (V o )]i (A.3.1U)
We now Fourier analyse this using equation (A.3.11), splitting to 
into its wave number components. Setting
<o(x,rQ) 1_2tr
.+» -ikx
to(k,rQ) e 0 dk (A.3.15)
we have
p(to)
(2u)2a23
-ik(x-Uct)-icot
Jö(V o )Jo(V > roM(k-ro )e g) an a t to
5 U 0(Mm>)l2 (k* * u*/e*)
(A.3.16)
Integrating with respect to t and R, and noting that
-ikx-i(io-U k)t _
F(k) e C dt dk = ~  F(g-)
c c
(A.3.17)
we find that
p(to) =
® i(U.-U )
I  — J- s -2irU 1 c
J (y r )J (y r) o m o' o m ' ,u P i --------- :----- to l
-icox/Ur
J [J (y a ) ]2 o m
U •*<,> C
iy r m o
(Siaifii V )
mU
(A.3.18)
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This is then the pressure fluctuation due to the vorticity 
o)(r,x) convected along the duct. It again vanishes when the 
pattern is convected with the flow.
iii) Convection of vorticity along the outside of the duct
We consider the same situation as above, except that vorticity 
is convected along the outside of the circular pipe. The Green's 
function satisfied by (A.3.^), with = 0 on the outside of the 
tube is first derived. We define the Fourier transform of the 
Green's function as
where A is a constant to be determined from the boundary condition. 
3GSetting —  = 0 on r = a, gives
G(k) = [ G(x) e ^  dx, (A.3.19)
so that B, the Fourier transform of B, must satisfy
(A.3.20)
The Green's function, with r < rQ, can then be written
G = f (iBkr ) J (ifikr) + A (i&kr), (A.3.21)
4 0 0  0 0
A = - f  H(2) (i&kr ) 3' (i&kr W 2) (igha). " 4 0  O O  O O
Hence for r < rQ
(A.3.22)
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A
G = k
H(2) (iBkr ) o o
( Z ) '
IT ' (iBka)
[ H ^ r(iBka) Jo(i(3ka) -  H*2 )(iBka) J -(iB k a )],
(A.3.23)
or equivalently,
A , K (Pkr )
G = 27 K ^ i B k T T  [Ko(3ka) Io(Bkr) ‘ K0(ter> i:(e*a)] . (A.3.21*)o o
For the duct wall r = a, we find, using the Wronskian for Bessel 
functions,
G 1_2tt
Ko (Bkro)
Ska K' ((3kr ) o' o'
(A.3.25)
and hence the pressure on the duct wall is given by
P =
-ik(x-U t )+ikx K (Bkr)c o o
(2ir) 3ka K (Bka) *^Uo”Uc^ 3r r^ot0^ x »ro))
dx dr dk. o o
(A.3.26 )
If we again assume that w(x,rQ) i s  zero on r  = a, (A.3.31) gives
-iwx/U_P .
P = ’ ^
r K'(Bwr /U ) o o o c
a K " (3ma/U ) o c
(uo - y  «
"u
(o(x',r ) e
iwx'/U
dx'd r . o (A.3.27)
We consider two cases as before:
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(a) Convected ring vortices 
Here
u = r fi(x)
gives
p(a),a)
iwx/U
- p . r K'CBur /U )(U - U )r e c,7 o o o c o c
2ir a K '(Bua/U ) U o c c
(A.3.28)
For low frequencies, where our acoustic theory is valid,
p(u>) £l2tt
(U - U )0 c
Uc (A.3.29)
This is a much simpler result than for the interior of the circular 
pipe. It is caused by the non-appearance of duct modes for an 
infinite medium.
(b) Distributed Vorticity
Here we take the vorticity as io(ro,xo). We then find that
p(co,a)
+00
S —03
ro K '(Bur /U ) (U o o c c
a K "(Bwa/U ) o c
iwx/U
- 0oM « / U c ,ro ). cdro 
UC
(A.3.30)
Again, the pressure fluctuations take on a simple form for
ugr /U << 1, o c
P . U - U 
- (S.____2p(to»a) = 2^ — ~)
c
u -irnx/U
a c drQ* (A.3.31)
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All the results in this appendix result in pressure fluctuations of 
the form
U - U
p(oj) ^ — °) Q(w) exp(- iaix/U ) ,
c
where Q is a constant depending on the strength of the vorticity in 
the pipe. The pressure fluctuations accordingly scale on the 
velocity of the vortices relative to the mean flow.
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CHAPTER J
LOW FREQJENCY ACOUSTIC RADIATION FROM 
A JET PIPE _ A SECOND ORDER THEORY
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STIWIARY
In several recent papers, Hunt has solved the problem of the 
radiation of sound out of a jet pipe by the Wiener-IIopf technique. 
This paper extends his work, giving explicit formulae for both the 
farfield radiation, and the sound reflected back up the pipe for an 
incident plane wave. These formulae, which are valid to second 
order in the ratio of duct diameter to wavelength, are shown to be 
in excellent agreement with Munt's exact numerical computations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An important problem in the study of aero-engine noise 
is the propagation of internally generated sound out of the 
jet pipe to the farfield. This paper presents theory relating 
to that problem, for the case of low frequency plane wave 
internal noise.
The problem of sound propagation out of pipes has a 
long history, its modem era beginning with Levine and 
Schwinger [1]. Using the Wiener-Hopf techniquef2], they were 
able to obtain exact formulae for the radiated and reflected 
sound waves in the pipe, in the absence of any mean flow. At 
low frequencies, they found that the magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient had the form ( /  — «?(&/ X) ) where CL is the duct 
radius, X the wavelength and pt is a constant. The radiation 
field was found to be omnidirectional for these low freque­
ncies, the pipe behaving as a simple source. At higher 
frequencies the farfield sound became beamed along the pipe 
axis. The first attempt at incorporating a mean flow into 
the analysis was that of Carrier [3]; he showed that provided 
the flow was the same everywhere, both inside and outside the 
pipe, then a solution could be obtained by a relatively 
simple modification of Levine and Schwinger’s analysis.
Candel C4J has given a similar solution for a two-dimensional 
duct.
The first attempts at including different mean flows 
inside and outside the duct were made by Mani[5], for a two- 
dimensional duct, and by SavkarEbJ, for a cylindrical duct. 
Unfortunately, their solutions were only approximate and did 
not consider the all-important instabilities of the jet shear
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layer, because they used an approximate but inappropriate 
factorisation of the Wiener-Hopf kernels. Recognition of 
the importance of these instabilities, is crucial to a 
correct solution of the problem, since it has a bearing on 
the condition assumed where the flow leaves the pipe, which 
in turn affects the farfield. This was originally demonstr­
ated by Morganf7] and Crighton and LeppingtonCS], who showed 
how the correct allowance for the vortex sheet motion in the 
related problem of a two-dimensional splitter plate offered 
one a choice of whether or not a Kutta condition was satisfied.
The first complete solution to the problem under dis­
cussion here was given by MuntE9l. He again used the Wiener- 
Hopf technique and obtained a solution that both obeyed a 
Kutta condition at the end of the pipe and satisfied the 
requirement that the radiation be causally related to the 
incident field in the pipe. Despite the considerable simpl­
ifications in the theoretical model to make the analysis 
tractable, very good agreement was obtained with experimental 
measurements of the farfield directivity pattern by Pinker
and Bryce C103. Extensions to this work were given by HoweD13 
and Cargill [ 1 2 , 1 Howe solved the problem in the low Mach
number limit and was able to give analytic results for the
reflected field inside the pipe. In that low Mach number
limit, he showed that the end-correction of the pipe was
equal to its value in the absence of the mean flow plus an
additional part due to the flow. He also discussed the
behaviour of the reflection coefficient, showing it to
decrease from unity at low frequencies. A feature of this
and other analyses in which a Kutta condition is assumed
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to hold at the pipe exit, is that most of the acoustic 
energy in the incident wave is converted to hydrodynamic 
energy associated with the instabilities of the jet column. 
This loss of energy was first discovered by Bechert et al £14] 
and by Moore [15l and is correctly predicted by the theories. 
The two papers by Cargill of which [12] is a summary and [u] 
the detailed analysis, considered Munt's theory in a low 
frequency limit which does not require the Mach number to be 
small and in that important respect differ from the theory 
of Howe. With these assumptions, Cargill was able to give 
specific formulae for the low frequency radiated field shapes, 
and showed the low frequency limit of the reflection co­
efficient magnitude to be unity. An additional feature of 
his analysis was the inclusion of alternative solutions in 
which a trailing edge Kutta condition either did or did not 
hold. He found that in the absence of the Kutta condition 
and in the absence of shed vorticity, the reflection co­
efficient was increased to a value of (l+M )/(l— ^  ). In 
a similar vein, is work, by Rienstra DéJ. A new feature of 
his limit was that he obtained a value for the pipe end- 
correction in the low frequency ( with Mach number
fixed) limit, showing it to be different from the low Mach 
number value Çlowe [l ll ). Recently, Ting [I7J has tackled 
the low frequency problem, for a two-dimensional duct, in a 
quite different way, using matched asymptotic expansions: 
his approach really relies, however, on the use of conformal 
mapping to solve the "inner" incompressible problem and 
cannot be adapted to deal with the axisymmetric pipe problem.
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Work complementary to that of this paper is presented 
in two papers by Hunt [18,19"]. The first of these deals with 
the reflection coefficient, for a cold jet, and the second 
with the radiated power. Munt shows that when a mean flow is 
present, the pressure reflection coefficient does not initially 
decrease with frequency but increases, reaching a maximum 
value at a Strouhal number of 0.5 and thereafter decreasing, 
but still remaining higher than the value it had in the 
absence of the mean flow. This increase is reduced by the 
addition of an external flow. It might be thought that the 
increase violates energy conservation but this is not so and 
the energy reflection coefficient is always less than unity.
This increase in the reflection coefficient is well substant­
iated by experiment [20,21 ,22], at least for the lower Mach 
numbers. Munt also shows [1931 that the previously mentioned 
power absorption phenomenon is well predicted theoretically, 
in agreement with experiments [14].
The aim of the present paper is to model the above 
phenomena in more detail. One of the features of Hunt's work 
is that only computed results are given, which do not necess­
arily enable the physical basis for the results to be under­
stood. The aim here is to obtain explicit formulae for the 
reflection coefficient and radiation field to second order 
in the frequency parameters, thus showing in detail how the 
interesting features of the reflection coefficient arise. In 
the author's opinion, this paper is likely to represent the 
limit of what it is useful to do with this problem analytically. 
To go further than the present approximation would produce very 
complicated formulae which, as a result, would do little
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to aid physical understanding.
The paper begins by summarising the Wiener-Hopf theory 
of the sound transmission problem following Munt C9] and 
Cargill El 3J. The results are derived both with and without 
the application of a Kutta condition, and also with the jet 
instability assumed to consist of a neutrally stable convected 
wave following Howe £1C)J. The next section determines the 
reflection.coefficient. This is done by expanding the Wiener- 
Hopf split functions to second order in the frequency para­
meter,)?.^. A solution is thus obtained that is valid as 
with the Mach number,fixed. It appears that this solution 
is valid, at fixed (|?a) over the whole range of Mach numbers, 
so that it is not restricted to low Strouhal numbers 
As a result the theory is able to predict the whole range of 
the results presented by Munt, using a simple analytic formula. 
Results are given both with and without Kutta conditions, and, 
unlike Munt [l8,19j, they include the possibility of different 
temperatures inside and outside the jet. The effect of the 
Strouhal number on the end-correction is also discussed. 
Finally, the paper derives formulae for the radiated field in 
the same limit. This enables some assertions made by 
Cargillfl3l» concerning the field at high Mach numbers (jet 
velocity greater than ambient sound speed), to be proved.
The paper concludes with a discussion of where further 
work is required on this problem. In particular, the possi­
bility of modelling some features of the real jet excluded by 
the present idealisation is highlighted.
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2. BASIC THEORY
The purpose of this section is to summarise the theory 
contained in MuntT93 and Cargill fl 3] , which forms the basis 
of the work in later sections. The following problem is 
considered. A rigid cylindrical pipe of radius a, containing 
a fluid of density^ , sound speed Cj and mean velocityU.: is 
placed in an ambient medium of density p 0 , sound speed Co and 
mean velocity a.. The boundary between the two fluids, Y-q., 
X>0 takes the form of a vortex sheet, which is attached to 
the pipe at x = O  (.Fig, 1). The pipe contains an incident
sound field having a pressure perturbation
f> = f i e x f  [¿Ac-jt-cleu-ix] , (<i)
in which kLUListhe wave number of the incident sound field, 
and for the plane waves considered here is kuC.= 
where A!j = (Xj /c.j . The frequency kcj is assumed to be of the 
form cj(fe.[ex.p£-oSj * where & is between 0 and"iT,and will be 
set to zero at the end of the analysis. To account for the 
presence of the pipe termination, we assume correction pressure 
fields f J*® to exist in the jet and in the ambient fluid 
respectively. These fields satisfy the convected wave
(2)
equations
1 J_S_-r y 'àv
and
4- i ly a V- + J - 5 -  4  -  CY«*.- ^jcCÌ ) hs ~ Or* *" J '3TC/J I 9
where CL, - ^j/co ) oc =• U j / U o  .
(3)
Since the problem involves incident plane waves and the 
geometry is axisymmetric, the dependence on the azimuth angle 
^  may be dropped. These equations (2) and (3) are solved
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subject to the requirements that the particle displacement 
^  is zero on the walls of the pipe (r — a, x. 4.0) and is 
conserved across the jet ( r - x - >  O) and that the pressure 
is constant across the jet boundary ( r « a .J t > o ) 1
To proceed with the solution one introduces the Fourier 
transforms
P 1 ^ )  =
+ -0 O
t ,, ¿kar,
pC*) H ( ± x " ) C (4)
—  CO
for the pressures, and similarly z.% are defined as the 
Fourier transforms of ^(x)H(±x), where H  is the unit step 
function. In these transforms, the ±. parts are analytic in 
the regions 'ig. 2), which overlap in a strip of regularity,
the correction f ie ld s  P j; Po , s a t i s fy  the equations
(J- 3 y e> + w )  P j
0[1
(5)\~r
f ± Z nr + Po ll o
(6)VY zv z>r J
v *- :(Cl-Hup-- u.'*•) and w 1 *  G X i - K n u ' f - u ? ,
in which the branch cuts of^ w  are taken as shown on Fig. 2, 
and the values of VjW taken so as to ensure regular behaviour 
within the strip of overlap between RJ*~ and R~. Solving these 
equations, it is obvious thatPojPj have the forms
Pj * , (?)
Po = ^
where To is a zero order Bessel function of the first kind and
, ,0-)
tic, is a zero order Hankel function of the second kind. 
Fourier transforming the boundary conditions, it is found that 
continuity of pressure gives
P / K )  -  p.+ (ai) -  h  =  o  .
i.k(_u-iu}
3
(9)
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( 10)
continuity of displacement across the jet shear layer 
similarly gives
z/-(«.-) -  Z . + ( n ' )  = o ,
and the rigidity of the pipe implies that
- Z f  (a.*) = o . (11)
Solving these equations, one finds that
K __ _ = Pfc*)- P.'C“-’)=F'(wp02)
i l4(u.-uc)
where
Ko) = -  kcj-pc
and Y = ( P ° / p j ) ’
fpyy)k.W l-4 Jp jbo UvTptW) 4
* T 0'C\iv*) wa) -*
0 3 )
The solution of equation (12) is described in some detail 
by Munt[9J» Essentially the technique is to split K  into the 
product of two factors f\+, K » regular in R^and R  respectively, 
so that we obtain the functional equation
•Z+£ U ) K V ) - ___
ck(u-M.^ K  (i\i)
= F"M-__EL
ikcu-ut) [k  tut) K'Cu)] (14)
One initially solves this equation with the edge condition, 
that the vortex sheet must leave the pipe with zero gradient, 
i.e. the usual Kutta condition. Initially S is taken as 
greater than Afj Ha , where U0 is the instability pole of K(>). 
Then, as U■-**> j 'vU.3/2- , K  C**) ~  u. ^  (see e.g. Munt[9]).
Since it is assumed that as , so
that 'v' ^  * • By Liouville’s theorem, this
implies that both sides of equation (14) must be equal to zero, 
so that
Pi______________ .
c k (u -u c )-K + (k  )K ^ U |)
Z ( u )
( 15)
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To obtain a causal solution with real fe (i.e,£=-0 ), 
one deforms the Fourier inversion contour continuously to give 
S - O .  In so doing the pole at u»U.o is encountered, and a 
contribution due to this must be added to (15) to ensure that 
the field is regular whenI«*k<o, a requirement for causality 
(Morgan [7]). Thus
Z m  = ___--------------------------------------------
^(i*-u{)KV)K w )  K  (UiY '
In the above expression, K *  are taken as the analytic 
continuation for i (o^Uo^of K 1" defined with 
In practice it will be convenient to work with & = O f and in 
that case the split of Kt*) is (say), in which
K+lU) ( =  hClU)(u-u.) . , .
(lA~U.o )
It thus follows from (1 5 ) that the fields inside the jet 
and in the ambient medium are given by
Pj (u) = k'pid'bfToQkvQ Pc_________  t
pc ( ^  _ k^cJ-po 3 ^  H?'’p w )  P l___________
k w  H ^ O w / )  ¿k(u-ui)K +0  )k”£iu)
(18)
(19)
The fields in the ambient medium and in the jet pipe are then 
obtained by Fourier inversion in the usual way.
When the Kutta condition does not hold, then the dis­
placement -v oc^as i-) w , so that u. as u.-*«o .
Therefore, the left hand side of (14) is O 0 ) as . Thus
by Liouville's theorem, both sides of the equation must be 
equal to a constant,E (say). That is, from (15),
Z M  = Pl__________  . E
¿k( k-ui)fcnu) K~(uc) K +  (* ) (20)
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Clearly, there is an infinite number of possible solutions to 
this equation, each corresponding to a different value of £ .
Only one of these is of interest, though, and that is the one 
for which there is no instability wave pole produced, so that 
Z  £uo)»0. This is termed the non-Kutta condition solution, 
and with
ET =  --------------------------  > (2 1 )
K -£<*i') ck ^0
is precisely the same as the result that would have been 
obtained if the causality argument had been ignored, and 6 
taken as zero from the beginning, That is
$ » .K u * .C U) = O )  ■ ’ (22)
where I  is any field variable.
A third solution that will be required later is that 
introduced by Howe [11]. He argues that at high Strouhal numbers 
the jet boundary may well be thick on the scale of the hydro- 
dynamic wavelength, Uj /cjfe.) » while remaining thin on the 
scale of the acoustic wavelength (h.1T/fc ), at low Mach numbers.
He therefore proposes that to the non-Kutta condition solution 
one should add another solution, corresponding to a neutral 
convected motion at wave number k UH , say, with the requirement 
that the Kutta condition is restored. That is, we set
Z/V> = P l ( u - u «0________ _I______ ft h-o)_______
ck(u-uq) kV) IffCue) ( Uo-iu) ck(u-UH) K V )  K"Oh) (u.-U 2 5
where A  is a constant. Adding these so as to obtain the
required growth of ^ a t  t-p O , one obtains the relation
analogous to (22)
-  J" . (u . -
H utt A / . \ f \(Uc-Uo )(u -ILh ) (24)
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Some of the implications of these solutions for the 
farfield sound and the reflected field are discussed by 
Cargill C13J- The discussion of the deductions from these 
solutions is split into two sections. In the first, the 
reflected field in the pipe is discussed and in the second, 
the farfield radiation. In each case, the analysis is taken 
to second order in the frequency parameter ka, as opposed to 
the first order analysis of D  3J.
THE REFLECTED FIELD INSIDE THE JET PIPE
Using (18), the reflected field inside the jet pipe is 
given by
-ikui
p j ( x )  = __!_  fe V jV A i  du
2-TTc  ^ fe|/o (25)
— 00
For X.<0, the contour may be closed in the upper half plane, 
giving pole contributions from the zeros of TJCkva.} , which 
represent duct acoustic modes travelling upstream away from 
the nozzle. Of these, only one does not decay exponentially at 
low frequencies. This is the plane wave mode given by U= U.r 
leading to
-¿kurX
Pj/'x) - x (.**) €________
a  K f ( U y ) K ‘iU:)(Ur-U;) (26)
C/-M)
Clearly what is required now is the asymptotic behaviour 
of K"+i[u<-'),K (U,;) . Now are defined in the usual way
by the integrals
e x U  KCs) d s  
. C*-*)
■» (27)
in which the contour is taken within the region of regularity 
so. as to run below u. for K + and above for (<”. Since
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f 3*  i f c  / 'f ')  Jo(ktA*p>j -& o  kvJo^kv«) ¡ - ¡ t \k iM a j J f
L fe’v w  T^o1 (k.\Za.) (-{^ 'Cb-Wa.) J
it is convenient to split K  into three factors,
koo = - 3 is!sLfii3 jh . s .T ,
where
S  = —  ^~°£kva) kv<^
2 Ut/^kva)
1
(28)
(29)
(30)
and
T -
kw Hc.^ fcwja) 3VQftv<^*
,U)>
kwH.frv(fc*0 T.(fc„0Djl (31)
These factors have been chosen so that S J - * \  as k«.—■* O, 
with UjK fixed. Substituting in (26), with £> = S + ^ , and 
noting that the first factor in (29) becomes
- 2 v  r  i i f
kVxC/-Ci-i-n)«) JL(I+Ci-n)u) J
and evaluating the integrals in (25) and (2 7) with & - 0 ,  so 
that one must add the term due to the instability pole, one 
obtains for the reflected pressure wave
f -  F £ e ~1 kUirX (l+M) (Ho-uQ
0 - H )  (Uo-Ur) S f t U f ) S " U ) T V ) T " t u O  (32)
In this integral the split functions are defined using (27) 
with i~ O , and the (u.0-Uc)/( u» - u.y'j factor arises because 
of the need to make this field continuous with that obtained 
when S ><5o^uu>, when the contour in (27) runs the other side 
of Ho. The functions £jT will now be factorised in turn. To 
calculate the modulus of the reflection coefficient, one only 
needs the magnitude of the split function; this is given by
(33)
- K ( ^ l Vl«xb 1 Ceor^ KC$) A s
3 ^ 3  s-u- J
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the value of the integral for by noting that only the combined 
value T ~ ( '/!+")] is required. This, using
(55) and (33) > is equal to
T +<l£n,r ï t k , ) “  « f
C/OtKnC)
[ I
» 3 l 2>jl IC^ '/l-n) (S~ 'Atn). 
-cr/Ci-*nq)
— e xp r
[ >  <ix
" -c /c  !-*.*<)
_ r
—  -fe-xp
<is (36)
(d J^/Dj as j ; (37)
J-ÎÎS îl1 say (38)
J
Noting that D® ■*= 0 ~  U}1 , $jx * Q - r t u } x , the integral
for may be performed by making the substitution 0-ns)= b
to give
Ï -  -i-M J
r0  + <Jn/0*n<7))
(<- n<4 /CH-*nc?) (39)
_  (f- <*)C
(i-nxGKi-*f) +  M  H ( i - ^ ric?)0-ncCi-«))J ’ (40)
^ [0-t- «HC? (!■«• n c ’O-«))] #
Substituting (37) into (32), and using (40), one finds that 
correct to second order in(ka), the magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient is
i r  I C uo-  » / o + n ) X i + * )  f 1 -  * M l  ^  \  
| R U  = (lu-e ' / a - ^ O - n j l1 (41)
where the subscript ^  refers to the fact that a Kutta 
condition holds. When the Kutta condition does not hold, one 
has, using (22),
| R L u  >  i l ± ü i ( i -  J Ü î ï  £ )  • (42)
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where K l«-) is any kernel function, and the integral is 
interpreted as a principal value. Taking £  first one notes 
that since o at Uv; uc 3 ¡S ,|S ( .
Examining the integrand of (33) one sees that between the branch 
points, on the path of integration, V is real, so that 5 = 0. 
On the parts of the path from — \f(\~M) to c70 and i/Oi'n ) 
to co t y=-l[v/| so that is again zero. Thus there is no
contribution to IS1 ! from the integration path. Nor is there 
any contribution from the portion of the curve that is indented 
round the branch points.
Considering the factorT, one first notes that on the 
part of the path outside the branch cuts, w  = -t|wf % and 
■y/xz-ij vI . It then follows that on this part of the integration 
path e u g T = 0  • There is similarly no contribution from the 
indentation round the branch points. From the appendix, the low 
frequency expansion of T(«-) , obtained by expanding T ix )  as 
O » Ujhi fixed, is
Examining this formula, it is clear that I when
y-^o^at the branch points U ^ U ^ U y so that there is a unit 
contribution to IX^t^lfrom | T K ) | ^  '. Furthermore, it is also 
clear that a/^T|>) is only non-zero on the part of the 
integration contour between the branch points at u- C/(|+°<.nCi) 
and *— ^*/0~ ocncî), and there
rn T (*) = ,
° 'a- Cl1 «ij1 2 (35)
correct to second order in (k^ o.-) . Nov;, it is easiest to find
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Examining these in detail, one first notes that at 
sufficiently low Strouhal number a»-* V m  , so that 
In the same limit, (Rl A/K Ci+Mj/C-fi) . These are in
agreement with Cargill [15]. At high Strouhal number u0 is a 
zero of the plane vortex sheet dispersion relation
) = o  .
\ kv k w  / (43)
In the low Mach number limit, one can take VjW j- -Cu. in (43), 
so that
Uo =  f 0  +  ¿ r 4 )
h  ({-t- C flC 2T V /v (44)
It is clear then, that when the two flows have the same 
speed U 0 is again (jjM )and the factor
) ] [ ( > • “ ,/ 0 + ' i | / ( < u  f  i / 0 - n ) ) J
appearing in (41), is unity. When the two flows have different 
speeds, this augmentation factor, that increases the reflec­
tion coefficient above unity, is given by
I l +  t (i-f I
/ / f - c  r*L ( / - M  0 - K ) )  I (45)
This clearly illustrates how this augmentation increases for 
high Strouhal number to a constant value, which increases with 
Mach number and density ratio, but is unity when the speeds of 
the two streams are equal.
It is of interest to compare these results with Munt's^l^"^ 
exact computations. The important feature of the latter is 
that as the frequency is increased from zero, the reflection 
coefficient rises above unity, reaching its maximum value at 
a Strouhal number (W* /ill m ) of about 0.5 and thereafter 
decreasing. It is easiest to examine the present formulae in
so
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the low Mach number limit | , and for a cold jet,
that ¡¡A —  ( .
Then in the absence of external flow
O ' 1)11" ~ r ( I- fesl*). 
(j-n)k. t-l v ^ I (46)
The last part of this expression is the Levine and Schwinger 1 
reflection coefficient, so that the effect of flow is, to first 
order contained in the first factor, which we shall refer to as A. 
Writing Uo = (ui + £Uv)/r? , where in this low Mach number
limit U ^ U t  are functions only of , and expanding for
small M  one finds
I d I t  m V Ul1 f- Uj> (47)
In the low Mach number limit, values of W,jUj. have been given 
by Crow and Champagne [24] using a theory due to Batchelor and 
Gill £253» These values have been used to calculat jAjwith 
results which are compared in Fig. 3 with those derived from 
Hunt's paper. As can be seen, the two are in excellent agree­
ment over the whole Strouhal number range. Figure 4 compares 
the present results with those of Hunt for Mach numbers of 0 
and 0.3. The agreement is excellent, except at high frequencies 
where the approximation k* «  | fails to hold. Furthermore, 
these results are in good agreement with experiments(£20], [21] , 
[22],see [18J).
At higher Strouhal numbers, still for a cold jet, it is 
convenient to look at the effect of external flow, since here 
(Fig. 5) Munt shows the effect of the external flow to be
considerable. For U.o — > , so that
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[ f \ l ^  ( ( +  n O ' ° 0 ) (48)
'Phis demonstrates the redaction in reflection coefficient with 
external flow.
Examining now the non-Kutta-condition solution, it is 
clear that here the initial lift in the reflection coefficient 
is completely absent, although, of course, the absolute value 
is always greater than unity. Indeed, in the same low Mach 
number approximation as was introduced earlier,
lR W =  & * * ) •  (49)
There is thus no dependence on Strouhal number through the 
instability poles.
The most interesting aspect of the two solutions, 
represented by [R. (K and [R|^ lies in the energy fluxes involved. 
In the case of the Kutta condition solution, acoustic energy 
in the jet pipe is converted to hydrodynamic kinetic energy in 
the jet instability wave. No such transfer occurs when the 
Kutta condition does not hold 03])* It does not appear pos­
sible to produce a formula for that energy transfer that 
displays explicitly its dependence on the Strouhal number, 
since the value of IU is not known as a function of Strouhal 
number. The energy aspects of the non-Kutta solution can, 
however, be ascertained as follows.
In the non-Kutta-condition solution, the net energy flux 
in the pipe is clearly given by
0 - n ) T | (50)
p  j \ '
in which the usual formulae for the energy fluxes in positive- 
and negative-going waves have been used (see, e.g., MorfeyC.2 0 ). 
Substituting for [ R.\NjK , one obtains
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v v - - K M i i i i r . J L
PjCj 1 C 1 l51)
Now from Cargill [$0, the radiation field of the non-Kutta- 
condition flow is
b = ( P o / p j )  fe Tra" (i-tn) pc___________  .
r 4TrR((+ x n d a n ô  )zC l-  M C  ( i- k )c*3<9) (52)
Therefore the radiated power is
uXftb* (  I + oC M d  Cnô)2 £ ÌM & ¿(9 
J PO CoO 7 (55)
(/V c°/ 4- PiCJ
»ir
fitiôiAÔ
_0+*’ n eoe )’ ( i+n c? 0-°c ) goò)
(54)
One now makes the substitution = fc y So that
A. =
rd/c(+i<nc)
Pc2I_  <Li-«ntY ju< 
k  ' pjcj d 1 ] 0 - n e ) A
-Cl/O-KHC)
(55)
The integral here is of the same form as that in the integral 
for the reflection coefficient. Using this fact and observing 
the result for the total energy in the pipe, it becomes clear 
that, to this approximation, the acoustic energy is conserved, 
all the net energy flow in the pipe reaching the farfield, 
with none being lost to any vortical disturbances. This is 
entirely what one might expect, since there is, by definition, 
no vorticity generated here. Furthermore, this result applies 
at all Strouhal numbers.
The Howe model0 , with the neutrally convected wave in
the jet, is also of interest. Here the reflection coefficient 
becomes, on using
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(56)
definition, the ratio of the assumed convection speed to jet 
speed. One has then
As V is varied, the augmentation varies from (i+n)/(i-n) when 
V = 0  > and "the wave is effectively absent, to | when V =• | , 
and the wave is convected with the flow. Clearly, as a means 
of representing the real flow due to the instability wave, 
this analysis is incomplete, and could possibly be extended to 
include other forms o f . It should be emphasised, though, 
that such work can only be of an approximate nature. If it is 
desired to represent the true velocity profile, then the equat­
ions should be solved as a linear perturbation of that profile. 
The Howe type of approach does not really contain the true 
effect of such a profile.
Finally, the end-correction will be discussed. It would 
be very useful if one could, as a result of the above analysis, 
obtain similar formulae for the end-correction. Unfortunately, 
this cannot be dene, except in the low and high Strouhal 
number limits. In the former case, Hienstra[l6] has shown, by 
expanding the results for low with fi fixed, that the Kernel 
may be approximated by the value
(57)
>
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which can be factorised as an infinite product. The
I
resulting end-correction is somewhat different from that in 
the absence of flow (Levine and Schwinger [.13). For high 
Strouhal numbers the factorisation has been given by Howe[l , 
who finds that the Levine and Schwinger value must be aug­
mented by an additional term scaling with A'l; since
varying inversely with the Strouhal number. For intermediate 
values of Strouhal number nothing can be done, beyond obtain­
ing an integral expression for the end-correction. This is
produce contributions from their whole length, not just from
THE FARFIELD RADIATION
In this section, the farfield radiation produced by the 
jet will be determined, again to second order in kei . The
that the principal effect of flow is to alter the previously
This field is clearly singular at the Mach angle, where
one should employ the more accurate forms for the instability 
poles (i.e. not justU-.» = l/M ) and that this would remove 
the singularity. One of the main aims of this section is to 
substantiate that claim. Another feature of the exact result 
is that a refraction valley appears around the axis ©«-Oas 
the frequency is increased. Examination of this will also
thought of as a correction
because the integrals involved in have paths which
a finite part like those for
lowest order result has been given by Cargi]l[i2 ,133» who shows
annidirectional directivity pattern
Ceo ô - tx.)nc) . In £13!» it was asserted that at that angle
feature in the succeeding analysis.
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Generally, the analysis proceeds in a manner similar 
to that for the reflection coefficient, except that one now 
needs to evaluate the split functions for arguments other than 
those corresponding to the branch points. This considerably 
complicates their evaluation.
from C w J  , one obtains the field in the ambient medium as
/>o 3)o (kw v) g  C . ¿.u ^
J l w  (59)
i
XTX 0
which may be evaluated by the method of stationary phase, to
give
P-
£> pc
ifirR. (^k.wa.'j-ul] 1 ^ " k(^ i)(uf--Ui) (60 )
in which the term in square brackets is evaluated at
lx = CÎtoô/O +  oC’HCCwô) * and the details of the
stationary phase evaluation can be found in, for example, 
MuntC^l. Therefore to evaluate (60) one requires the values of 
the product K fC^)K (kij . To obtain this, KOc) is again 
split according to (29). In that expression, the first factor 
is, by inspection, as described earlier; however S  and~T 
require a somewhat different treatment from that in Section 3.
The function S  is factorised by the infinite product 
theorem. Again,only the moduli of <S^ j S are required, and 
are obtained by using (33)» and S  is zero over the
whole of the integration path, so that | S +Cu.)|- | S ( . U) |  = ^ C 1*)  ^ t  
furthermore, since = O, it automatically follows that
S~Uc) - I •
The factorisation of~J" also proceeds in the same manner
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as in Section 3« As noted there, there is no contribution to 
the integral except from the region between the branch points 
of w , so that
| T ± w | = | T ^ ) ( \ x !. ±J_
2.TT
f C l o + « n c )  
a.rg "T(s)
(s-u)
J (6 1)-<IO-nUQ)
substituting for aj^”T(_S^  from (35)* it is clear that one needs
to evaluate
r a/o+icnc)
■j ] vxDo ki+•J
c / C i - t « n q )
(0-ns)x-&x) f(-*n.s)xis  ^
0 - n S/)x(s-to (62)
-c/ci-Knc})
This integration is described in detail in Appendix II. As 
that appendix points out, the result for general values of 
is very complicated. To simplify matters, without significant 
loss of understanding, it suffices here to give only the 
result for CC-O which is
r  = JL /[ -  V J0 tq g l\ -  jl  . mxV ( j -n « y )  1o- mc)J n^a-n*
U.2
Jtl'
(65)
If one.is only interested in the directivity of the 
radiated sound, one only requires the term in (60) depending 
on U, not those depending on U i# Thus the directivity of the 
pressure field is proportional to
0 - 0+n)u) c . x f - C ^ V y l / s ’d 1-)
(64)
evaluated with a , Two areas of interest will be
examined in detail, namely the behaviour near the axis as 0-> o , 
and that near the Mach angle (9 =(l/nd). In the former 
case, it can easily be seen that to O  , the only
important terms are those in (TJ^ and inX. Now from
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Appendix I,
Tc-0 (lo/g)* Y / Pi./'kw a\ +  It ¿JL2.
Thus as 5-90, w-? o , and T-» <» . Also, from Appendix II,
it is clear that X-* t>o as q-s o . Therefore, it is seen that 
the field is always zero at the point 0 - 0  , and that this 
appears to occur whenever the mean flow is present. In the 
absence of a mean f l o w a n d  the term giving rise to this 
non-uniform behaviour then disappears, in the case ofX, or 
tend to zero in the case of 7". It is thus seen • that the 
refraction dip on axis is an essential feature of the direct­
ivity whenever a mean flow is present.
The other point of interest is the behaviour in the 
neighbourhood of the Mach angle, c.«>5 © ~  . Here the low
frequency limit is singular [12,131 on account of the 
terms that appear in K^C1*) . When terms of are
included, this singularity vanishes, being cancelled by the 
terms in T ^ O ) . The resulting effect of including the order
terms is that, near the Mach angle, the resulting split 
functions are the same as those obtained by less rigorous 
arguments in C131.
In this section, attention has been concentrated on the 
solution in which a Kutta condition holds. It would have 
been equally possible to have discussed the field shape when 
there is no Kutta condition imposed. But the results then do 
not seem to have any particular interest and in any event, 
differ only from the Kutta condition solutions in the way 
described in [1 5l and in equation (22).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed the interaction of internally 
incident sound waves with a jet pipe in the low frequency 
limit. Results have been given that are correct to second 
order in the frequency parameter (kn) • In particular, it has 
been shown that the low frequency reflection coefficient 
modulus has a simple analytic form, that is valid for all 
Strouhal numbers (with kaC< 1) and agrees with both Hunt's 
computations [183» and experiments [20,21 ,22]. The radiation 
field has also been examined and it has been shown how the 
presence of a mean flow inevitably involves a refraction 
valley in the farfield near the jet axis.
In the author's opinion, this paper is likely to 
represent the limit of what it is useful to do analytically.
As has been indicated, to go beyond the present analysis 
produces very complicated results that do not seem to be 
particularly useful. It does not appear possible to derive 
simple formulae for the end-correction, for example, or for 
the form of the instability wave.
There are a number of respects in which the idealisation 
implied in this analysis may be too extreme. The most 
important of these concerns the jet shear layers. Here is 
has been assumed that the jet shear layer does not grow with 
distance downstream, and is, furthermore, infinitely thin. 
Neither of these is true in practice. Therefore, some method 
of modelling these effects is required. This is likely to be 
important at the higher Strouhal numbers.
One approach to this problem, used by Howe [1 ij , is to 
add on the field due to the jet instability wave separately
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and to then assumed that wave to be convected at a velocity 
different from the jet velocity. That is only partially 
satisfactory, however, as that wave does not represent a 
solution to any relevant wave equation. Another approach is 
to assume that there is a finite thickness velocity profile, 
both inside the jet and the pipe. This should show some 
additional effect of Strouhal number on the reflection co­
efficient, beyond that calculated here, and might perhaps 
agree even better with experiments. The defect of that analysis 
is that the flow is not allowed to be variable in an axial 
direction. But that might not be too important, as the flow 
does at least diverge slowly. In any event, one might 
anticipate that any shortcomings of the representation of the 
jet flow used here would principally affect the farfield 
directivity, and would have only an insignificant effect on 
the reflected field properties (which are essentially locally 
determined at the pipe lip).
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APPENDIX I
LOW FREQUENCY EXPANSION OF T(u)
In this appendix, the low frequency expansion of the function 
T(u)will he given, where
^ k w  H o V ) 2T0 tkv<*)i>j -  i t( C} *■) Ho  ^(kwfl) To (kva) io* kvTiu-) =
kw H o ’ (u.vja.) To 2)j'•
This expansion is obtained by expanding the Bessel function 
to second order ink«, being careful to retain the terras of both 
0((k*f) and . Then . using the formulae in
Abramowitz and Stegun[23], the numerator of ”f(.u) , A (say), is
(A1)
-f L T
If
- -p t e + ££.L v o. / ■JL
0.where Ye is Euler's constant 0-S~72lj.
Similarly the denominator of T C 1*), B (say), becomes
B  - -  ^ * ( 1  - (v )’-  - 1
Hence dividing A byB, it follows that, to order (k*')*' ,
J
(A2)
(A3)
Too = I 4- f e u  Ye 4- —1 C x 2 2>jl L W  / 2. . (A4)
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APPENDIX II
EVALUATION OF l(u)
From equation (62), I(w.) is defined, by
• ^ /(K o c flC 1)
I t “) =
CCt- ns)i -s'i )[l- txns^cks
„ C f - n s ^ s - u )
- C / 0 - * n C )
(A5)
In general this integration may be found by splitting the denominator 
up as partial fractions. Each of the resulting integrals may then 
be re-arranged into a form that can be integrated in a straight­
forward fashion. Unfortunately the results obtained are exceedingly 
complicated and will not be quoted here. In the main part of the 
text only the result for oC- O is required. In that case the 
integrand may be easily re-arranged in partial fractions to give
I M =
rc/(i  t*nc)
j
h O - n s )  
-c /C i-*n q ')
n v
'nO-ns.y-(/-ru)
-f- i(s-* *(A6)
This may be integrated to give
X c u )
U  (i+nd) _ j ________ 2-Mcf
C-nu)1/ o-nci)  h v0-nu) O-'i'C1) (A7)
F ig .  1 Notation and co-ordinate: system.
Observer
Piß. 2. The complex u-plane.
V£>VO
?i£. 3. Increase in reflection coefficient due to instability - comparisons of present theory 
with Munt jjloj. ----------- present theory, Hunt. 200
¿M*;. 4- Comparison of low frequency reflection coefficient with Hunt's [l8j computations.
t h e o r y  ------o --------  i'iun t .
present
201
Fig. 5* Effect of external flow on reflection coefficient (after Hunt [18J).
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CHAPTER 4
THE RADIATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND OUT OF A JET PIPE
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THE RADIATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND OUT OF A JET PIPE*
By
A.M. Cargill
Noise Department Rolls-Royce Ltd., Derby 
And
Department of Applied Mathematical Studies, 
University of Leeds
ABSTRACT
The chapter begins by discussing a simple model problem: 
the radiation of sound out of a semi-infinite cylindrical 
pipe, with internal and external flows. Two approximate 
high frequency solutions are presented, one based on 
Kirchhoff's approximation, and the other in the spirit of 
the geometrical theory of diffraction, and are compared 
with Munt's [l] exact solution by the Wiener-Hopf 
technique. The radiation from a jet emerging from an 
orifice in a baffle plate is also discussed. Next, the 
paper considers the differences between this simple model 
and an aero engine configuration, showing how the results 
are modified by the presence of a secondary flow (e.g.the 
fan stream on a turbo-fan engine), by the contraction of 
the final nozzle, and by the presence of many duct modes 
in the pipe.
*Much of the material in this paper appeared in preliminary 
form as "The Radiation of High Frequency Sound from a Jet 
Pipe" 2 , presented as paper 80-0970 at the A.I.A.A. 6th
Aeroacoustics Conference held at Hartford, Connecticut, 
June 4 — 6 1980.
1. INTRODUCTION
This study is concerned with the propagation o£ high frequency 
sound out of the jet-pipes of aero engines. Typically, this 
sound has a ka value (2"IT X pipe radius / wavelength) greater 
than 20, and may be both tonal and broad-band in nature. The 
mean flow out of the nozzle is typically of a high subsonic 
Mach number (~0.8) and may be heated. The aim of this paper 
is to account for all the features of the propagation of this 
noise by using relatively simple approximate methods.
The paper begins by idealising the flow as a semi-infinite top- 
hat jet issuing from a cylindrical pipe in which there is a 
uniform mean flow. For a given incident duct mode, this 
problem has been solved exactly by Munt £l3, using the Wiener- 
Hopf technique. His solution, while complete, is rather 
unwieldy and the hope here is to show that the main features of 
the radiation field can be adequately calculated using simpler 
approximate theories.
The first of these is Kirchhoff's approximation (see for 
example,Jones £3] ). In this,the radiation is first expressed 
as a function of the field on the duct exit plane. This exit 
plane field is then determined by using the assumption that for 
sufficiently high frequencies (above the cut-off frequency of 
the incident duct mode), there is no sound reflected from the 
termination, so that the fluctuations on the exit plane are 
then those due to the incident field alone. Here it is shown 
that this Kirchhoff solution is identical to Munt's Wiener-Hopf 
solution at the peak angle of the radiation field. Elsewhere, 
agreement is less good, the Kirchhoff solution failing 
completely in the forward arc. But there, the radiation from 
these high frequency sources is in any event negligible, that 
this discrepancy has little practical importance. It may 
therefore be expected that our approximate solution will be as 
useful as the corresponding baffled duct solutions have been 
in the field of forward radiated compressor noise ^4^.
An additional feature of many real situations is that the jet 
pipe is shrouded by a secondary flow, from the fan stream in 
a turbofan engine for example. This may be handled by 
assuming that it is thick on a wavelength scale, so that the 
propagation of sound through it may be calculated by using
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geometric acoustics. Comments will also be given on the 
possibility of solving the radiation problem in other config­
urations, for instance that where sound radiates from the 
secondary jet pipe.
Following on from the Kirchhoff solution, the effect of a 
"baffle" (or "flange") around the pipe exit is next considered. 
The solution presented here corresponds to the well-known 
solution in the absence of a mean flow [4^. While the baffled 
duct solution, with a mean flow present, has no immediate 
application to aero engines, it may have considerable appli­
cation to small scale test rigs.
The cylindrical pipe radiation problem is then tackled by a 
different method. This is the geometric theory of diffraction, 
originally due to Keller [5,6^ and worked out for a pipe in 
the absence of flow by Felsen and Yee £7].Here, it is argued 
that at high enough frequencies, the radiated field is that 
due to the fields diffracted by the lip of the duct. There, 
diffracted fields are calculated by assuming that the pipe 
walls are locally plane. Compared with the Kirchhoff approxi­
mation, this method has the advantage that it is a formal high 
frequency limit to the exact solution and is therefore valid 
over a much wider range of far field angles. It will be used 
here mainly to illuminate the failings of the much simpler 
Kirchhoff solution.
All of the above solutions have concentrated on the radiation 
due to a single incident duct mode in the pipe.In practice, 
of course, many modes are present. For broadband noise these 
are uncorrelated and result in a field shape with none of the 
lobular character of the modal solution. It is therefore 
necessary to examine the summation of the fields from many 
such modes and discuss the effects of different types of sound 
source on the radiated sound. Finally,when the sound propa­
gates through the jet turbulence some of its energy will be 
scattered and radiated in different directions. This was 
discussed in detail by Cargill [2]. The • matter will receive 
no further discussion here, but will form the topic of a 
future paper.
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2. KIRCHHOFF'S APPROXIMATION
The purpose of this section is to apply what is often known 
as Kirchhoff's approximation to the problem of the radiation 
of sound from a cylindrical duct with external and internal 
mean flows. In the absence of a mean flow, the principles of 
the method have been described by Jones £3]]. Briefly, the 
method is applied as follows: Kirchhoff's theorem relates the 
acoustic field at any point to the fields on any surfaces. 
Therefore, to estimate the radiation from a pipe all we need 
to do is to estimate the pressures on these surfaces, which 
are taken as the pipe exit plane and the outer walls of the 
duct. The pressures are estimated by assuming that they are 
those due to the incident wave alone, so that the processes 
of diffraction and reflection by the pipe are neglected. Then 
Kirchhoff's theorem is applied and the far field radiation 
obtained. A useful comparison of the Kirchhoff approximation 
and the exact solution has been made by Butler |[8j for the 
scattering of plane waves by a half plane. He shows that they 
are in good agreement in directions close to that of the 
incident waves, but in much less good agreement elsewhere.
In the situation here, illustrated in Figure 1, the above 
considerations must be modified somewhat to account for the 
presence of a mean flow. In this case, the counterpart of 
Kirchhoff's theorem has been given for a general flow by 
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings [9]and (as in the jet here ) for 
one containing vortex sheets by Dowling, Ffowcs Williams and 
Goldstein [1 0 3 . Clearly, one way of proceeding would be to 
apply their analogies, with the field variables on the 
surfaces in question determined from the incident field, 
having first linearised the equations in the fluctuating 
quantities, so that all the quadrupole sources vanish. Here, 
we shall adopt a different approach. The standard approach 
of Dowling et al £lo] is inconvenient in two respects. First, 
it is written in terms of the pressure and velocity on the 
surfaces, rather than in a single field variable, and second, 
it was originally formulated to deal with surfaces that move 
with the flow and requires modifications here, where the 
surfaces are fixed. The initial formulation here will be of 
an analogue of Kirchhoff's theorem for a surface in a uniform
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mean flow, and use of this for the surfaces inside or outside 
the jet, together with an appropriate Green's function which 
will describe the propagation effects of the jet shear layer.
Before going on to do this it is important to discuss the 
importance of causality, and of the Kutta condition, vis a vis 
our solution. In determining the exact solution, Munt 
requires that his solution both obey a Kutta condition and 
be related to the incident duct mode. Here neither
requirement will be enforced. They are in fact both 
irrelevant over the range of angles in which the Kirchhoff 
approximation is applicable. The exact solutions with and 
without a Kutta condition have been compared by Cargill 
[11,123. He shows that they are identical near the angle of 
peak radiation. Here,there is no real means by which a Kutta 
condition may be applied as the Kutta condition is concerned 
with the behaviour of the field close to the edges of the 
pipe and that is precisely the region that is poorly approxi­
mated by the Kirchhoff solution. The causality requirement 
is also involved; in Munt's exact solution, it is argued that 
causality is important, and the solution is determined 
subject to that requirement. In the analogy of Dowling et al, 
it is argued, however, that for a turbulent jet causality is 
irrelevant, since the sound field of the turbulence itself 
is in a state determined by its own past history. In the 
case of sound propagation out of a pipe however, causality 
must presumably be obeyed, in some sense at least, as if one 
turns off the sound source, sound radiation must eventually 
cease. But from the point of view of the radiated sound 
field, the question of causality is academic in the 
Kirchhoff solution. Its only consequence there, is whether 
instability waves are included or not in the Green's function, 
and these instability waves do not radiate as a sound field 
decaying as 0 /nr)> so that they are totally irrelevant to 
the far field sound.
The first step is to develop an equation for the sources 
due to a surface moving in a uniform fluid. Linearising 
about the mean properies of the fluid, the pressure obeys 
the convected wave equation
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in the usual notation. One wishes to obtain an equation 
for the sound outside a surface. This surface is defined as 
£ •=. O  > with § > O  outside it and $-< 0  inside it.Therefore 
one multiplies (1) by Hkf)where H  is the Heaviside unit 
step function H = 0 , f < 0  ) and obtains, on
transferring H  inside the derivatives,
= V(f>VH) + VH.VJ»
X  5. f tCH\ L -5M
“ c* j)b\r D k / *"* c> Dfc it
where D  _ i. , u  a
This equation will now be used to obtain the far field 
radiation from the pipe in the Kirchhoff approximation. A 
surface S  (Figure 1) is considered which is composed of the 
outer wall of the pipe, and the exit plane of the pipe. In 
the Kirchoff approximation, the fields on this surface are 
determined by assuming that they are'the same as would exist 
on that surface in the absence of the termination. Thus on 
the wall of the pipe, the normal derivative of is zero by 
definition, but the pressure itself is also zero by assumption. 
Therefore all sources on this surface can be neglected. On 
the part of S  that forms the exit plane of the pipe, the 
values of p, and its derivatives are precisely those that 
occur in the incident wave. In detail, the following 
problem, as illustrated in Figure l,will be examined. A 
pipe of radius a  , contains a mean flow of density f > j  
sound speed cj and velocity Uj . Outside the pipe, the 
corresponding mean flow parameters are f>t> ,C.» } lX0 .The pipe 
contains an incident sound field of the form
j:>■ = XM ( j«* "'f/a) exp ^-ckoX-Crx© + ^
( 3 )
where X* (j ) -  O  and Xv, is the Bessel function of the 
first kind and order m  . A Green's function 
G  ( £  | 2t° is defined by
Xjj S (t - to)
(A)
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for nr < a. , inside the jet, and
G = °
f'v ' -  t * ( a  +
(5)
outside the jet. In the derivation of the Green's function G 
it is assumed that the particle displacement and pressure are 
conserved across the jet shear layer. Then applying Q 
to equation (2) one obtains
(6)
In this equation, V H  and DH/Ufc become, in the co-ordinate 
system of Figure lj
VH = *  , i±L = Uj SC*) ,
where *  is the unit vector in the n. direction. From 
Appendix 1, the Green's function for a source 
e x p  [Ltob -C m e J S ( tc- x.0)SO-r»)/Y 
can be written in Fourier integral form as 
+ 00
G  =  ~~ I ^  ( vr*0~f"OO dlfe..
(7)
(8)
Substituting for G i n  (6), and with the values of J? and its 
derivatives taken as those in the incident wave (3), it is 
found that
J3 — jLJ~T(k )l- i(k +  feo)-f U j((< o -Uj^ - ( w - U jW .) ) ]
. Tw,( v r0) H ^ ( Wv) Vo dk .
(9)
Integrating with respect to Y'o using a standard integral 
relation £l3,p.484] and then with respect to k. using 
stationary phase (as in the description in the appendix) one 
obtains the final result of
b -  •'-Tift, e^pf-ctuR t >h F — LMfil.lb. T. T
I 4TR. 1 ^ J
(10)
where D  = -in. ^ %  +  K 0) j X  r fc-f (c* - Ujk)/ C.j
I  = - - * v« ^  iv*) T =  T (iO
( ( « ) * -
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These factors are all evaluated at K.— c o +  Mo o>s0)co 
They represent the following physical processes:
I describes the interference between waves emitted from 
different parts of the aperture, and is equivalent to the 
(Sumc/x^ pattern familiar in the radiation from a two- 
dimensional piston. Its principal features are that it has 
a strong peak at ' V'a.» j the mode-ray angle of the 
incident mode, and is zero at V<x = jiyj p , the mode ray
angles of the other modes of the same azimuthal mode set.
T(k) represents the transmission properties of the jet. When 
there is no flow mismatch, T = 1, and at low frequency T 
tends to
(see [ll, 12] ).
Two other features are of interest. As the angle 9 is 
varied the terms in the denominator of T(k) cause T(k) to 
oscillate. Physically this is the result of the interference 
between reflected sound waves inside the jet. For angles 
inside the cone of silence ( 0  < CosT' [Co /(cj +  Uj -Uo)] )
T becomes exponentially small as ka. (j* U}Q*(Co) — 00 *
The poles of T(k) represent the instability waves of the jet.
D is a directivity function which varies relatively smoothly 
with angle. The principal point of interest here is that 
for the incident mode
= % [ i -  0 - (n)
so that is precisely zero when the incident mode is just
cut on. The properties of the radiation field will now be 
examined in two stages. First, the result (9) will be compared 
with Munt's exact solution and then the variation in the 
fieldshape with jet conditions and frequencies will be 
discussed in detail.
Munt has solved the present problem exactly, and in integral
form his solution can be written as
x , iO-Us '
* ^  J (K'kp)w^ w«) K"(m) ( 12 )
where K+K is che Wiener-Hopf split of the function,
_ ft ^  3>o/». Va c**)]'
~ 1 3 )
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With some algebraic manipulation, it can be shown that the 
Kirchhoff solution presented here is simply Munt's Wiener-Hopf 
solution multiplied by K  (•* ) / K  C ^ O  • Thus the two 
solutions are identical at the mode-ray angle. Now one notes 
that this factor, / K  (fco) will not be strongly
frequency dependent. This is because at high frequencies, it 
can be shown (see Section 4) that K  ^   ^ +  ie. ^
in the absence of a mean flow and when the sound speeds and 
densities of the two media are identical.' Then it follows 
that the factor K CW.)/j< Cite) departs from unity only slowly and 
on a scale independent of frequency, so that at these high 
frequencies the first few lobes of the radiation pattern will 
have levels identical to those predicted by the Kirchhoff 
theory. Beyond the first few lobes, the two solutions will not 
agree so well. But the solution there is of little practical 
interest since it will, in practice, be swamped by radiation 
from other modes.
Figure 2 gives a comparison of the two solutions, using a
result from Munt's paper. This is for a n ^ ^ )  = (^-'0 
mode at a ka of 11.7, and the relatively low Mach number
of 0.14. We see that the agreement is exceptionally good 
until an angle of 100° is reached, where the curves diverge. 
Indeed there is,at higher angles, an extra zero in the 
fieldshape predicted by the Kirchhoff method. This additional 
zero may be explained as being associated with the point 
Vck =  - j«n and would actually be a physically correct zero 
for an inlet radiating in the opposite direction. It is 
entirely spurious,as will be shown in the next section. For 
the case of no mean flow, such zeros are present over the 
whole of the 90° - 180° region, but when a flow is present, 
they are limited to a much smaller region.
Figure 3 demonstrates the powerful effect of refraction on 
single mode field shapes for a n ;n) = (2., l) mode. An 
interesting feature of this and other results in that at the 
angle corresponding to the cone of silence (equivalent to 
0 = 0  with no flow and the same densities), where V'o-= O  , 
the sound pressure level is finite—  rather than zero, as it 
is in the absence of a mean flow. In Figure 3, the curves 
have been terminated where the method becomes invalid (see 
above). Figure 4 demonstrates the typical effect of the
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external flow. The change in the position of the lobes is 
predicted by simple ray refraction arguments, but more 
interesting is the apparent reduction in level everywhere, 
with no hint of the Doppler amplification phenomenon usually 
associated with flight effects on internal noise radiation. 
Lastly, Figure 5 demonstrates the effect of increasing the 
frequency for a particular mode at constant jet conditions. 
The main effect is that as the frequency is increased the 
number of lobes increases and the principal lobe approaches 
the cone of silence angle.
It is interesting to deduce some features of these field 
shapes from the analytic results. First, at the mode-ray 
angle, one clearly has 9C~7C0 } 3) “■ “ ^  IC. j the interference
term is and the transmission factor
T is
T  -
_ 2j . B-Vc
trva Dj*fj (14)
Thus
t
— H A______ _
{
2 C  h a />»
TTWci syp j .(15)
W- feo
The presence of the factor indicates that for a collect­
ion of modes, the peak angles experience Doppler amplification 
in the same manner as the low frequency sound [ll, 12^. At 
angles between these (where (va.)= O  ) it can be seen by 
inspection of T (All) that this Doppler amplification is 
absent.
fAt the cone of silence angle, I becomes zero, with v a  
But at this condition, T is infinite as (va. ))H . These
items, when multiplied together, give a finite result, so 
that the resulting sound field is finite here despite the fact 
that the interference factor becomes zero. Inside the cone 
of silence, one might at first expect that the same field 
would be exponentially small on account of the behaviour of T, 
giving the usual exponential decay found in jet noise studies, 
(see, for example , [14] ). Here, this is not the case, as I 
becomes exponentially large at the same rate. Thus, there is 
no sharp cut off of the sound in that region, but a more
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gradual reduction in level. Physically,the reason for this 
is that while the radiation from a source inside a jet may 
decay exponentially inside the cone of silence, that from a 
pipe does not because the radiation field is dominated by the 
sound from source elements situated at the edge of the duct 
exit. Thus there is no exponential decay.
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3. RADIATION FROM A BAFFLED DUCT WITH FLOW
Unlike the unbaffled duct, the baffled duct configuration of 
Figure 6 cannot be solved exactly. Indeed, even in the 
absence of a mean flow, no solution is yet known (Noble [151).
In that case, though, a number of approximate solutions can 
easily be obtained. First and most accurate, is the variational 
method of Levine and Schwinger [16 ¿7J, which is good at low 
frequencies, but converges slowly at high frequencies. At 
these high frequencies, an approximate solution may be 
obtained using the geometric theory of diffraction [5], with 
the edge diffraction calculated from two dimensional theory. 
This then provides an exact high frequency limit. Finally, 
there is the well known "baffled duct" theory (e.g.[4l ), 
with the velocity on the aperture determined from the incident 
field alone. It is this theory whose counterpart, with a 
mean flow present, is to be given here.
The difference between this and the Kirchhoff solution lies in 
the choice of Green's function. In the absence of flow, one 
chooses a Green's function giving — ■ = 0 over the whole of
the baffle plate, and the aperture. One way of
proceeding (at least in principle) would be to use such a
Green's function here. Another is to require that -- =0
only on the baffle plate. The choice between the two is some­
what arbitrary, and only goes to show the ambiguity inherent 
in the Kirchhoff procedure. Of these two the latter is by far 
the easier to apply, as the Green's function cannot be easily 
obtained with • O  0n both aperture and baffle. This
difficulty is illustrated in Figure 7, where rays are shown 
from a hypothetical source point in the jet. Those rays that 
are reflected off the baffle plate are calculated by the 
Green's function with ~ O  on the baffle alone (at
least in the high frequency limit), the ray direction corres­
ponding to the reverse flow properties of the Green's function. 
But for rays that were reflected off the aperture plane, there 
is no simple determination of the reflected direction, which 
is why the Green's function is itself difficult to determine. 
However, the main difference between the results from the two 
Green's functions occurs inside the zone of silence, where the 
sound level is, anyway, small.
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To use the solution, equation (6) is again employed. This 
time f is taken as the whole of the baffle and the aperture. 
Since the baffle is assumed rigid there can be no mean flow 
outside the jet,so that ^  =» O  on the baffle. Also,
(since the baffle is rigid) and by construction, = °
on the baffle. Thus,all the source terms on the baffle plate 
vanish, and it follows that
where €j is the normal to the aperture,G is the Green's function 
defined in Appendix 2 : i t is of the form Ç o Ch ) "h Ct>C~n) , 
where G. is the previously defined unbaffled duct Green's 
function. Thus it follows that the radiation field will be
where
l (¿t - j^D^T (m ) I  (/i)
+  D ~ T ( - M ) l ( - n
4-ttR. rL (17)
In the absence of a mean flow, it is clear that the (M) and 
(-M) components are equal, and further that (D+ +D ) = -2iakQ . 
When there is a mean flow present, it is clear that the 
principal lobes of the (+M) and (-M) components are in 
different places, and that at the mode ray angle D- is small 
(0(M) ), so that the previous solution is again obtained.
In Section 2, it was found that the Kirchhoff solution was 
invalid in the forward arc (o>s fl < - Hjc<»/c.j (l~njx)) • A 
similar effect pertains here, but this time at angles close to 
the rear arc axis. This is a direct result of only having 
— O  on the baffle.
This completes our discussion of the baffled duct solution. 
Clearly,there is much further work that could be done on this 
topic, but unfortunately progress is likely to be very diffi­
cult, since exact solutions cannot be obtained. It is 
fortunate indeed that this solution has only limited appli­
cation to practical situations.
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4. A GEOMETRIC THEORY OF DIFFRACTION APPROACH
TO DUCT RADIATION
At very high frequencies, it is well established that problems 
of diffraction may be treated by what has become known as the 
geometric theory of diffraction. The principles of this theory,
significant contributions to the far field sound from any 
scatterer are those from the direct field of the incident 
sound, and the waves scattered by the edges on which that field 
impinges. These scattered waves maybe calculated as if the 
surface were flat with straight edges and the incident waves 
plane. Keller applied this analysis to the diffraction of 
sound by an aperture. He found that the direct field from the 
incident wave was cancelled out so that the only contributions 
to the far field were, to first order, those from the edges.
Now in this simple case, it can also be proved that the 
geometric theory of diffraction gives results equal to the high 
frequency limit of the exact theory (see e.g[l5j) . Thus unlike 
the Kirchhoff theory, the geometric theory does contribute a 
formal high frequency limit to the diffraction problem. A 
useful comparison between the geometric and Kirchhoff theories 
as applied to a half plane has been given by Butler [8j. He 
finds that the theories agree well near the edge of the 
shadow zone but that they disagree in the deep shadow zone.
The radiation from a pipe does not appear to have been treated 
in this way in the literature, but there is a relatively large 
body of work on the associated problem of the reflection of 
sound from the pipe termination. Felsen and Yee £7] treat the 
problem using a pure geometric acoustics method. This has the 
disadvantage that the solution may become singular on shadow 
boundaries. To overcome this limitation, Boersma [18,19] has 
developed the theory so that it is valid along these shadow 
boundaries and so that it accounts for the multiple diffraction 
of sound by the pipe edge.
The major difference between the present and previous analysis 
is the inclusion of a mean flow. This has two consequences. 
First, to generate a geometric theory of diffraction with a 
mean flow present, we must use canonical solutions with the
as originally expounded
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mean flow included £2C)J, {jLlj . Second, we have to account for 
the reflection of sound off the jet shear layer.
There are two ways in which we can proceed in order to derive 
the high frequency solution to the duct radiation problem. The 
first, and more accurate, involves the Fourier transform of all 
quantities; thus the perturbed pressure in the pipe is set 
equal to
[>j = +  b h 2 ’(v /) , (18)
and that in the ambient medium to
f. ' CHi'(wr).
The mixed (pipe plus shear layer) boundary value problem is 
then solved by the Wiener-Hopf technique. Matching pressures 
across the interface V'= <x , and with an incident pressure on 
the wall of the pipe c k„x: + cuofcj , one obtains
the equation
Fah?m ] * [su"tv*\l ~ = rcH?w]+(2o)
u -1 t(W.-k0) L **
where the + signs indicate half range Fourier transforms as 
described in Appendix III. The way to proceed from here is to 
note that if the "scattered fields"
propagating away from the edge of the pipe, are small, so is 
the"ref lected" field, B  H*, This field is now rewritten
as a Fourier integral
o
e 4k'ax.
-CO ( 21)
, +<*>
4k'
2iri Leo ( k ~ k ') (2 2 )
that is, it may be expressed as an integral of quantities 
similar to that arising from the incident wave. The equation 
must then be solved iteratively. First, the approximation 
B = 0 is made and a solution obtained, from which is calculated 
the next value of B, and so on.
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There is, however, an alternative way of looking at the 
problem; one observes that at high frequencies, the waves will 
be travelling outwards. Thus to a good approximation they may 
be treated as two dimensional. Therefore one may find the 
amplitudes ofscattered waves close to the edge by application 
of two-dimensional diffraction theory. This is described in 
Appendix III. For larger radii one uses the principle of the 
conservation of energy in a radial direction, which dictates 
that the amplitude is proportional to (Q-/v  ^ .The
secondary diffracted fields, that arise when these first order 
diffracted fields strike the edge, may be calculated in a 
similar manner.
Thus in this example one has from the incident mode in the 
pipe (3) an incident pressure on the wall of the pipe
For the top edge, this will give a scattered field (using the 
results of Appendix III)
In the far field one must add the sound from the top and 
bottom edge plus any waves reflected off the jet shear layer 
(Figure 7). The effects of multiple diffraction will be
the primary diffracted fields. For angles well beyond the 
geometric acoustics shadow of the pipe exit, only sound from 
the upper edge is present, since the wave from the bottom 
edge will be shielded by the top edge. This explains the 
spurious zeros seen in the Kirchhoff solution (e.g.Figure 2) 
obtained earlier, and show that solution to be grossly 
inappropriate in that region.
For a plane wave incident on the jet interface, the reflection 
coefficient JR and the transmission coefficient T  are 
related, by continuity of pressure ,through
(23)
(24)
ignored since the corresponding fields are 0(ka) smaller than
I ~h [R ~~ T  ,
(25)
and by continuity of particle displacement through
i -  iR - ^ r ,
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(26)
where oC = f*j ")
Thus
IR  -  0 - < V 0 + '<).
and - y  - l / ( l + « ) .
One is now in a position to add up all the waves that reach 
the far field. In doing so one must assume that there is a 
phase change of ^  each time a wave passes through the axis 
of the jet. There is therefore in crossing the jet a total 
phase change of J[ +Zva. . Also it should be noted that at
U Itemission the phases of the waves at the "top" and bottom of 
the duct differ by w I T  . Thus in the far field, the pressure 
will be,with the phase referenced to that of the direct waves 
from the upper edge,
where ^ + ilr/ z J •
Summing the geometric series, and substituting for IR and 
using (27), (28), it follows that
t> = 0  ' . (30)
' ' (I- IR/Se1"*)
This summation of terms is rather similar to that employed by 
Ffowcs Williams and Berman [22j who studied instabilities of a 
two-dimensional jet. In our treatment, any instability 
waves generated on reflection have been ignored, since they 
are, for this semi-infinite jet, of no consequence to the 
far field radiation.
(27)
(28)
Now substituting R  = 0 - ® 0 / C h - ° 0  , one has 
h =  J?o Q *  °Q Si* ( v *  ~ Z - MTT/»)_______
Co S (  } -1 PC S u* (v a . T/ q. ) (31)
Next, at high frequencies, one may replace all the sinusoidal 
components by their Bessel function equivalents (e.g.
C o s f e - /iOF Substituting for pQ, it is found,
after some algebra, that the pressure in the far field is 
just L(k.) / L  (l*o) times that derived using the Kirchhoff
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approximation. Thus, when compared with the exact solution, 
this one, with the Kirchhoff solution,is precisely correct at 
the mode ray angle. Unlike the Kirchhoff solution, it should 
be valid everywhere, as ( i o a ^ C o  )— » Oo > except perhaps at 
the points where Vex =*■ O  . There, a more sophisticated 
analysis must be used, as it must at the shadow line in the 
rear arc. Such an analysis would account correctly for any 
apparent discontinuities in the field found in the first 
approximation. The final alteration to the analysis would be 
the addition of terms depending on the second order diffracted 
fields. These are, though, of order ) * smaller
than the first order fields and (see e.g. Keller [5,6] )are 
not of any great significance at high frequencies.
An unfortunate feature of this analysis, which perhaps limits 
its application, is that the functions L*(k) ¿L (k.) cannot 
be determined analytically, for the usual case where jet and 
ambient conditions are different. Nevertheless, in the limit 
of ¿tj ,Uo-2> O j <Zj -» Co , pj ■> i>a , we can determine ¿TCtyjLTCko) t 
In that limit, L (k.) ^ J — -t k. so that at k = Cjt>0
( z r u V r c M )  = (Oc«£>)/cn-ao®o))v* (32)
where 90 is the mode ray angle of the incident mode in the 
pipe. Rewriting (32) as f  CaS it is clear
that this ratio is close to unity when 0 'o <90 , and only 
becomes very large or small as 0j©o~* IW° where, as has been 
pointed out, the theory is in any event invalid. It does 
however, illustrate the assertion made earlier,that the ratio 
of the split functionsis not strongly frequency dependent at 
very high frequencies.
The reflected field inside the pipe will now be derived to the 
same approximation. Adding the contributions from the two 
edges, together with the associated reflections off the duct 
walls gives, using the notation of (29),
P
zz DC
r° I Ie  + c ... .... /
-iMir ( -‘-«ft.
+  c  \e  -j- e  + ......;  1(33)
in which the first term refers to waves originally emitted 
from the top edge,and reflected off the walls of the pipe, the
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individual terms representing sound from the images of the 
edge; and the second term likewise refers to waves from the 
bottom edge. Re-arranging the terms in (33) gives
jsr: oCpoj^ e  ^ j(34)
and summing the series, the result
b = o>s (vy-frTr/z+m')) (35)
' Suv, (Vo. -^TT/i +TT/^))
is obtained.
To a good approximation ,(see above) the cosines may be 
replaced by Bessel functions, and then substituting for 
Pq and bC gives
p = ^ Q ^ ) .  2LTCU)_______ (W bf~ />} 1 ^  Cva) J
I ziLC*) ¿T(*.) (*.-*•) (36)
The Fourier transform may be inverted with contributions coming 
only from the poles at 3^(.va) = O, Noting that, near v = 0,
Va. Tvs7 Cv <k) = 3 «, (va-) £|- Ïî3  ^X«- (fc- fei ) <=v # (37)
the summation of the residue terms gives
(38)
Several features of this result are noteworthy. First, the 
reflected field is apparently infinite when k ^  = kQ . This is 
seen in other theories of this type (e.g. Felsen and Yee [_7j 
or Boersma (^18,193) and is the result of ignoring multiple 
diffraction. The other main feature is that as frequency is 
increased, the reflected field becomes progressively lower, 
as (ka) so that, away from the cut-off frequencies (leafe*) 
one can safely ignore reflections at high frequencies.
Clearly in this section we have only hinted at the possibili­
ties of this technique. Indeed its main merit would seem to 
be that it can produce the correct high frequency limit of 
the field diffracted by the jet pipe in situations where an
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exact solution is not just difficult but unobtainable 
analytically. Such a case might be the important practical 
one of an aero engine with twin stream exhausts. In that 
case an exact closed form solution by the Wiener Hopf 
technique is impossible (unless the exists of the inner and 
outer streams are coplanar), but a good approximation can be 
found by present methods. Additionally, it should be easy 
to incorporate into this model the effects of the nozzle 
shape, and the exact flow profiles, because these do not 
affect the canonical diffraction problem governed by the 
1 * 0 0  functions but only the propagation of the signals 
after scattering. Finally, it should be re-emphasised that 
this solution is a formal high frequency limit to the exact 
solution and should therefore be superior to the Kirchhoff 
solution everywhere.
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5. MULTIMODE FIELD SHAPES
In the preceding section, attention was concentrated on the 
field shapes of single modes. In practice the signal at any 
one frequency will be composed of a large number of modes, 
so that one should be interested in the field shapes of 
combinations of modes. Typically, a smooth field shape is 
produced (e.g Figure 8) which for realistic jet conditions 
peaks at around 70° to the jet axis,just outside the cone of 
silence.
To illustrate the effects of mode averaging,
the field due to a uniform distribution of uncorrelated mono­
pole sources in a duct will first be considered. Then consider­
ation in less detail will be given to the field of other 
sources(for example a tip source), the effects of changes in 
duct area for a given upstream source, and the possible ~ 
effects of source correlation.
Consider a source »strength £Cx.) »situated in a rigid-
walled duct of radius a. It is easily shown (by methods 
described, for example in Morse and Ingard £233)that the field
at a distance-X from the source is
+*• Oo
(39)
- V V  J v / a )
.xir ,
■'o *'o
This result is derived by,for example, splitting the source 
up into its circumferential and radial modal components, 
finding the field due to each and summing the results. 
Assume now that the source distribution consists of unco­
rrelated monopoles, so that
\  / (
where the brackets <  >  indicate an ensemble average.
To obtain the far field radiation ,use the previously 
derived formula (10) in the Kirchhoff approximation, to find 
the far field radiation pressure as
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4~A0 OO
f- l l
M--0O A-
— tt^ i X hls
4-f R  ( if n o C o j8 ) . l iZ * 1,.in a .*T ^ (jJ ,)(f-  n ' / j ^ )
n *
^C/® >^®) T* ( j»*n >■•/*) € Totlr.A^’o.
- o (41)
for a duct of length L. Next,form the mean square of the 
pressure, which by virtue of (40) comes from uncorrelated 
modes,
QrQ‘ f O - P  m r i T - r a e * r [ -  i(T- f a , . ) / - ]
M - J 1 a*T~aC j « i O ( i - ((+ n*c*>ef (42)i r i ' - I S
Vte -  » a * ft*
Summation of this expression over all the modes is rather 
complicated, and the details are reldgated to the Appendix IV. 
In expression (42), the summation need only be taken over the 
propagating modes, as all the other modes are exponentially 
small and anyway, for the cut-off modes the Kirchhoff radiation 
formula must provide a poor representation of the field. 
Summing then over the radial modes, one obtains,from Appendix 
IV,
( M a = v  ( n ) 1 ( T „ |  2 f W c ^ y - x . V o
~jJ (4T&),'£/+noc»5s)1 tm*1
The major point of difficulty in this summation is how to 
account for the variation in angle and w, of T ,  where, to 
recapitulate, T m is given by
T  -1 *n = --
IV4
________________ [_____________________ _
(44)
The general features of the terms in the summation are clear. 
The Tw term oscillates as the angle 9 is varied for a given m. 
The Bessel functions in the numerator of (43) have the property 
that for a given m, the corresponding term is only significant 
beyond an angle such that (va/m) » 1 .  As there is no way of 
summing the series exactly, approximations must be made. First, 
note that in the range where the terms are significant one can 
approximate Tv, by expanding the Bessel function in the high 
frequency limit. Thus
- - _  —  . »
\J<K [ Cj^ X (va.-r*TT/x - Ttfo'ji-cC SC*-(V4-* */■>.-%)] (45)
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Next, average over the ripples in it. i s„ that as the average 
of ( -t cC — cC j one obtains
if. Vo. .wa. .TT 1
7TaV*a\ 4 cc (46)
(47)
This has reduced the summation (43) to
Finally, asm tends to infinity, the Bessel functions can be max
summed to give and as in further problemsm is
proportional to ka, that limit can be used to yield
/b!a ___________________________
* (4-rA)l0 + n aor>e)x (i- (Uj-tuy^e/coy- ’ <49)
Now this result is identical to that which can be obtained, 
with much less effort, by a simple application of geometric 
acoustics (see,e.g.,studies of sources in free jet wind tunnels 
by Tester and Morfey £24]. In addition to the usual geometric 
acoustics field, it has been shown here (Appendix IV)that the 
field will fall off within a region of angular width 
of the rear arc shadow line of the jet pipe.
Consider now the effect of other sources in the jet pipe, and 
the effects of area variation. The general rule should be 
obvious from the result proved in the appendix, namely that 
the mode eigenvalue may be directly translated into the radial 
wave number va. Thus if one considers an uncorrelated tip 
source with
( q Ca ^ O Q C a , ^ ) )  = Q  so -* )  SO. -*-0
/  v  ^  (50)
the difference from the previous result is that the amplitude 
of the (m, n)th mode changes from
I v/<) X . 0 - W . ) v < lr  =  0 - ^  ) T . ' ( (51)
o J
to
J  3V* Cj-,- v7a )
o
(52)
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Thus the amplitudes are, for a given mode set m, approximately 
( 1 -  /(y *.?)') times those from the previous
source. Similar rules apply to other sources, in that those 
producing predominantly high radial order modes will produce 
far field radiation patterns that peak at a large angle to the 
jet axis. Furthermore, when liners are fitted inside a jet 
pipe, the attenuation is strongly dependent on the mode cut 
on ratio ( ( I —  Mjl) ] (see,e.g. Rice 25 ).
But by the rules just described, this translates directly into 
VU and thence to the angle of radiation. Similarly, non 
monopole sources will give field shapes depending on the 
source type; for example, an axial dipole source will produce 
a field shape biased in the downstream direction. An 
alternative explanation of these effects in the context of 
ray theory has been given by Kempton [26,27],
The question of area change must now be discussed. Here, the 
principal feature of transmission is that energy is conserved 
if the duct area varies sufficiently slowly (see ,e .g.[28,29j ). 
In this case the energy flux for a uniform axial flow is given 
by the formulae of Blokhintsev [30}. Applying these to one 
mode
j> = f\ , (53)
one obtains an energy flux in the axial direction of
= tt* Q - ( * V  ¿ U ) )  V * »  o -  n;)
fjc.j (f ~ (h j%  Co/u)) (54)
In this formula, one can interpret the j*,„ as described 
above, in the sense that 7** = Vo. . To illustrate the effect 
of the area variation, consider the case where a mode travels 
down a converging nozzle. If the mode is fairly near cut-on 
at the source, it will become (unless the flow nears sonic 
speed) less well cut on (Xdecreasing) when it reaches the 
nozzle exit. Thus, the pressure amplitude will be correspond­
ingly increased and the amplitude in the far field increased. 
An additional effect will be that as the mode ray angles of 
the cut—on modes are increased by the nozzle convergence, then 
the field shape will be biased towards higher angles.
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Obviously the question of modal addition is very complex and 
there are a lot of items that have not been discussed, but 
which may be important - for example the effects of secondary 
nozzles and flows. However these can all be handled using the 
methods described above.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a number of approximate methods for calculating 
the radiation of high frequency noise from aero-engine exhaust 
systems have been presented. While this has involved a 
fairly complete description of the principal methods there 
are clearly many items not treated at all; for example, the 
practical effects of the velocity profile and exhaust systems 
found on real engines. These can, however, all be treated 
using the methods described.
Two particularly important topics which have not found mention 
here are the effects of axial variation in velocity profile 
and scattering by jet turbulence. The former is very diffi­
cult and can probably only be handled conveniently by true ray 
theory. A start on this has been made by Candel £31]. The 
topic of scattering is also complex, and was discussed in the 
original version of this paper [2]- We hope to return to it 
in a later paper.
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THE GREENS FUNCTION FOR A CIRCULAR JET
APPENDIX I
In this appendix, the Green's function for a circular jet will 
be determined. While similar Green's functions have been 
derived elsewhere, in jet noise studies (see for example: 
Dowling et al £lo]), the derivation is given in full to 
establish the notation used throughout the paper.
The Green's function, G, satisfies
f i a. < k . _ J_ (¿o 4 U;3 l S"\ C- = ,
( y Z Y  +  CjH V
inside the jet and
(Al)
( j - L y 2- + n! - i-/rtw + u»a y) Cf = o  ,
3v r 1 Co- 'bx.i j
outside the jet. Defining the Fourier transform of G by
-f-*o
Q(w) = J <£ a * ,
(A2)
(A3)
one finds that G satisfies
/_L a y a 4. n 1 + Cr = & >-ra) ,
U  3/ iy Y* / ^  Y„
inside the jet and
I 3 y 3 , w*- 1 vv*-
Q O  ,
(A4)
(A5)
outside the jet, where
k‘ w l=  (u>- U.k)x -  k.1 ,
«j*- ' Co*-
the branches of v, w, being chosen to ensure that'Im v, l w w < 0 .  
Note that in the absence of any jet boundaries, (A4) may be 
solved to give
C T =  - ¿ I  h £ V . ) T » . ( v V) , r < v 0 
= — ¿ t  Hw , CV v) ^  ( V n ) ,  r >  Y-
(see,for example,Morse and Ingard [23] ).
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To obtain the complete solution with the jet boundaries 
present, one adds on an additional part,
—  R. G O  (/ v°) v v ) inside the jet and -¿I. T  
T»,(yy®) J^(y^outside the jet. In these expressions, the 
solutions have been chosen to give finite pressures on the 
axis, and outgoing decaying waves at infinity, and R,T, may 
be regarded as reflection and tranmission coefficients for 
the shear layer. They are determined by matching the two 
solutions to conserve pressure and particle displacement 
across the jet boundary. Hence matching the pressures, it 
follows that
H i 1'(vo.) +  R x . ( v o )  - T H , » ,
and matching displacements
= O C T  V U
(A8)
(A9)
where
o C -  P i t *3 W  , Do - (<.-U.k), Dj - (-.-UjV.).
h o  V
Solving equations (A8), (A9) , one obtains
(A10)
TOO = -  2 ITTVa. L fCXW«) (All)
The complete Green's function is obtained by inverting the
-Ckx
Fourier transform as 
,-H*>
Q  = " i | T > , ( v s o ) h ! : % r ) T C * ) z l K ^ } v > a .
—-do
(A12)
The far field pressure is then obtained by evaluating (A12) by 
the method of stationary phase to give
Q  = _
_£(LiA/e.0W  cihTT/z
e  UTTT(k)X,Cvy.)l
4-t R O+MoOo®) uiC«6 (A13)
The Green's function when the jet has a continuous velocity 
profile will also be discussed. In particular, there is 
interest in the case where the source is situated in a region 
of uniform mean flow, which is itself surrounded by another 
region in which the niean flow varies slowly on a wavelength 
scale. There are two ways of solving this problem. First,
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note that each wave number component G(k) must obey an 
equation of the form
/_L ¿/¿L lfAU/A/jk  ^ - o.
[rcl 'b'f ^v- ‘ir y l J (A14)
A number of authors have studied this equation in the context 
of jet noise. At high frequencies, it may be solved (see for 
example Balsa [l4]) by the WKB method. Writing the equation 
as (with yOC1 constant)
L  + n* + w)c. = o .
( V "ir pi'-lr r1 / <A15)
one sets
£  =  r v / - ^ G .
and finds that with an error or order
(A16)
( ' / * ) , G satisfies
( S . ,  . - ) e  - o
s- K?r
/ (Al7)
Thus by the WKB method, one obtains
5 ' yJ  . (A18)
Matching this to the previously derived Green's function, 
and using a suffix 'a' to denote the conditions at the edge 
of the region of constant mean flow, it is clear that the 
effect of the variation in the mean flow is to cause the 
Green's function to be multiplied by a correction factor, for 
each wavenumber component
(w  If !>'),
l'/z r (*, \ *i
- eocp -  t (yC*)-  WaoW
- -4 ' -* (A19)
Thus the effect of the mean flow variation is to change 
slightly the amplitude of the radiated sound and to alter its 
phase.
As an alternative to the above analysis, note that when sound 
of sufficiently high frequency propagates through a variable 
mean flow it does so according to geometrical acoustics. A 
general discussion of the conditions under which this remains 
true has been given by Lighthill [32^. The correct expression 
for the energy flux per unit area, in this situation, is that 
given by Blokhintsev [30^ , and may be written as
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E r  ~ (f* + , (A20)
where IXx-j U-t are the x, r components of the velocity 
perturbation quantities, and observing that any wave always 
travels at the local phase speed, one obtains precisely the 
law of propagation derived earlier, (A18), for a wave of 
given axial wavenumber k. Thus the two approaches give 
exactly the same result.
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THE GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A BAFFLED DUCT
APPENDIX II
In this appendix, a discussion is given of the Green's function 
for a baffled duct, that is for a point source in the jet, 
and with the condition C i Q / S v i ^ s O  on X.»0. Note that this 
condition is only imposed for Tf>A. To do so for the whole 
of the V  plane seems unnecessary for the problem under 
consideration. As the mean flow cannot penetrate the baffle, 
the solution is restricted to M0 = 0.
From Appendix 1, the Green's function in the absence 
flange is, for f  > a.
4
-ik/
of a
(A21)
To obtain a Green's function with zero gradient normal to the 
> 1 = 0  surface, one must add another part to Q e of the form
4-
A(K.) e- k A k  . (A22)
If this is done naively one obtains Q -0  everywhere, which 
is clearly wrong. To get the correct result, one must 
reverse the sign of k in (A21), and then the condition 
O on V > a. leads to
A W  -  T ( v ^ k > r°)T(-V5.)e"'k x ‘ (A23)
so that
Now in v,and
-M* -IkC*--* xo)
e a*.
T, k always appears as either k , or kM,
(A24)
so
that
v(-kjtt) = v(kj-n) . T C - k j r t )  -  T £ k , - M )  •
(A25)
Thus the complete Green's function is
G- -  Go Gr0 r° r ^ )  , (a 26)
where C 0 is the unbaffled Green's function.
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At this stage it is important to emphasise that this Green's 
function only satisfies O  o n O a, not on v  <a..The
Green's function satisfying (dtrfovfj - O on all parts of x = 0 is 
much more difficult to obtain.
If one had allowed the mean flow in f  ^  CL to be non-zero, the 
problem would have been solved by replacing the change in 
variable from h. to -K, by one from K, to k  which ensures that 
w(k) = i'v(ki) . The required change is k* = ~ k  " ^1ofeo/(l- Mo) . 
The problem is then solved in the manner described above, and 
a slightly different value of G obtained.
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DIFFRACTION OF A PLANE WAVE 
BY A SEMI-INFINITE VORTEX SHEET
APPENDIX III
In this appendix, the theoretical work of Crighton and 
Leppington [2Cf| and of Morgan £21^ is summarised. Both 
these authors use the Wiener-Hopf technique £l5] to find 
the diffracted field when a plane wave is incident upon a 
semi-infinite vortex sheet, Figure 10.
A plane wave
t
eacp^-iko*- -f-vuitj f (A27)
is incident from the lower side of the half plane. The 
scattered pressures on the two sides of the plate are taken 
as pQ , pj, and the half range Fourier transforms
are introduced.
f iM,,
p O )  €1 H (±  x.) olx.
Loo
(A28)
Since the pressures on each side of the vortex .sheet obey 
convected wave equations,it follows that will have the 
forms
P0 0 y > o  
Pj PC [ +  L v y  ]  < 0  .
(A29)
Here the suffixes 0, j are used to signify the regions 
where U = U^ ,, U - and w, v are defined as in (A6). The branch 
cuts of w, v, are chosen so as to ensure that all waves 
decay as f’j f — > «
The boundary conditions are that pressure is continuous 
across the vortex sheet, so that
P P / -  P0^ o (A30)
and that the displacement of the 
so that if the Fourier transform 
Z(k) ,then
Z ~ C k )  =  O  .
sheet is zero on the plate, 
of this displacement is
( A31 )
- 3A -
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From the momentum equation, Z and P are related by 
- ( c o - l l o k f Z  =  ^  Po 1
—  C ^ ~  ^  ~ ~c— . • » J
so that (A30) can be rewritten as
K W Z ' W *  - p V -  =  ( p f -  pJ )  ,
t (li- k.o J
where
n e w )  =  - ( j >j V j ^ :d ° / ° - ) / w '/  .
Then K(k) may be split as a product of two factors K+ ,K , 
analytic in appropriate half planes. If this splitting is 
done with w nearly real (ie. w = w+iO), then by the usual 
Wiener-Hopf arguments the solution may be obtained as
' Z ( k )  g  +  P °________________  . (A35)
cCk-kO K +Cfc)K“C*0
This solution does not obey a trailing edge Kutta condition, 
or satisfy causality (see [2oJ,[2l]]). if these are to be 
satisfied, one must add on an extra part, incorporating an 
instability wave proportional to exp (- ik^x), where k^ is 
the wavenumber of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the 
vortex sheet. Adding this to the above solution, and 
cancelling the part giving singular behaviour near the 
edge, one obtains
Z M  = Pc(leo-kq)______________ . .
kx) K+Ck) K T M  <A36>
It is convenient to introduce the notation
(A32)
( A33 )
(A3 4)
L + ik) - K +Ck) < V  kx) , t-'fr) = m ) .
Then one can write the pressure in the region y O  as
p 0 =  Pc. i-L-CVe.-1'"*
2.Ì w ck -k o ) L>Ck) LTCk)
and in the region y <£ O  as
Pj = — OC Pc ,
( A3 7 )
(A38)
(A39)
where <<
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APPENDIX IV 
MODAL SUMMATIONS
It is required to sum (from (42) ) an expression for the
mth circumferential mode , of the form
+ a w /
ha (
h.) I C l - *'V  [C
Consider an integral of the form
ZTTC
(.r
% ( s )  +  X d ) \ x
(A40)
(A41)X(A) I (j1-/1)1
taken round the contour shown on Figure 11. In the sub­
sequent analysis, one may ignore the contributions from the 
C (*(<*)+ x o j) ) / term. This is because the
major part of the integral comes from the region around 
yU.=-ij and further, the error due to ignoring that term is 
only the same as that arising from differences between the 
Kirchhoff method and the exact solution.
One can evaluate the integral (A42) in two ways; from the 
poles of C't'+'t*) C y - ^ O )  an<^  from the contributions from 
the arcs of the contour. Taking the poles first, take(for 
definiteness)the contour to pass through the zeros of JV, W  
between theN th and N+lth zeros of Denote the zeros
of by Then with
JV/(/0 'v - > (A42)
the contribution to X  from these poles is
N  I
=  * <A43) 
The contributions from the poles a are then given by
(A44)1" ^  - d  f r
d /t
4-y2-
Q-*/.n )T«(n) — T».(,3 )
( J *'(*)Y u nía) j
(A45)
j . 1  L  cti'f-*)*,(-*) +  
4-Jz L ( (-y ))x 9
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Now using the well known continuation formulae
- e ‘^ ~ C - 3 ) ,  T-'h)”
one finds that this part of the integral gives
I .  =  ' fp-'l'it-
One can now proceed to show that to leading order in (*/&
the value of the integral taken along the contour is negligible,
so that the series (A43) simply sums to That.is,
(A46)
(A47)
M
x  «  _  > ________ !____ 4-
/  0-  ^
-  [ l  — 1
U 1 ~  w w r  J (A48)
If the four arcs in the integral those at infinity do not 
contribute, and the other two are equal, giving, with as the
value of the intercept with the real axis,
-r = _L. f 2C X  ioC+cx) dx____
—  0»
(A49)
In this analysis it is assumed that the frequency is high, so 
that one can replace the Bessel functions by their high 
frequency expansions ;for example,
I IV\ (K-tiX.) TfrctC}:)
CjoS^POi X-^iTT —- F ^
2. <*■ J (A50)
Thus, with
I
cC chosen to give Ten (oc ) * O  >
, -ho»
Xcl-JC
n-i. J ^ x - i x y ^ T
(A51)
In this integral, one can take ba* \ w i t h  an error of 
order exp (- Z.<K ) The integral can be expressed in the form
X  = S ( * X -  S ( - c e )  , (A52)
where
S c ° o = I
TT i
d'K
_  I A. { clic
XTIXy ((x-£o()^ + y ^
(A53)
9 (A54)
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2ar<;
X  _ ïcuï'hi*.) _l. M U .
.2. \ y / (3 ^ 0 (A55)
Two cases, must now be considered; where I , which
corresponds to angles of radiation well away from the shadow 
line where Ü ^oy" V a O O ) —  J*1AJAW,X» anc* (y l o i j ' v  / ^ corresponding 
to the case of a radiation angle very near the limiting angle. 
Write
/ *s =  z
so that after some algebra
(A56)
z
' L .  U 3 1 * - u  /
, IT 
^  2 ’ (A57)
and £ = 1 Ï L . ocy 1 (A58)P
i t s 1 L A « - 3 ]
Thus,
X =  £ c « o - SC--C)
_  • \ u Ÿ  Z o c 3 (A59)
Ac*-yJ 1  ( « -3*J .
When y is not too nearcC > then this component is of order 
( * / k O  smaller ({•€. '/y ) than that from the poles« When 
y OC, the second term of (A59) is large so that
__ - I oC
a-rrec3 l  * - y (A62)
Clearly this becomes singular near cC=-y The reason for 
this can be seen by looking at the integral . When oC-*■ y 
it is clear that one of the poles will, at some stage, inter­
sect the contour. This results in the integral along the 
contour becoming very large. The correct value of the 
summation at this boundary must then be taken as (1/2) that 
given above, and this summation will change from its typical 
value over a region of angular width
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CHAPTER 5
THE SHOCK WAVES AHEAD OF A FAN WITH NON-UNIFORM BLADE 
PART I: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT
when a fan operates at supersonic tip speeds, shock waves 
are generated ahead of the blades. If these blades are non-uniform, 
then the shock waves are also non-uniform, and tones at harmonics 
of the fan rotational frequency are generated. This chapter presents 
a simple theory for the relation between the strengths of the 
individual shock waves, the blade stagger angles and the blade 
thicknesses. That relation which is derived in Part II of the 
paper, depends on a number of assumptions about the flow. The 
justification of these assumptions forms the subject of this Part I. 
First, the general features of detached shock wives ahead of a blunt 
nosed body are discussed and the method of analysis used in Part 
II established. Next the outflow from a cascade of unevenly 
staggered blades is discussed. Using the Wiener-Hopf method, it is 
shown that the mass flow from a blade passage depends only on the 
area of that passage, for the nearly sonic Mach numbers of interest.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the generation of "buzzsaw" or
"combination-tone" noise by supersonic compressors with non-
uniform blading. If such a compressor has uniform blading,
any tones generated are, by symmetry, at multiples of blade
passing frequency only. The low harmonics of rotational
frequency, that do in practice exist, are an important
component of the aft cabin noise on the Lockheed L1011
TriStar. The causes of this buzzsaw noise in modern turbofan
engines are the shock waves which appear ahead of the fan.
These shock waves are generated with different amplitudes,
depending on the blade parameters, and they then propagate
non-linearly along the fan inlet duct. Recent work by
Stratford and Newby 1 has shown that while the strengths of
the shock waves change during this propagation process, the
levels of the low order harmonics of rotational frequency do
not. The levels of these harmonics are, therefore, set by
their levels at the fan disc. Stratford and Newby found a
linear relation between shock amplitude and the differences
in the stagger of adjacent blades. This is used as the
basis for controlling shock strengths and hence the low
order harmonics upstream of the fan. The order of the fan
blades is changed to minimise the second and third harmonics
of the stagger angle pattern. While this has been broadly
successful in reducing the sound level in these harmonics,
an additional factor is thought to be significant. This is
the thickness of the blades. Recently, much work has been
done to correlate the shock strengths with blade-to-blade
2thickness variations . as a result, when the blades are
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shuffled, thickness as well as stagger angle variations are 
taken into account. In the ¿Stratford and Newby paper, the 
experimental relation between blade angle and shock strength 
was at variance with existing theories. In these (see e.g.
7
Kurosaka J ) the shock waves were assumed to be attached to 
the fan blades, and the flow pattern as in Fig. 1, If we neg­
lect the losses through the shocks, the Mach number at a 
point is directly related to the local flow angle. The flow 
field may then be solved by the method of characteristics. 
There, the Mach number and flow angle are constant along 
"characteristic" lines, at an angle - c w s ^ i/m ) to the 
flow. Using this property, and the conservation of mass flow, 
energy and momentum across the shock waves, the complete flow 
field ahead of the fan can be constructed. In practice, it 
is much easier to analyse the flow beyond the first blade 
spacing ahead of the fan, using one-dimensional non-linear 
acoustic theory (see Hawkings ^ ).
Since the blades are only slightly cambered, they may 
be takpn as flat, to a first approximation, and with one 
blade twisted from its original position the flow pattern 
close to the fan is as depicted in Fig. 2. Over the section 
AB, the flow ahead of the shock attached to the nth blade is 
uniform; all the changes in the flow behind it are caused by 
the expansion fan shed from its leading edge, where the flow 
is turned. Hence the shock strength only depends on the 
blade angles and is, therefore, easily calculated. Since the 
shock waves are attached, they are uninfluenced by the flow 
downstream of the fan. Consider now the effect of changing 
the incidence of one blade; if the stagger angle of the nth 
blade is decreased, the Mach number ahead of the (n + l)th
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blade is reduced, and the Mach number behind the nth blade 
reduced. Consequently, the strength of the shock from the 
nth blade is increased and that from the (n + l)th blade 
reduced. Linearising, we may then expect a relation of the
Cfnthe increase in stagger angle of the nth blade, and A and 
B are positive constants of the same order of magnitude.
This is in contradiction to the observed relation
opposite sign. Stratford and Newby argued that the difference 
arises because in practice the shock waves are detached from 
the blade leading edges. When a uniform fan or cascade is 
running, there is only one value of flow direction (for a 
given Mach number) for which the shock waves are attached - 
the so-called "unique incidence condition" (see, e.g., ^
In reality fans are operated away from this condition, at 
higher values of blade incidence. As Stratford and Newby 
demonstrate, this means that some of the inlet flow to a 
blade passage is spilled around the leading edge of the 
blade. This spillage is necessary to match the mass flows 
through the passages with those far upstream of the fan and 
it makes the blade behave, in effect, as a thick blunt-nosed 
body which has a detached shock ahead of it. A further con­
sequence of shock wave detachment is that the shock waves 
are affected by the flow downstream of the fan. Stratford 
and Newby assert that this is the primary factor controlling 
the shock amplitudes. As the blade angles are altered, the 
change in swallowing capacity of a blade passage is proportio­
nal to the change in angle. This change in swallowing capacity 
then changes the spillage around the blade and alters the
form P>i - f i  OC*— B  or n-1 where AR, is the shock amplitude
, for which the slope has the
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shock strengths accordingly. It is, therefore, plausibly 
responsible for the observed relation between shock strength 
and blade angles.
The aim of this paper is to model this phenomenon in a 
relatively simple way, and to justify quantitatively the 
observed experimental relations between shock strength, blade 
angles and thicknesses. To do this we assume that the blades 
are essentially thin and uncambered and we consider only two- 
dimensional flow, such as persists near the tips of the blades 
where the experimental measurements are made. Further, we 
consider only the flow close to the fan since its upstream 
development is easily modelled by existing non-linear weak 
shock theory. Three-dimensional effects in both the genera­
tion and propagation of the shock waves may, however, be 
important, particularly over the full length of the '3' duct 
on the Lockheed L1011 TriStar. This will form the subject 
of another paper.
The chapter is split into two parts: Part II derives the 
relation between the shock strengths and the blading non­
uniformities, while Part I is devoted to some preliminary 
analyses to justify the assumptions on which Part II is 
based. In this Part I we begin by discussing the mechanism 
of shock wave detachment from isolated two-dimensional blunt- 
nosed bodies in supersonic flows. We then derive a simple 
theory that agrees well with exact calculations. This theory 
forms the basis of the work on non-uniform fans presented in 
Part II. An assumption made in Part II is that the outflow 
from the non-uniform cascade is, for these nearly sonic Mach 
numbers, only dependent cn the blade passage areas. We justify 
this in Fart I by solving a linearised oroblem involving a
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semi-infinite cascade with the blades moved from their mean
position. In solving a linear problem it may be objected
that the flow is inherently non-linear at nearly sonic Mach
numbers. We maintain, nonetheless, that the linear
solutions will be adequate so long as the flow is not
singular at M - I . The analysis proceeds by the Wiener-
6Hopf technique . We start by solving the problem for a 
perfectly general set of perturbations, and generate a set 
of simultaneous equations, of number equal to the number of 
blades. We then specialise the analysis to harmonic varia­
tions in the stagger angles and displacements. These 
harmonics are essentially responsible for the harmonics of 
shaft rotational frequency in the resulting engine order 
tones. An essential feature of this analysis is that we 
initially solve for time harmonic variations, and then let the 
frequency tend to zero. In that respect, the analysis might 
have some relevance to the flutter problem, and certainly 
has some similarities to the supersonic flutter work of 
Goldstein et al  ^ . It is also related to much published
work on the transmission of sound through blade rows (see
8e.g. Mani and Horvay ),
DETACHED SHOCK-WAVES ON BLUNT-NOSED BODIES
We consider a semi-infinite body of thickness t and 
nose radius r immersed in a uniform mean flow of Mach 
number M. The flow pattern is shown in Pig. 3 in both the 
physical and hodograph planes. The flow decelerates through 
the shock from C to C', B to B' and A to A'. It then 
accelerates up a stream line B'F, say, to the point where it 
meets the sonic line CE. It then accelerates supersonically 
until it eventually approaches the free stream Mach number M.
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These changes can be conveniently shown on a hodograph 
diagram, which is a plot of the flow in the (U,V) plane, 
where U,V are the two components of the velocity. On this 
diagram the flow passing through the shock goes from A, B, C 
on the V = 0 axis to points A', B', O' on the shock polar.
There are a number of ways of estimating the shock 
detachment distance for such isolated blunt-nosed bodies. 
First, there is direct calculation using a numerical solution 
of the flow equations. This is feasible but complicated. 
Furthermore, it is unlikely to yield either the degree of 
understanding required here, or some simple relation that 
could be fitted to an acoustic theory. Additionally, since, 
as we shall see later, the outflow from the cascade can only 
be crudely modelled, great accuracy seems unwarranted.
A second method is that of matched expansions. A 
number of solutions are available (see e.g. Van Dyke ^).
They have two disadvantages. First, they arise from expan­
sions of the flow variables in powers of 1/fioo, and are 
accordingly excellent for hypersonic speeds , but
much less suitable for the Mach numbers relevant here 
(PAoo<Cl-7). Second, they mostly solve only the so-called 
"indirect problems", in which the shape of the shock wave 
is specified (a hyperbolic shape is frequently assumed) and 
the body profile then determined.
Our approach is based on the much simpler method due 
to MBckel, as described in detail by Shapiro . He assumes 
a shock shape, and finds its position by balancing the mass 
flows through the sonic line with the upstream mass flow. We 
adopt his method with a number of simplifications, and obtain 
a result which agrees well with more exact calculations and 
therefore also, as shown by Shapiro, with experiments for the
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We balance the mass flow through the sonic line, (see 
Fig. 4), with that through the characteristic AB. Downstream 
of the sonic line we assume that the flow is isentropic, and 
that the characteristics are all of one family. This means 
that we are in some sense ignoring the rise in entropy through 
the shock. Since the rise is 0(M - 1)^ and here M = 1.5» this 
is not too important. Since only one characteristic family 
is present, the position of the sonic line on the body E, may 
be determined. The sonic line is further assumed to be
1 cstraight (see Shapiro ) and at an a n g l e t o  the mean 
flow.
The mass flow through the characteristic AB is
*> ■hit/Tol P°
« p- J Æ  ? ( 1)
where ^ n/Te>/A Po^  is the one-dimensional mass flow function, 
P-jT- the stagnation pressure and temperature, and A  ah 
the area of AB perpendicular to the flow (per unit span). 
This is set equal to the flow through the sonic line,
m c =
__ / •J'Ta \ A  c P<Oj C
a  po / v i ; , c  (2 )
/ )/(!(*-1 ))
W riting ( ¿ ^ / A P o) a s Q , where Q «  ) >
we fin d  that with A “Vtt= Y "h ^ ctoi^ and A c = eA.j(per u n it span)
il CP} ? ) Q  00 —  R & c c t ,  (3)
where R is the average ratio of stagnation pressures across 
the shock. Hence
4_ = __________ !___________ _
(J{tQc./Q.oo) —  Coot^ )r (4)
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Figure 5 compares this result with that of Kttckel's
10calculation procedure quoted by Shapiro . We see that 
the two are in reasonable agreement, except above a Mach 
number of 2, where the pressure losses become significant.
At very low excess Mach numbers, the shock stand-off distance 
tends to infinity. This region is probably not well modelled 
either, since the geometric assumptions are of doubtful 
validity when the shock is far enough detached. However, 
the agreement is quite acceptable in the region of real 
interest.
We examine the form of the result (4) for marginally 
supersonic flow. It can be easily shown that, with (n-(')=
(q /Qc) -(f+ i.T/'fr-H)) , I- OCT'1) j o
3.
Hence the detachment for small excess Mach numbers is 
d  _  Y -h  I >
v o-th- 0l
This is plotted on Fig. 5, and agrees well with (4) as 
evaluated exactly.
(6)
THE STEADY OUTFLOW FROM A CASCADE OF NON-UNIFORM BLADES
We consider a semi-infinite two-dimensional cascade, as 
shown in Fig. 6, containing a mean flow of Mach number M, and 
with its blades displaced from their nominal positions by 
angles 0 H and distances S*,. We initially solve the time 
dependent problem in which the blades displacements have the 
time dependence where kc is the frequency, and k is
assumed to have a small imaginary part such that - £ } e >o.
We obtain the steady flow solution by setting k equal to zero 
at the end of the analysis.
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In each passage we define the pressure perturbation 
relative to the mean to be (x* expjjlkc-k J ,
where the coordinates are fixed in the nth blade.
We define general coordinates (xjy) such that Jc-ns ,
y-n!o * '^ hese pressures, ^  , satisfy a convected
wave equation
r n
^  c*V  -bx / J ' (7)
The problem is solved with the boundary conditions that on 
the blade surfaces ( = O  , * n < 0 ) the fluid particle dis­
placements >2,shall be equal to the blade displacements, so 
that
( 8 )
On the streamline leaving the nth blade, we assume that the 
pressure is continuous, so that
( O } 9 ~*-y( ) , (9)
and similarly the displacement is continuous, with
= ^ m-i (h i-**/) - (10)
We also assume that the flow leaves the trailing edge of the
blades smoothly; that is, a Kutta condition is assumed to hold.
We now introduce the Fourier transforms of the 
perturbation quantities; for a general perturbation these 
are defined as
r-H»
fin ( x ^)  M ( ±
<-oo ( 11)
where J-7 is the unit step function, and the ± transforms are 
regular in the regions R 1  of Fig. 7 . The transformed pressure 
thus satisfies the equation
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(12)
where ^C")= i) - , D ^ k - h u . ^  , and the branches of (”'(“■)
are chosen such that !_►. F  as k -5 ad in the common strip 
of regularity of the regions , Transforming the boundary 
conditions and defining the transform of ’hi*-) as 2^ | we have
Z.L y .  ~ ^  8»>
J ¿ O - e )  < > - e ) 2 (13)
where b refers to the blade, rather than the fluid, and in 
which (to ensure convergence) we have set the blade displace­
ments as (in + Oy, Xv,)6*■/> ("¿£ ) where and £  will be
set equal to zero at the end of the analysis. Fourier trans­
forming equation (9)» we have
P n h c )  = p„+ (ll ) c - i «  ^
which can be re-written in the form
(14)
J =  , say (15)
where F*"is regular in R . On the blade we have, similarly, 
for X > 0
+Zn L°) ~ Z„-,(U) — O . (16)
This may be combined with the boundary condition on the blade 
surface to yield
Z Z .  + z n ( ° )  = 2b;: + z »-.(Me' ,ai= ° - (17)
From equation (12), we can take the pressure to be of the form
P* -  A , e i r 1 s  +- E „ e 1^
9 (18)
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and then using the equation of momentum conservation in the 
ij direction it follows that
How the condition that the particle displacement is contin­
uous across ij»o implies that
Z * 0 )  = a 'Z»+U°) = ? « u « ) e  lU\  (20)
Thus it follows from (1 9 ) and (20) that
f \ A =• ^ /ocJ-J>i / 2 r s ^ r th ] [ 2 v,Co')e -Z « ^ C ° ) e tU J ,  (21)
B„ -  [/“■'t'/irsi, n j  [ 2 „ (D)eir t ’_ Z « 7.
so that substituting in (1 5 ) we have
f~\ n ~h ß «  Av»-I C
—c u st iP W  —in s - iP i i
-  B—i e = F-
(2 2)
(2 3 )
and substituting for Aflj 8*,,
_ ^ c ^ j P s ^ P i ^ Z n n  etl4l  z z* c « r%  +"2^ -itfluSJ= FV. (24)
One way of proceeding from here would be to take (24) 
and substitute forZ*, using (17) to give
= -Z b ~  +  . (25)
This would then give the following set of equations
( 2 6 )
n.- 1
A set of simultaneous equations such as this cannot, in 
general, be solved by the Wiener-Hopf technique, since there 
is no general method cf factorising the matrix K m n into parts
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regular in the two half planes. However, in this case Ktnw
always has the form . and the equations may indeed be
solved. This is done by splitting all the components
into their harmonic components, so that
S _
Z „ ( u ) =  y Z e(u)eK p [T rrc ^ /(f l
€ = I  J  (27)
where we have assumed that the cascade is periodic every B 
blades, though we emphasise that this assumption is not 
necessary for the solution of the equation (26). Making this 
substitution in (26) we obtain
) -  He , (2Q)
where M M  is the function
K c  (M - ~ 2-/,cl^ ( CoS(us+ iTr^ / s ) - ^ r'ii)/(ri^ r ^ ) . (29)
Equation (28) can now be solved by the Wiener-Hopf 
technique. Substituting for and splitting K s K  + K  
where the K^are regular in R*, we obtain
K / Z / -
k 4(V) _  & c
J  *  ü i - 0L
r  K rl(c) ^  (k 4cu)-
L (u-£) l«-t) ^
_  k + (*U-e , 6 e K V )  Ge K V ( 0  , p :
' T h Z T T  + ( ü - o *  +  ~ 5 - o *  f
( $ 0 )
The two sides of this equation are regular in R 4and 
respectively. Therefore, by Liou/ille's theorem they must be 
equal to a polynomial. If we choose to apply a trailing 
edge Kutta condition, then Z +(u) U. ^  as u-ioo and from 
the Appendix, K 0*) ^  a  ^  as ; so we find that the poly­
nomial must be zero. Therefore, noting that Z g  - —  Zbg , 
we have
= —  ke (Q _  0 e J _  f K e  ( z )
6 k \ ( « )  ¿ t«'*-) k 4 (u) -l£ I Ck- e ) 1- (31)
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The factorisation of the split functions is discussed in the 
Appendix.
We are now in a position to calculate the mass flows in
the blade passages. Using the above value of 2  q , ($1), and
with (21), (22) and (1 5), it follows that the pressure is
given by 
- r m u /  -¿n h
e.
iTTli/0 + LUç'
e -e 1n y<t -
liticò
e
Kc (e)£ì__ _  4>e I k fCe)1 (32)
[i(u-£)Ke(u) kS^)*L£\ e /J
For the sake of simplicity we drop the suffixC and the over­
bar from etc. We deal separately with the mass flows
due to the displacements, and angular perturbation Q .
Dealing with the displacement first, we find, on Fourier 
transforming (32) and substituting for K\.u) from the Appendix,
that
3.PSi~ r*h ( U-£~)
<-00
■x , \ - L u x  .( V O - w »  -3>Lc) )■€ A.U. (33)
o  d ( * ) 1 (h -V'u:) •
As we only require the field inx<o, this consists of contri­
butions from the pole at «-=■ £ , that at u- “ k-/0“ M) and 
from an infinite number of poles arising from the term.
The latter represent cut-off acoustic duct modes whose ampli­
tudes decay exponentially away from the exit of the cascade,■ 
They do not contribute to the mass flow since they integrate 
to zero. Considering the two important poles in turn, that at 
a- £ gives
t
_ _ £  ,/ac.* Jfcg)
K (a’G o - c ’-) s ^ r y o k
an*/i-r<:<r
• (34)
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To get the field in the steady flow case we take the limit 
of (34) as Jooand then £-*0 . The order of these limits is 
most important, only this order giving the correct result.
That ordering of the limits is physically equivalent to first 
solving the problem of the steady flow from blades with dis­
placement decreasing exponentially with distance from the exit 
plane. Taking the limits the other way round gives the solu­
tion for low frequency vibrations of perfectly flat plates and 
is irrelevant and incorrect here. The correct result is, for 
the pole at U.= £ ,
Similarly, the contribution from the pole at 
gives
Clearly, these two parts, (35) and (37), cancel, so that as 
k - 9  0 t  there is no pressure or velocity perturbation. Thus the 
only perturbation in mass flow is that due to the area r.hanm». 
This is entirely what one would expect for a set of blades that 
are displaced parallel to themselves.
The pressure perturbation due to the change in stagger 
angle is found by Fourier transforming (32) and substituting 
for k*0*) as k-* O  from the Appendix to give
(55)
(37)
(./"yy uu{_+cUç
€ Ô
1
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The pole at U. = £ gives
% i . /  _ , . 2rTi£/$+ ‘*5 >l _ „¿5 j_ (2c»rfe)^-j)~2g cffopcm)
I d £  i' (s'ri. P C t ) h /  *‘ (39)
and letting/t-?o i followed by £■+ o  w® obtain
( ( ~ n  *)t
c& s  pc'hze‘ 
h ( / - » * ) (40)
A similar evaluation for the pole at U -  — h f ( t - t l ) gives
p = -  J ^ A l C Z s L - y i i -  ¿ e s  p cx
r c/-*\)a  ; C ^ T (41)
We now require the values of the density and axial velocity 
perturbations. The latter are obtained from the linearised 
momentum equation, which in the steady flow limit integrates 
to give Uit ~ f ' fp U - Plus a constant which may be taken as 
zero. Now for these perturbations with no tj/ variation, the 
mass flow per passage is given by
M =  ( , ( « / > ' + u . y ) =  M*' .
(42)
Combining (41) and (42), we find that the mass flow per 
passage is given by
™  =  L Q f > i L ^ ( l -  e x p e r t J )  ,
and substituting for ^  from the Appendix we obtain
A c  i 6 p H  (j -  €
(43)
2lr^  7 ** [T p T r j
+  s ( s f ^ y
(44)
Inasmuch as the full solution can be constructed from the 
above equation by summation over the harmonic components t  , 
this completes the formal solution of the problem. Prom the 
point of view ox the buzzsaw cabin noise problem, we are 
only interested in the solution for small mode numbers €.
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Expanding (44)» with ( ? / & )  small, we obtain 
i y \ — 0yoU.(s-4y&A) +  L G  j o  U .  j ^ - i r ^ s  -  ¿ j i U ' J
(45)
Now the 9 f U s  term arises from the geometry (it represents 
the area increase relative toK , depending on 9 ) ,  But as
Therefore, we have shown that to first order i n € / Q t 
the mass flow perturbations depend on area alone. Furthermore, 
it can be shown that the second order terms in (45) are non­
singular as yS-»0 . 'This means that it is unlikely that the 
theory will be greatly affected by non-linearities.
Part II of this study continues with the application of 
the ideas of Section 2 to non-uniform cascades in which a 
crucial simplification is the dependence of mass flow on area 
alone, as has been justified in linearised form in this work.
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APPENDIX
THE FACTORISATION OF K(u)
Previous factorisations of the function K ( u . )  in ( 2 9 )  have
8 9
been given, in different notation, by Mani and Horvay and Goldstein 
et al.^ Of these, the former is only concerned with the module of 
, which is not good enough for our purposes , while in the 
latter the result is quoted in full but with a minimum of explan­
ations. In this Appendix we both give that result in the notation 
of the present paper, and deduce the limiting form as O. Briefly,
the function K i 1*) may be split into infinite products as described
6
in Noble. Thus:
px+ o )  =  f c ~ ni‘ ,T e — L
(k- G+tt'W) rr ( / -  i * / /*<?))
( A 1 )
where
with
and
A 0+ =
t  _Ao
r to
a(h)
[o.(o) + i> (.°)J/((/“ tt1)+ (aV K 1)')  ^
C « C n ) t  ! > (« ) ] / (Q -m2) + ( i V k ' ) )  t 
= [ n C -v\)t OVI*1)) »
= [ - M k  + V t ^ - 0-n')nV/i,')
~ - (hk.-xw(n--e&)S/Ul) ,
b ( n ) = [ > 0 +  * 7 ^ ) "  (2Hks fc) ^ 0 - a v) 4*Xnm 7«)/V  ’
= u i x t ^ u T ' / : L  ) -  A  _I.T7 V W  2 lTr  V p i f r  "JJ *
and is required to make K"V )  have algebraic behaviour as .
For the calculations in the main part of. the paper, we only require 
the values of K+£u-) * as A, jU-^o .
In this limit, with (k/w.) fixed, K +(u.) may be written
= r) + V .H ]
(k-Q+n)u.') ^
where
. zir ( 4 y
~f~ B s _ ¿¡oi'i B
XT C XT €
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CHAPTER 6
THE SHOCK WAVES AHEAD OF A FAN WITH NON-UNIFORM BLADES 
PART II: THE RELATION BETWEEN SHOCK STRENGTH AND BLADING
PARAMETERS
287
ABSTRACT
This is the second part of an investigation into the relation 
between shock wave strength and blading non-uniformities for a 
supersonic aero engine fan in which the shock waves are detached 
from the blade leading edges. Part I of the paper contained some 
preliminary analyses which we use here to derive a simple relation 
between the strengths of the individual shock waves, the blade 
stagger angles and thicknesses. This theory is in good agreement 
with experiments, and so provides a theoretical basis for the blade 
shuffling procedures used to minimise blade-to-blade variation and 
to control shaft order tone generation by these variations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is the second part of an investigation into the 
relation between the shock wave strengths and blading non­
uniformities for a fan in which the shock waves are detached 
from the blade leading edges. Part I 1 contained two 
analyses which were necessary to the analysis in this part.
The first of these was a general simplified analysis of the 
features of the detached shock wave ahead of a blunt-nosed 
body. This produced a relation between shock detachment and
the dimensions of the body that is in good agreement with 
2experiments and forms the basis for the analysis that 
follows here. Second, Part I gave an analysis of the outflow 
from a cascade with non-uniforraly staggered blades. This 
showed that at the nearly sonic Mach numbers that occur in 
the tip section blade passages of supersonic aero-engine fans, 
the perturbations in mass flow, due to the non-uniformities, 
only depend on the exit area of each blade passage. This 
established the validity of the approximation for the cascade 
outflow used in the present paper.
In this part we begin by considering a uniform cascade.
A simple analysis, using conservation of mass flow alone, is 
used to derive a simple relation between the shock wave strength 
and the blade incidence and thickness. In the following 
section we look at perturbations of this condition, due to 
blading non-uniformities. The analysis is in two parts: 
first, the shock wave detachment at the leading edge of the 
blades is determined and then the propagation of the shock 
waves forward of the fan is calculated. As a result a simple 
relation between shock wave strength and the blading non­
uniformities is obtained, which is in good agreement with 
experiments.
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2. SHOCK WAVE DETACHMENT FOB A UNIFORM CASCADE 
Shock Detachment Due to Blade Incidence
We consider a cascade of blades of stagger angle CC and 
incidencei  , as shown in Fig. 1. The suction surface Mach 
number is Mss, and the upstream Mach number^. The blades 
are assumed to be thin.
The mass flow through the characteristic AB, rv)A0, must 
be equal to the sum of the mass flow through the blade passage 
and the mass flow through the sonic line. The former is equal 
to the upstream mass flow per blade passage. With a blade 
spacing s (c.. f. Part I equation 3)f
Q o o S e ^ o C  + i.) - +-.Sc*oo<’)q ss - Rc.Qc.jL ? (1)
where the notation is defined in Part I, with Q  the one-dimen­
sional mass flow function, and Rc the presssure loss ratio. 
Transforming this equation, we find that
cL _  Q s s  CoS QC -
S  R c  Q t  -  Q  S S  0 3  £  ( 2 )
Since the incidence is always small in practice, we can expand 
the formula for small i .  Then, changes in Mach number are 
small and may also be expanded about Q^.
From the appendix, we find that
<3ss =  Q o o  -  3 (3)
and hence
Q .  00 C o s  Ctt — i -  Q '’0  C m  o c —  Q  Oo C jr jo C  —  Q f l o  S C * * .
S  R c  Q  C -  Q  eo C « ) ^  \ A )
• I Si-t/t yj Alto~~ I C.0-3 x
=  0 h
( f U Q c / a  co ) -  J
(5 )
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This formula shows that shock detachment measured along the 
sonic line increases almost linearly with incidence, and is 
zero for zero incidence, which here is the "unique incidence 
condition".
In the design of turbofan compressors, a quantity often 
used is the capture area ratio (CAR). This is defined as the 
ratio of the mass flow through the characteristic AB to the 
net mass flow, i.e.
CAR. =• +  y ^ c - , (6)
rOoo M  oo
A. Q. c Re. ■--- —  >
s  Q  OO Ceo £«<■■*" )
S c  Re c°s «  -  Q n°s Q o  ¿))
Q  < » C « ^ < > C + i)^ R c  Q c  “  Q  i% CoS
(7)
(8)
Linearising with respect to C , this becomes
CAR -  / +
l  ((Û c Re /Gloo)-~ I )  Go oC (9)
For the RB211 at 92% speed, the condition where buzzsaw noise 
is important, we have = 1.4, DC = 60°, 6 = 4°» £ = 13.4° 
and M $ s  = 1.55« To estimate R c , we note that across a normal 
shock R c = 0.913 at M^= 1.55. This must apply to the air 
which is just spilled over the top of the aerofoil. For an 
oblique shock wave with a downstream Mach number of 1.4, the 
pressure ratio is R c = O.9 6 4 . Accordingly, we estimate the 
average value of R c as O.9 6 4 . Then using (9 ), we find that 
d/s = 0.142.
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This is similar to the value*calculated by Stratford 
and Newby. Furthermore, it corresponds to a value of shock
of the fan. This is acceptably close to the measured value 
of 0.4 in view of both the approximation in the theory and 
the difficulties of making measurements of this pressure rise, 
when the flow is unsteady, and there are large blade to blade 
variations.
Shock Detachment Due to Thickness
We consider a blade which has a thickness fc at the tip, 
and a thickness S at the position where the characteristic AB 
(Fig. 2) meets the bladeS .
The method of analysis, as before,is to match the mass
flows across the sonic line and at infinity to the mass flow 
through the characteristic AB.
The mass flow through the characteristic AB is
blade spacing ahead
(1 0 )
the mass flow through the sonic line is
yAc = «4 Re. Q<- , (11)
and the mass flow at infinity is
Hence, since >n*>+- >AC = , we have
( 12)
and therefore
(14)
This shows that if the tip alone is increased in thickness 
without altering the downstream thickness the change in
* Actual Value 0.42
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shock detachment)^ i/s))is then given by
_  W_fc_\_______035 *2___________
0 5 )
This is essentially the same formula as that for an isolated 
aerofoil (Part I equation 4). An interesting feature of the 
formula (14)» is that if both the tip and upstream thickness 
increase together (for instance if there is a uniform 
thickening of the whole blade), then there is virtually no 
change in shock detachment.
SHOCK DETACHMENT FOR NON-UNIFORM BLADING 
Effect of Blade Stagger Angle Changes
We consider the geometry shown in Fig. 3, where the 
blades have perturbations oCnand respectively, in stagger
angle. We assume for simplicity that these perturbations 
occur about the same point in each blade. There is no real 
basis for making this assumption except that if the blades are 
twisted by different amounts during manufacture, the twist will 
be about the same axis for each blade.
The basis of the solution is to consider the mass flows 
through a box formed by the characteristic AB, the sonic line 
and the outflow from the blade passage (Fig. 3). These mass 
flows are balanced by continuity, and are then expanded about 
their mean values to first order in the perturbation quantities 
oCj&d-* The shock detachment distance can then be determined.
We consider first the change in mass flow through the 
exit of the cascade. This is assumed to depend only on the 
area. The reasons for making this assumption are as follows. 
Physically, since the cascade discharges into what is effectively
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a constant pressure sink, the outlet pressure on DE must be 
constant, and unaffected by the non-uniformity, and since the 
flow is nearly sonic the mean flow will be relatively 
insensitive to any variations in Mach number. As the stag­
nation temperature and pressure are constant, and (^/tri^is 
O(O-Mi), as ft"* 1, the mass flow will be proportional to area. 
Furthermore, the linearised analysis of Part I has shown that 
this is indeed asymptotically true (as /) for low harmonic 
order variations in the blade positions. The area to be used 
in these calculations is an effective area (rather than the 
true, geometric, area), and should account for the presence 
of the blade boundary layer. We will ignore the variation in 
the latter with blading non-uniformity.
If these arguments are accepted we have, in the usual 
notation, the increase in area per unit span as (c- x)(c(.y>' & h-i) 
Hence the change in mass flow is
A ^ E0 =  (c " *)(*»-*»*-') Rt > (16)
v/here accounts for the loss in total pressure between the 
inlet and exit of the box, Aj> accounts for the contraction in 
stream tube height that occurs on a real fan, and represents, 
therefore, some attempt to take three-dimensional effects into 
account.
The change in mass flow through the sonic line is
= A l i  Qc. R t  . ( 17 )
Here there is no stream tube contraction, and, furthermore, 
we assume that the change in the pressure loss is negligible. 
This is reasonable, since the loss is in any event a small
quantity
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We now consider the mass flow change through AB, which 
is
~ ss-t-AG3 si][(<i ■t'£s<1)C£,s(‘Z'^)
« Cos (e<. + K  ~  Q  SS^dLc^o^ f  S  Coo PC ^ ^
Expanding in the perturbation quantities ¿IQ , <*>, > oC«-i ) 9
we obtain
= ss [tkan v^  •+ Sc«« k  )
— Q ss £oCn_,S S u ^ K - A A c o S ^ -  PCvn^Sw,^ ” ■*:(«h - r ^ J .
We now use the'results in the appendix, to express A Q i n  terms 
of hCy,-( . giving
■m -i £>$s tA Q ss - oc, 
Q  ss (20)
where I .
We then find that
= GJss (**»-, |Sss (d o n ^ -t s<or,«c) - *V, S
-f- t " X  ^ PCv i-| — t(r\ ci S l», l )  • ( 2 1 )
Since the net mass in-flow into ABODE, must vanish, we have
Ahi/ta = A ^ a c  +• A ^ j> e ? (22)
so that
Qss ^»i-i jSss (dcoo^-f-soro* ^  +  ^ C^-' -**»)
- f  X > t  A  ( c . - ' X . ) ( o( y \ -  Rj> A|)Q>p - h  & c {  f^c  Q  c  f
and therefore
Ad GLp c
<Q
-f- 0Q-1 ^ jL c jn r }  t  C<r? PCj-  CC  ^ Ju,«c StU Oc J
5 (24)
Rc Q<
Q ss
Cco *1
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There are several noteworthy features to this formula. 
First, it has the multiplying factor ^cfic/Qis]- Cer>,l] 
found in all these problems. Second, considering the terms 
in the numerator, p- ftp A is much le3s than (c/s
and may be neglected. Third, (d/s) is also small
(both ^ s) and Si*i>£ are small) and is neglected.
For the RB211, at the conditions of interest, we estimate 
the following quantities:
RpAp = 0.9. X/s = 0.6, d/s = 0.15, c/s = 1.25
Rc = 0.95, = 13°. Qc/Qss = 1.21, M s = 1.55, COS y = 0.98
x = 60 ,
Then
= 1.18. The typical value of n = 0.2V
—  ¿f-S* [(Xu' <**-<)“ ^  <**-\ , £25)
where °C is in radians. Converting cc into degrees gives
Ad -  O ttt-( « » -  0C«-\) -  °c«-< . (26)
<d
Change in Shock Detachment Due to Blade Thickness Changes
In this section, we discuss the change in shock detach­
ment due to the change in blade thickness. We assume that the 
cascade of blades is uniform and therefore that thickness and 
stagger are uncoupled. This is a reasonable assumption and 
likely to be valid, at least for the small changes encountered 
in practice. The method of analysis is essentially that used 
above. We balance the mass flow through a box bounded by the 
blades, sonic line, trailing edge plane and the characteristic 
from the blade to the sonic line: see Fig, 4.
The change in mass flow through AB is again dependent on 
areachange, which is — (£*-1- Sn-i) . The change in mass flow 
is simply
A  •=. —  Rj* + £>i-h  ^  . (27)
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The result in this form is open to two objections. First, 
the thicknesses ought really to incorporate the boundary layer 
thicknesses, which may not be negligible for these transonic 
flows. Second, because the streamlines on either side of the 
blade converge as the flow leaves the blade, the area of the 
flow should account for the wake and its downstream mixing.
But nevertheless, we believe that the assumptions leading to 
(2 7 ) are sufficiently good for our purposes.
The change in mass flow through the sonic line is
=. (28)
and the change in mass flow through AB is
-t~ ( A d - n + - A b h ) c j > s i 2_ ^ G & i .  (2 9 )
Therefore, since
, (30)
Q a [ ( M « +  >£- A 4 R cQ.c -
so that
¿ u  =
_ [ A k *  CoiYl -f “* ^  H-f J
[ ( c u R c  /C ist)-  ^ z ]
(3 2)
This has the usual denominator - Ca>^ |, and otherwise
depends on four thicknesses: the actual leading edge 
thickness, , the trailing edge thicknesses ( i n  t £*+■) , 
and the upstream thickness of the preceding blade •
Because of this dependence on four variables, it is difficult 
to apply the relation to a fan. Of these four, only the 
leading edge thickness is important, since its percentage 
variation is the largest, the blade leading edges being very 
thin and hand-finished. Then
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£ d _
^  ((QtH,/Q»)- Cco*i)
(55)
In this relation, we note from Section 2 that substitution for 
d  gives
_ Aku »2
<4. S  ^ C<n c< ~  Coo ) cS«o /  <a r*^ (54)
This formula applies when the uniform component of shock 
stand-off distance is dominated by spillage rather than thick­
ness. Using the same values for the parameters as in Section 
2 we find that
M  -  3 3 . 5  Ak t. .
d. S
For typical blades, s = 8" at the tip, and, typically,
= o o i "  (standard deviation of measurements).
This corresponds to ~ °  ' oCf , which is a much smaller
percentage change than that due to blade stagger angle varia­
tions. We note in passing that it has been found that it is 
the leading edge thickness which correlates well with shock 
strength.
This completes the calculation of shock detachment due 
to blading non-uniformity.
4 . variation of shock strength with shock detachment
The objective of this section is to determine the variation 
in the positions of the shock waves as the detachment distance 
is altered. To do this we consider a shock wave from a single 
blade, as shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, the shock wave 
propagates forward into a uniform flow whose characteristics 
are at a constant angley«.s to the downstream flow. The co­
ordinates of a point on the shock are *, 'f/s.
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aWe analyse the problem using weak shock theory '
In that theory, the shock is shown to bisect the 
characteristics intersecting it from upstream and 
downstream. For the Mach numbers encountered here this 
approximation should be adequate since at no point 
(except perhaps close to the sonic line) are the shock 
waves in any sense strong.
Then from Fig 5
that is, the shape of this part of the shock wave may then 
be written
(35)
which can be rewritten as
Integrating from ^  = ^ }the sonic line, to and from 
y-=. <k to gives
u , k ( ± z J k ) W . =  -  —  , (57)
or
2c* t<9dB
( 'h /x
(38)
Thus
(40)
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Using this relation, it is relatively straightforward to 
calculate the change in shock positions with / * i (which 
depends on the upstream Mach number), (which depends 
on the downstream Mach number) and d.
Examining the above formula, we find that for the 
fan under discussion, the maximum value of (^-/<s ) 
occurs at the sonic line, where = 103°, «= 40°
(/^ s = 1.55)* Then / (V* J <T 32° and we can
approximate (40) as
X  = [ A - s * *  l 1
at 0  -  M s J  (41)
This formula may be expressed internisof Q , the 
angle between the characteristic and the sonic line 
Since the sum of this angle and if* is the same for all 
Mach numbers, and at the upstream Mach number 
it follows that
+  6 S ) -  0 +  ©) .
Then substituting in (41 )♦ and noting that &*> « 0,
<L \ e s - B
(42)
Since 9 is a function of Mach number alone, this formula 
may be used to calculate the Mach number, and hence the 
static pressure rise at any position on the shock.
For a uniformly bladed fan, we choose a co-ordinate 
system such that X  — T  Siw , Y =  -*• cos(^foc)t
ThenX» Y are along the blade leading edge line and 
perpendicular to the cascade, cC is the stagger angle.
The calculated shape of the initial portion of the 
shock wave is shown in Fig.6. This calculation covers
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the region of the shock wave before it meets the expansion 
fan from the leading edge of the preceding blade. It is 
clear then that we now know the pressure rise as a function 
of y/X. This is plotted on Fig.7* for the usual fan 
conditions, and demonstrates the expected rapid decay of 
pressure behind the shock.
An alternative plot is of the variation of shock 
amplitude with distance away from the fan face, ie. of 
as a function of x/d, Fig.8. This shows the 
expected decay of the shock strength ahead of the fan disc.
To relate the pressure rise at the shock to the 
changes in the detachment distance d, we use a small 
perturbation analysis. To analyse the problem properly 
we have to account for the changes in both blade 
orientation and upstream Mach number. However, it can 
be shown that the effects just referred to are small compared 
with that of the change in the shock detachment distance.
If, therefore, we only account for the change in shock 
detachment distance d, we can write )= K y/<0
and then for small changes we can write
For the fan here, Y/s = 0.5, d/s = 0.125, giving Y/d = 4 
and f  = 0.1. Then ^
required relation between pressure rise and blade incidences,
(45)
and substituting obtain the
O • cT7 Ci *» 1
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A 0 %
(44)
This is to be compared with the relation determined
2experimentally by Stratford and Newby
Two things are clear about these results. First, in our 
relation, there is an extra weak dependence on , for
fixed ( i<*-i). Second, we have greatly over-estimated
the rate of change of (^/Ppd)^ with (oC„- oC*_,)» There 
are a number of possible reasons for this. The prime one 
is the extreme sensitivity of the result to the steady 
detachment distance. Substituting in (45) for A d  and 
d, we find that
A (46)
Mr+ ?(MrV)(«.-«.-,))
£  (Q c.Rc./Gtss) — eUr3>l J
( 47)
In this expression we have neglected a part proportional 
to and in the numerator, only the term
is significant. Now, since f' is relatively insensitive 
to the actual value of d chosen and
*  ^  ( ( % * , ) * *  -
the result is, in effect, proportional to 1/d.
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Substituting for d from Section 2 gives
¿ j ^ r \  - i ' f l y t  ( 'M -/'W )-  l ) ( f i / a « l  t  f C -  * -'))•
 ^P*/n 11 s ( Cos oc - ( ‘V q ^ C o S ^ - h ) j
Now we note that the numerator and denominator in this
expression are both small differences between larger
quantities, and the result is therefore very sensitive to
small changes in the parameters used. In particular we
note the sensitivity to R . c . I f  R c were reduced
to 0.9, would be reduced from 0.17 to 0.112 and<S2 ss
the result (44) would be more similar to Stratford and
Newby's experimental relation. Also noteworthy is
-2the approximate variation as i , indicating sensitivity 
to this quantity also.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have devised a relatively simple 
theory for the strengths of the shock waves found ahead of 
a transonic compressor having non-uniform blading. The 
theory shows that the shock amplitudes are proportional to 
the differences between successive blade stagger angles, 
in agreement with the experimental results of Newby and 
Stratford. These shock strengths are also dependent on 
the changes in the thickness of the blades at a number of 
different points on the blades. Of these thioknesses, 
that at the leading edge is probably the most important.
For typical variations in each, the effect of stagger 
angle variation is four times that of thickness
variation
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While the general dependence of shock amplitude on 
stagger angle is correctly predicted, the rate of change 
is not. This is possibly due to the use of inadequate 
numerical data rather than any defect in the theory 
itself. The slope of the shock amplitude/stagger curve 
depends on factors that are very sensitive to the 
conditions used. In particular, it is sensitive to mean 
blade incidence and to the losses assumed. Neither of 
these is accurately known in the present context. The 
strong dependence on incidence does, however, suggest a 
method of controlling the source of buzz-saw noise. As 
incidence increases, so does the average shock detachment.
But this causes the extra detachment due to the blade non­
uniformity to decreases as a percentage of its mean value, 
with a resulting decrease in the shock amplitude,
There are several ways in which the analysis could 
be improved. First, it is clear that the correct values 
of incidence and loss factors are critical, and some way must 
be found of. accurately determining them. Second, and 
despite the analysis of Part I, one of the most questionable 
assumptions in the theory is that for the outflow from the 
cascade. While Part I justified the assumption that it 
depended an area alone, it did so on the basis of a 
linearised analysis, which may be somewhat in error at 
these high Mach numbers. However, this is likely to be 
a smaller effect than that of the boundary layer. As the 
shock strength and position change, so will the „boundary 
layer thickness and this in turm will alter the effective 
outlet area. To calculate this effect properly would be
most difficult
But in any event the analysis here does provide a 
description of the flow that is consistent with the 
observed relationship between the shock strengths and 
the blading non-uniformity. As such it is about as far 
as it is worth going with purely analytical means.
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Small -perturbations of compressible flow
(a) Two-dimensional flow
We are concerned with small perturbations to two- 
dimensional compressible flow, and thence with determining 
the changes in Mach number, and flow per unit area due to 
changes in flow angle.
We consider a pressure wave of form pt*--^ )  where 
p, s .(M  z- 1 ) >/x » then, from the linearised flow equations
APPENDIX
Page 1
Uj » _L It =. o ,
f> Vxc
(¿i l l  + P h i  = -  O  ,
■Ztlc ' ?
(A1)
(A2)
where Mi is the velocity perturbation, we find, for a flow 
angle perturbation oC » that 
iL = ~ JZ =.
(JL U
_t_ - y 11 V  , -  M ;  /7 V  ,
P C, ~ -L p
n  oc
(A3)
where (-*• , y are the velocity perturbations parallel and
perpendicular to the mean flow. The change in Mach 
number A M  is determined from
A M  - A u. _ Ac _ p c___M V
1C  ^ ^ P x f (A4)
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or
, - J L f t t in h'
(A5)
Then, since the one-dimensional flow function which 
describes flow along a stream tube satisfies
a q  _ a h  . C i _ n l ) ( a 6)
Q  7T" (I* A7l J
we find that „
45. ■= pC/9 .
r  (A7)
(h) Prandtl-Meyer Relations
We use the definitions of Houghton and Brock ^ j the 
notation is illustrated in Fig.9.
Then with the Mach angle/* =  S^'C'/H^we find that
A  /U. - Atl I
T T
(A8)
By definition, the angle V is equal to the flow angle oC 
plus a constant. Therefore
¿ V  = (»'-') ^  .
( / *  zg - r f - ) A1 ‘ (A9)
We also define another angle Q  by (see Houghton and Brock 4 )
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e = i nY-l
-I
Co £
(> +-0
i + fr-0 rr (A10)
Then
a e t*-' Yi-I____  M 4M (r-i)
Y-i (i-(T«)/^+(r-i)h1))'/'- (A11 )
__ _  An (r+i)______ Mx
Z M  yf(M'-l)'(t+- ¥ n Z )
(A12)
As a check we note that
A v -  A e  = (n'-t-Cf-H)My*.')
f t ¿ W 0 r_,J/7V » j  (A13)
A H  1 (A14)
Since (5 + M  - V  = H , this is the expected result.
. »-
Also of interest is the angle of the sonic line to 
the free stream: this is 1  - )£ in the notation used for 
the estimation of the shock detachment distance. Now
\  M
6  +/< J (A15)
therefore
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Ì & &  -t- A (A16)
Aft
M j h x-I m0  +  Qr-QtJx/x)
-  I (A17)
We expand some of these quantities for M  = (l-t-fc): from
„ A £
^  “  / Ï T  ’
(A18)
we have
^  ® J  ~ +  c ( t v *j. (A19)
Similarly P
and
a  e = A £----  j
l/"2.C
+• 0 ( e v *) ,
(A20)
£9 = J  2-C^-O (A21)
and since
<4 V  = A  ¿0 + y*)
(A22)
Further A ^  •=• <4 £ Jl-£ t 
C t -h )/ i
so that l|'v 0(s^ ,jalso.
Shock
Fig. 1. Notation for calculation of shock wave detachment due to "blade incidence angle - uniform blades.
VX
m~ko

■ 1/r 5. iiotation for calculation of shock wave detachment due to stagger angle variations. ro
Final
shock
position
Initial
shock position
4 otaticn for calculation of shock vave detachment due to thickness variations non-uniform blaies.
Fig-. 5. Notation for shock wave shape calculation.
Downstream flow
y/d
tig. 6. Calculated shock wave position for uniformly blaied fan
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PRESSURE RISE
Pi£. 7. Pressure rise signature.
Fig-. 8. Decay of shock strength ahead of fan.
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-iiç. 9. Rotation for Prandtl-Keyer relations - Appendix.
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